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latest releases 
PAISLEY PRINT 
stories by 
FAYE DAVIS 

A lyrical collection of interrelated short fiction 
capturing with great sensitivity the lives of 
people in a small grape-growing community. 
Faye Davis grew up in the Swan Valley and 
lived there until her early twenties. The result is 
an ex traordinarily rich and imaginative 
evocation of people, time and place. 
recommended retail price $10.50 PB 

WINDFALLS 
poetry by 
ANDREW 
LANSDOWN 

A new collection of poetry in the West Coast 
Writing series by one of the most widely 
published Australian poets. Windfalls is Andrew 
Lansdown's fourth collection, and reflects his 
strong interest in Australian flora and fauna, 
and in human relationships and human 
sp irituality . 
recommended retail price $8.50 PB 

available from your local bookseller or 

F'""":I',..".--...."..,.----, THE CHINESE 
FEAST 
poetry by 
SHANE 
McCAULEY 

A strong collection of contemporary poetry in 
the Shoreline poetry series. This collection 
introduces the talents of a strong and serious 
new poet. Shane McCauley's poetry is most 
impressive for its considerable range and 
intelligence. It is touched by a feeling for life, 
and vulnerabilities and quiddities. 
recommended retail price $4.00 PB 

STORIES 
a collection 
ELIZABETH 
JOLLEY 

A welcome release of Elizabeth Jolley's first 
two highly acclaimed collections of short 
fiction, Five Acre Virgin and The Travelling 
Entertainer. STORIES concludes with an 
impressive self-portrait, in which Elizabeth 
Jolley explores those aspects of her life which 
appear to have shaped her writing. 
recommended retail price $12.50 PB 

Fremantle Arts Centre Press 
1 Finnerty Street, (PO Box 891), Fremantle 6160. Phone 335 8244 
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Note from the Editors 

We apologise to readers for the delay in publication of Westerly No.3, 1984, 
which has been caused by the aftermath of the fire at Alpha Print Pty Ltd. 
Thank you for your patience. 

In No.4, December 1984, we plan to give prominence to writing and 
associated arts from the Indian Ocean region, to coincide with the Indian 
Ocean Arts Festival and the second International Conference on Indian Ocean 
Studies to be held in Perth. 

Bruce Bennett and Peter Cowan. 
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JUDY DUFFY 

A Tribute To Davis 

Cass can see Davis, slouched in his favourite chair by the open window, still 
brooding, with the cold winter wind blowing through to his bones. But Cass 
doesn't have to care anymore about whether or not he gets pneumonia, or 
whether he is bad-tempered, or just plain miserable as he seemed so often in 
the months after his first heart attack. 

Cass doesn't have to worry anymore about Davis, because Davis is dead. 
He died suddenly, turning blue then blacking out grey on the double bed they 

had gone on sharing for thirty years, despite Davis' 'little flirtations' with other 
women. 

"Davis went and left me, left me shame in my head. 
Davis took her dancing then he took her to bed." 
Cass cleans her kitchen, compulsively. Flirtations were one thing, she thinks, 

the affair with the Matron was quite another. 
She reaches for the gin bottle and because she needs sound to fill the silence 

that has come in the days since they carted the body away, and because Davis 
isn't there to hear her and be utterly shocked, she sings her latest jazz lyric, 
sings in her full brazen voice. 

"Davis was a dancing man. 
He didn't dance with me. 
He loved me in a marriage bed. 
Respectability! " 
Cass has composed jazz lyrics secretly for years, encapsulated her emotions 

in simple rhymes and set them to the traditional jazz songs she loved so 
passionately in her youth. She has happy lyrics, melancholy lyrics, lyrics of joy, 
of disillusionment, of bitterness, all written out neatly in a large leather bound 
book. 

On the cover of her book a golden bird flies, its feathers, finely etched, poise. 
Always it is rising, escaping. Its image has faded with time but Cass can feel it 
still, under her finger tips, feel its spirit, free and far from submissive. 

After the death the jazz singer sent for Casso Seven trumpets in her throat, 
Davis always said. The singer knuckled a tear from under an eye. 

Everyone at The Club thought highly of Davis. He was a man who loved his 
jazz, lived for it. The singer felt sorry for Casso She knew how empty her life 
would be, now, without that man. Davis, so energetic, such fun, so alive. 
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And alive Cass would never dare to sing. 
"Dapper dancing Davis is now deep in the earth .. " 
The singer is holding her hands. 
Cass manages to say, "Davis lived in two worlds. 1 knew only one of them." 
"I know! 1 know!" 
The voice soothing, comforting. 
"But he loved you that man," the singer said earnestly. 
"He really loved you." 
The Club wanted to pay a Tribute to Davis, devote an entire evening to his 

favourite songs. 
Would she, Cass, the widow, would she attend? 
At the end of every evening the singer would dance with Davis, just one 

dance, her brightly coloured skirts swirling out, her pretty lipsticked mouth 
smiling at him, and he Davis, the envy of every eye. 

"You should have seen it Cass," he would say. "You should have seen it." 
Davis had been forced to stay at home after that first attack, give up danCing. 

Moody and sullen, a shrunken dwarf, he spent his days staring out into the 
street and seeing nothing, for what was there to see in a street where people 
scurried from his curious eyes and shut their doors against the sound of the jazz 
music he needed to play at full volume because of his impaired hearing. 

"Amazing, what accumulates in the ears," he said once, before 
embarrassingly confessional, he described his first meeting with the Matron. 

They laughed, he said, while they counted the dead insects floating in a tray 
of liquid discarded from his ears, laughed like he hadn't laughed in a longtime. 

And hearing the tale so many times, Cass could see them, heads close, 
poking at the syrup with a pencil point, separating the three moths, the beetle, 
and the sixteen tiny unidentified skeletons that Davis had boasted about, 
boringly, for weeks afterwards. 

While he convalesced, Cass heard much about the Matron's big generous 
heart, her lack of inhibitions, her odd sense of fun. 

"She wasn't really a good dancer Cass, too well built, no real sense of 
rhythm, but there was something about her Cass, something that fascinated 
me, but only for a while Casso It was always you for me Cass, really, deep 
down." 

And all those days Cass watched him in his invalid chair, his slippered feet 
moving to the music, his bony fingers playing along the arm of the chair as 
though it was a keyboard. 

They had shared a love once, a love for jazz too. They met at a jazz club, 
followed the same bands, shared the same dreams. They made love to the 
rhythm of jazz on Indian rugs by open fires, tender love on beaches, drunken 
love in the back seats of cars, fevered love, erotic love. Cass liked to remember 
such times, to talk about them. But after they were married, Davis would insist 
they were a fabric of her colourful and sometimes worrying imagination. 

Cass wrapped a tartan rug about his shoulders, brought him broth, rich in 
iron and vitamins. She watched him sip it slowly, shakily, spilling some on the 
napkin she had placed across his knees. 

"Once you loved jazz Cass, remember?" 
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Soup dribbled from his brimming spoon. Cass turned up the volume. She 
didn't want him to beg. 

And so she watched him, her knitting needles clicking time to Sweet Georgia 
Brown and Catanoogie Choo Choo and the brown ribbing descending from her 
hands shaping into a vest to protect his chest from cold. She watched him 
dancing away from her, dancing with the Matron at The Club, barely reaching 
her bosom where he was nuzzling in his head feeling warm and young while 
they moved about the floor, bodies pressed close. 

It was, Cass decided finally, the pride in his manhood, the pride he couldn't 
quite conceal in melancholy regret, that maddened her more than anything. 
And having him at home, weeks into months, locked into his private dreams yet 
expecting her unquestioning attention. She had grown accustomed to her 
privacy, secure in her own patterns and habits. 

She began to niggle at him. He told her again and again that he was sorry to 
have spent so much of his life without her. But he had always liked to think of 
her at home, waiting for him. 

"You were always a warm little woman to come home to Cass," he said. 
But after the attack he refused to make love. 
"It would be a good way to go." Davis loved his own jokes. "But you would 

never forgive yourself Cass, should you lure me to an early death." 
He died on the day she bought the shoes. Pale grey shoes with glittering blue 

toes and heels as high as those she had worn in the days when they had danced 
together. 

Davis danced alone those last days when he thought she wasn't watching, 
arms outstretched, shuffling about the floor. 

He was still dancing in her mind the day she walked a long time in the 
shadows of the hospital, when she saw reflected in its enormous glass doors a 
small middle-aged woman clutching a shoe-box, when she felt that woman, 
timid and dowdy, press a finger firmly on a bell, when she heard her demand 
to see the Matron. 

Across an untidy paper-littered desk, she faced a stranger, a bespectacled, 
business-like stranger. It was hard to imagine that she and Davis! 

"Quick as the wind her moods will change Cass." 
"Now! What is the trouble?" The Matron crisp in a white uniform bustling 

her hands about the desk, clearing a path through which they could see each 
other. 

"Davis," Cass said, and unexpectedly the Matron laughed, a hearty guffaw. 
"What has that man been up to? Swanking his little arse about a dance floor, 

despite the warnings?" 
"He is dying." 
Cass hadn't meant to say that. 
The Matron's head bent over thick fingers locked together tightly. After a 

time she raised her eyes, looked at Cass, tears heavy behind her spectacles. 
"It must be hard for you too." 
She spoke quietly moving to the window to stare beyond the room, beyond 

the hundreds of pigeons that were squabbling noisily on the roof-top in the 
dusk. 

"He could linger on for years if he looked after himself." 
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"But he will always be an invalid." 
"God! How he must hate that!" The Matron's breath steamed a cloud on the 

window pane, a cloud that shrank slowly into nothing. 
"I am feeling the strain of caring for him." 
Behind her desk again, the Matron decidedly uncomfortable. 
And Cass relentless. 
"I suppose I must stay and look after him?" 
The Matron shocked, visibly. Davis had always led her to believe. He was 

always so proud of Cass his little wife . . . 
"Besides it has been a long time . . . since I saw him last." 
"I think too long." 
"He loves you still," Cass told her. 
And if the Matron's face did begin to crumple, she masked it instantly, safe 

behind her profession. 
"You must be firm with him," she said. "The sick need a firm hand. They 

must be made to do what is best for them." 
Cass stood to leave. 

Suddenly the Matron grabbed her hands and held them tight. Her plump 
cheeks were flushed scarlet. She had made a decision. 

"But I do know how you feel," she said. She leaned forward to confide, a 
whisper to a new friend. 

"What is the use of caring for them, serving them, suffering with them, if they 
give nothing, nothing, in return." 

Cass was speechless. In the lift, descending, she began to laugh, hysterically. 
At home she shut the door on the visit, firmly, put the kettle on, to think, put 

the shoes on the table. Shoes on the table! She rolled her hair tight into pink 
plastic curlers. She would go dancing, alone. Davis cried. Sitting up in bed 
saying that this attitude didn't become her, that it would be cruelty to leave 
him, even for an evening. 

"For longer than an evening Davis." 
He was shocked at how bitter how distorted, how ugly she had become. 
"When nobody loves you 

and you've got the blues 
then dance out the door 
in your brand new shoes." 

Hadn't he left the Matron? Didn't that say something about love? 
"Cass?" 
He was a very sick man. He had returned. And for what? Abuse? Lack of 

feeling? The Matron wouldn't turn her back on him. The Matron cared. She 
loved him, still. She would gladly spend her life with him. 

"Cass?" 
"You can, Davis, if you wish, taste your death in her ample cleavage." 
It began then with the eruption, the guilt, worse than grief, for Davis had 

needed to beg. 
"She hates the sick Cass, loathes them." 
"It's understandable! For God's sake Cass! She has been surrounded by 
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illness the best part of her life. Cass?" 
"Stay with me Cass? Please?" 
"I love you." 
He died then, dramatically, leaving her whimpering in a strange new void. 
But too long she has trembled in this silence and tonight the trumpet player 

is calling to escort her to 'The Tribute' . 
Cass is nervous. She unrolls the curlers from her newly dyed red hair, slips 

her feet into the blue-grey dancing shoes. 
The door bell rings. She will not go. No one can make her do anything she 

does not want to do. She drinks the last of the gin for courage. 
And she is smiling, smiling at the table of honour, where the band joins her 

between the songs they play in memory of her dead husband. 
To keep him alive. 
"Poor Davis! How shocked he would be to see me here, dressed like this and 

drinking in public!" . 
"You look lovely! Absolutely lovely!" The singer smiles. "Your hair suits 

you red and the yellow dress is divine." 
Cass reaches again for the blue-tinged gin. 
Still people dance and people sing and people urge her forward, call her 

name. 
Gin-limp, her chin quivering, she stumbles to the stage and she is receiving 

flowers. 
And the hall is hushed, the band silent. Faces stare openly, some 

embarrassed, all sympathetic. By a window a woman sobs quietly and a man 
holds her close. A close friend of Davis' probably. And the table closest to the 
band seems to approve of her. It is right that she be so distressed. She is the 
widow. And the Matron is there, slumped at a table in a far corner and tears are 
dribbling down her plump cheeks into her beer glass. 

"A song for Cass," the singer is saying. "Davis would always insist that the 
last song of the evening be a song for Cass, his wife." 

"He loved you that man," the singer whispers, offering Cass a hand to help 
over this public, this painful moment. 

But Cass has fled to the dance floor and in a whirl of yellow skirt and 
glittering blue shoes she is dancing alone in a stunned silence, dancing alone 
until the trumpet catches silver, lifts the singer's voice and moves the people to 
join her. 

And Cass is singing. 
"Davis! Davis! Look at Cass! 
She's out on a dance floor swinging her arse. 
Davis! Davis! Isn't it absurd? 
She's lifting her skirts 
like the wings of a bird!" 
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KEITH FOUNTAIN 

Recycling 

When you remove the bullet from my brain, 
Keep its soft weight; it might be used again 
With lead at such a price. 
Put my two kidneys on ice; 
Their tiny cells have known rich burgundy, 
Pale slivovitz, Nuits-St.-Georges, and Lipton's tea. 
My corneas may be of use; each little sliver 
Saw Isfahan, Segovia and the Darling River. 
The heart? It quickened at John Donne, an Irish band, 
Omar Khayyam, De Falla, Holst, the Rio Grande. 
It really wasn't quite the best, 
But passed its E.C.G. - please burn the rest, 
And spread the dust on Wilson's field, 
(it always had a meagre yield), 
So that the farmer, none the wiser, 
May gain a little fertiliser. 
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AILEE ASHTON 

The Dark Room 

She turned the key and pushed on the door with her shoulder. It stuck for a 
moment, then opened in a rush that made her stumble through, catching her 
feet on the wooden step and throwing her hands with a slap against the wall. 

"Damm," she muttered, and cowishly kicked at the door. It banged against 
the frame and swung back on her. She turned, raised her knee, and kicked 
again. A long, dark shadow swept the corridor and the lock caught with the 
scrape of sliding metal. The door shivered quietly. 

She had taken only a few steps away when she strode back and opened it 
again. Seconds of fading sunlight tumbled in quickly before she heaved on the 
door, making it lurch into place. 

"There," she said. 
A breathless heat touched the skin of her face as she came into the room. 

Alfonso sat, straddled on the arm of a chair. A magazine that he did not seem 
to be reading was spread in front of him, one edge touching the strong curve of 
his thigh. 

"What are you stoned on?" she asked. 
An ashtray lay with its face in the carpet and cigarette ends were scattered 

across the floor. They made a trail of small, grey stains. She knelt beside him, 
collected the butts one by one, and threw them into the fire. She pulled a tissue 
from her sleeve and wiped the ashtray slowly. 

The yellowed white of his eyes shone out at her from behind his closing lids. 
She stared back at him. 

"Push off," he said. His eyes were shut. 
Raising herself, she placed the ashtray on the mantlepiece. She moved into 

the kitchen, stood at the sink and filled a kettle under the tap. She looked out 
through the window into the empty yard. 

"Where are the kids?" she called. 
She lit the gas and waited, clutching the kettle against her, then sat it over the 

quiet, blue flame. 
She went to the doorway. He had fallen, slumped into the seat of the chair. 

The magazine lay on its back on the floor. She moved toward it, touched it, and 
felt tiny, white specks of powder come away with the tips of her fingers. 

"Have you ... "Her voice sat in her throat and she had to clear it to speak. 
"Have you shot up?" 
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His head fell down into the sleeve of his shirt. She moved her hand to touch 
the dull, black strands of hair that hung against his neck. Her fingers played 
with them. She twirled a lock of it around one finger, then let it drop again. She 
touched his neck, spreading her fingers over it, pressing timidly. 

"Fonso?" she whispered, pressing a little harder. Suddenly he reacted, 
pushing her hand away with tightened shoulders. He lifted his face to her and 
smiled. Putting a deliberate thumb to his nose, he blocked one nostril and 
sniffed back loudly. The open nostril quivered and stretched wider. He began 
to laugh, sniggering at first into his hands, then letting his jaw shake 
uncontrollably behind them. Hardly a sound came from his mouth. 

She left him there, turned the kitchen light on, and poured hot water from 
the kettle into a battered tin pot. She watched the small, gauze bags of tea circle 
and drown, until the rising heat grew over her hand. Slamming the kettle down 
on the stove, she wedged her hand under her armpit, suppressing the pain of it. 

The children were climbing over the wooden fence at the back of the yard. 
The window was smeared with steam from the kettle and she rubbed it away to 
see more clearly. The younger boy ran ahead. His feet turned inward and his 
small, urgent face flushed with cold. 

She was at the door to meet him. She held the wire screen against her passive 
hip and he stumbled into her small, round belly. 

"Miss Renwick took my popgun." His voice was thin and high and he shifted 
with his disappointment, looking up at her. 

The taller boy hung a few feet away from them, waiting, it seemed, to be able 
to move into the house. 

"Will you go to the shop, Sam?" she asked. 
He nodded indifferently. 
"Fish and chips," she said. She watched as he leapt at the fence, dragging his 

body up to the rotting, splintered edge of it. His feet sprang against the wood, 
the palings clattered, and he went over, diving feet first, to the other side. 

"You don't own a popgun." The door shut softly, following the slow move
ment of her hip. "Sit at the table," she said. 

Her hand felt the dark wall shyly and she edged past Alfonso to the fireplace. 
She laid pieces of wood on the dying coals and poked beneath them with a stick. 
"You ever snort smack in this house again . . . ," she told the resurrected 
flames. They flickered gold across the walls and, for a moment, the skin on her 
face felt clean and warm. 

The child stood in the doorway. 
"Mum?" he said. 
"Get in the kitchen," she hissed. 
His eyes became limp and shiny. His thin legs sagged against the doorframe. 

She brushed Alfonso's foot, knocking it from the arm of the chair to the floor, 
as she went toward the boy. She wrapped his small head in her repentant arms 
and kissed his fine hair once, quickly. She looked back, to Alfonso. His foot lay 
dead on the floor. She was unable to tell whether he was asleep or not and she 
guided the child away, into the kitchen. 

The tea was tepid now and, shaking the pot, she tipped the dark brown water 
into the sink. The tea bags fell into her fingers and she flipped them back into 
the empty pot. 
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Sam came in, hugging a white paper parcel to his chest and bouncing on the 
floor against the cold. The two boys leaned over the table, eating the chips from 
the paper. 

"Where's Fonso?" Sam said. 
"In the living room," she answered. Her face turned from him. 
"Why's it dark ?" He looked, questioning the doorway. 
She brought the tea to the silent table. She sat next to her youngest son and 

took a chip quietly. The little boy touched her arm with the flat of his hand. 
"Will Fonso get me another popgun, mum?" he asked. 
"Oh," she said. She blew on the chip. "Fonso didn't give you any popgun." 
"No. But he didn't ask to have it back." 
She nearly smiled. 
"Where did Fonso have a popgun?" 
"In the bathroom," he said. "It squirts water good too." 
She pulled her arm away from the boy, passed her hand to her forehead, and 

rubbed it into her hair. She looked aimlessly into the grooves of the table, fol
lowing them. Sam's fingers tightened over the paper, bringing a handful of 
chips with it. A soft, potato ooze came away through the hollow in his fist. She 
watched it slide in a lumpy, thick mass from his hand to the table. 

Her body curled away from the sight of it and she stood, pulling the child 
from his chair beside her. She took him quickly through the dark room, into the 
chilly corridor to his bedroom. 

He put his reluctant arms through the sleeves of the pyjama jacket. She lifted 
him into the bed and kissed his bewildered, gentle face. 

"Goodnight," she said, putting the room in darkness. She heard him roll 
over, facing the wall. He did not answer her and she left him. 

She stayed, resting her tired back against the damp passage wall. She could 
see through the half-opened door to the fast shooting flames in the fireplace. 
The dread of it made her go frantically to the opposite end of the corridor. 

She turned the metal lock and opened the door. The ice in the air made her 
clutch her clothing close to her. She looked across the empty street. The sky 
was black with warehouses and heavy cloud. She waited another moment then 
touched the wood of the door, lifted herself up the step with it, and closed it 
behind her. The lock caught easily. 

In the livingroom, she called Sam from the doorway and together they lifted 
Alfonso. His arms fell over their shoulders and they coaxed and carried him to 
his bed. 
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JAN OWEN 

Mending 

Like a smooth grey pebble in the hand 
the deceit found out is turned in the mind: 
she weighs its cold companionable pull. 
Outside the steady keening of the wind, 
within, this pain worn down to roundness 
dulls and is complete; 
she is mending now -
an old black lace mantilla 
heaped in her lap and overflowing her feet; 
the firelight gleams on the silver 
of her thimble; intent, across the room, 
he reads by the yellow pool of another lamp; 
shadows touch the far side of his face 
intimately as a caress. 
He looks up briefly, meets her eyes, 
she lowers her head and sews. 
Mozart's Sonata in A patterns the space between 
beyond the need of speech. 
The needle and the fine silk rise and fall, 
rise and fall, as though to join 
the cadences of evening to each 
leafy arabesque over tulle. 
She sighs and holds the flimsy fabric up -
so many threads frayed out to misshape 
the distances they keep -
then smiles at all this toil to reform - holes. 
He turns a page: a rose petal slides 
like a coracle down the air: the oboes voice 
their sad bird calls. 
Laying aside her work, she leans 
to the secret conversation of flames. 
There is almost peace, here, at the edge of loss: 
the wind gusts up then calms. 
Rain tries its handful of diamonds at the glass. 
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STREPHYN MAP PIN 

Witness 

There is a child standing by the side ofthe road. 
It is night. There is screaming everywhere, torn metal and blood. Lights: 

blue, yellow, red. FlashlFlashIFlash. Long, slow revolutions. 
"Oh God, oh God, oh God ... " 
Sirens. Sirens. Sirens. 
A cassette is still playing in one of the cars, a sound track to the violence: I 

feel the blood of a reptile run, run, through, through ... 
"Help me, oh God, stop it, someone ... " 
People are milling around, packing in close to the scene like vultures around 

dying meat. 
The child stands quite still, watching. He sees the panic gather and flow 

through everything. Sometimes it jerks suddenly, like cut nerves. He watches 
it without emotion, his face distant, as if he is seeing something mundane and 
ordinary. 

"Move back, for Christ's sake, get back, give us some room." 
An arm slips from a sheeted trolley. It slaps the ground, clutched, clawed like 

anger. There are white gleams of bone through blood. He reaches forward, 
curious, moving like he is going to take hold of the hand. 

"What? Where djd that kid come from? Get him out of here. Get away from 
here you little bastard." 

A child is standing by the side of the road. 

"Paul?" 
No answer. 
"Paul!" 
"What." 
Flat. Uninterested. 
"What are you thinking about?" 
"Nothing." 
She sits on the arm of the couch, looking down at the top of his head. She 

remembers this as the first part of his body she had seen, at a party some months 
before. He had been sitting on the grass at the edge ofthe circle oflight, a little 
separate from the rest, staring off into space. When she had asked, a friend had 
told her that he worked for a design company, inventing special effects. 
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"You've been staring at that wall for over an hour. You haven't moved. You 
must be thinking about something." 

"No. Nothing." 
His reply is flat, without inflection. He lays an arm across her leg, moulding 

the muscles above her knee with his fingers. 
"Come on Paul, what's the matter? Why do you bother coming here if you're 

just going to sit around and do nothing all the time? You can't be just looking 
at the wall." 

"I'm sorry, it's just ... the wall. I'm just looking at the wall, I guess. I'm 
thinking about the plaster on the bricks, if you like, the mortar and stuff ... " 

He has a slight frown on his face. His voice trails off vacantly, fading out like 
the end of a record, not really finding a distinct point to finish on. 

His hand moves across in front of them, shadowing the wall, almost as if he 
is about to shape something. He slides his fingers under her leg and rests his 
head on her knee. 

"Sometimes I'm not thinking of anything. Don't you ever do that? I don't 
know how to put it into words. It's like I'm the plaster or something, spread a 
bit thin." 

She strokes his hair. At the party he had suddenly started talking to her, 
about his work, about concepts and problems and answers, as if everything was 
rational and could simply be categorised. She had listened, taken his words, all 
the urgency of his wanting to talk, and held it to her, soothing gently. 

"There's always something to think about, Paul. It's never just 
.. nothing." 
She's smiling. 
"No?" 
""No." 

There is a child standing inside a doorway. 
There is movement, softwhispered. Night. A bedside lamp spreads thick 

gold light. The sounds are slow and careful. 
Soft sounds. Wet sounds. 
"Oh, oh, oh what? oh oh ... " 
Chanting. Chanting. Chanting. 
A stereo plays softly, hardly audible. 
The child watches the way the movement on the bed seems to blend with the 

faint rhythms of the music. Words from the song register without sequence: 
reason, they tried, smile, according to, good, and so. 

"Me, oh, God oh, yes ... " 
They seem to move around each other, through each other, concentrating. 
Images contain the child. He stands quite still, watching. He thinks of 

television programmes and school books and a puppet show he had been taken 
to in a park some days before. Sweat gathers and runs off mouths and eyelids. 
The child absorbs it all without emotion, his eyes distant. The music and 
movement build together. 

"Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, ... oh!" 
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A hand claws down the side of the bed, clutches the sheets, fingers stretch the 
air. The child moves closer to the bed, curious. The hand brushes against his 
face. He blinks. 

"What? Oh for Christ's sake, get out of here. What the bloody hell do you 
think you're doing? Get back to bed." 

He is pushed and bumps against the wall. 
A child is standing inside a doorway. 

"You're looking at the wall again." 
"Sorry." 
"Don't say sorry, don't look at the wall." 
"Oh, what the bloody hell do you want me to look ... " 
He stops. She pulls the sheet up tight to her chin. he's sitting with his back 

19ainst plaster, the cold clasping his skin. 
"Sorry." 
"You're like a robot sometimes. People are supposed to be affectionate at 

this point. You're supposed to hold onto me, rub your face up and down against 
my neck, whisper about how wonderful it was, how wonderful I was. What's 
the matter with you? Are you still here? What's so fascinating about the fucking 
wall?" 

She throws herself as far away from him as possible, dragging the sheet with 
her. He sits with only one foot covered. He can smell the rising air, sticky. Her 
violence confuses him, disturbing him slightly. He feels he has to say 
something, though he is not sure what he has to express. 

"I don't feel affectionate. 1 think 1 feel sick." 
"Oh lovely, that's just wonderful. We fuck and you throw up. That's just 

great for my ego. You say the sweetest things." 
"Look, I'm sorr ... " 
She stiffens. He stops in time. 
"I'll be okay in a minute. 1 don't know what it is - it's sort of like I'm not here 

or something. 1 don't know what to say. What do you want me to say? You're 
not going to cry or anything, are you?" 

"I am already." 
He sighs and rolls against her. He strokes her side, slowly. Abstractly. Her 

skin feels cold and dry. He stares at the back of her head, her hair spread across 
the pillow. 

"I mean it, you know. 1 don't know what to say. It's just me. Maybe. 1 don't 
know." 

Silence. 
"Sorry." 
"Fuck you!" 
She spins, slashing her hand across his face. He blinks up at her rapidly, 

stunned by her sudden violence. She is sobbing, holding her arm across in front 
of her. He stares at her, expressionless, unable to comprehend her anger. 

"I don't want you to be sorry. 1 don't want you to be sorry." 
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There is a child standing behind a desk. 
There is laughter everywhere, school books and the hot smell of the 

classroom. Pale daylight. The lights are on: fluorescent, faulty. A slow 
unpredictable flickering. 

"Well? Well? Well?" 
On the blackboard there is a chalk diagram of the reproductive organs of a 

snake. 
"You put your hand up. Answer, come on!" 
Laughter. Shrieking. Squealing. 
There are the vague sounds of a radio coming from outside the window. The 

teacher looms up in front of the child, his eyes distorted behind large lenses, 
hands gripped behind his head, elbows pointed sharply outwards. 

"What's the matter? Struck dumb or something? Why did you put your hand 
up?" 

Images cluster in on the child: the red and green lines of the diagram in front 
of him; the teacher growing larger at the edge of his line of vision; the other 
children, moving vaguely all around him. Laughter gathers, leaps and jags like 
tiny hooked thorns in the skin of his face. He hears everything without 
registering, his eyes distant. 

"Okay then, I've had enough of this. Outside, come on. I won't have you 
making a fool of me like this." 

A ruler catches the light as the teacher lifts it. He slaps downs, sharp with 
frustration. 

The child still stares ahead at the board. There is laughter everywhere, the 
hot smell of urine. 

"Oh Christ, get out of here! Get a mop! God save me from incontinent 
children." 

A child is standing behind a desk. 

"You don't really want to go to dinner, do you?" 
"I don't mind." 
They are on the expressway. Lights strip past them along the verge. White 

strips flashlflash. Their faces are tinted green from the dashboard light. Pale 
emerald green. Air passes loudly through the gaps around the windows. 

Motor hum. Tyre hum. 
"You don't mind anything. You haven't said anything. You drive like you're 

looking at the wall!" 
He laughs soundlessly. Privately. 
"I like to drive. It's relaxing. I suppose it's like I'm meditating." 
"You're always meditating then. You're the most relaxed person I've ever 

met. You talk like you're meditating, you fuck like you're meditating, you live 
like you're meditating. You're dead, that's what it is. I don't know why I 
bothered with you. I thought you had something to you, but there's nothing. 
You're empty. I've been having a relationship with a corpse for three months. 
I'm a bloody necrophiliac! I bet you stare at nothing when you're on your own." 

Accelerator. White. 
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"No." 
strips. 

"I read. I walk. Sometimes I go driving." 
"Where?" 
"Around." 
"Michael says you spend all your time at work staring at the wall." 
"There's nothing to do." 
"Then do something else!" 
Accelerator. Flash/ 
"Cut it out, please?" 

flash. 
"A reaction. We'll order champagne tonight." 
Accelerator. White strips. Flashlflash. Their faces tinted pale emerald green. 
"I'm not in the mood for this." 
"A bloody magnum." 
Curve. Motor. 
"Paul, slow down, please?" 

hum. 
Tyre scream. 
Nothing. 
"You'll get us killed." 
Cold clasping his skin. Exit. He feels he is about to say something. Bright, 

suddenly. Her hand urgent on his arm. Fingers into flesh. She thinks about his 
arm, the swell of it across her skin. And her voice is somewhere else, saying: 

"Paul,look ... " 

And there is screaming everywhere torn metal and blood and his voice saymg 
her name over and over and he can only see the road in front of him until the 
lights come blue yellow red with their flash flash flash slow revolutions and he 
can hear her screaming oh god oh god oh god and there are sirens and a cassette 
playing in the wreck of the other car and he is saying help me oh god stop it 
someone and there are people all around him like vultures and someone is 
holding him up but he can't see who it is only their voice saying move back for 
Christ's sake get back give us some room and he feels himself being lifted and 
moved away in the blue yellow red he thinks he can see a child standing by the 
side of the road a little separate from the rest of the crowd. 
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JEFF GUESS 

Couch Fire 

she forks huge streaming pieces of the sky 
onto the ragged flag of orange flame 

the tall dark-tented woman 
tossing a hundred stick and shadow-shapes 

between the wild olive 
and along the old stone hill-house wall 

blue smoke curling in long coils of sharp 
and hooking wire warm and old 

gathering back the ends of all the summers here 
March misting into smoky autumn afternoons 

the long collection of ordinary unknown lives 
rolling back from this old street and corner-lane 

an old woman tending a couch fire and the blue 
barbed smoke catching at the eyes for tears 
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JEFF GUESS 

Pomegranate Tree 

no longer an old tree at the dark house side 
but a forest beginning through leaves 

I am always starting from particularly now 
the large red berries tempt at a second Eden 

beyond the tough gold-orange rind of autumn 
and knock at the wall and along the iron-fence 

at all hours like off-season ghosts 
with the overnight stained splash 

of split red skin 
stamped on the white-stone path 

the hiss and tangled scuttle of possum 
sucking at the bright and pulpy fruit the tap 

and bump and fall of all the years waking 
the night from dreams before we've gone too far 
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ROBYN ROWLAND 

Reassessing 

Living alone now 
sounds of a house are relearned. 
It bends, creaks, stretches, familiarizing itself 
to one, not two, 
grinding a different tempo to my life 
worn together, we shuffle, snuggle, me coned inside its shelter. 

The bird too 
constantly chattering amidst spiked nudity 
of that over-pruned apple tree, once sun-block to the kitchen, 
I had noticed 
only as accustomed backdrop seasounds 
not as sparrow; audacious grey-brown character of some substance. 

It will perch 
eventually against window pecking 
periodic incessant tapnotes on the glass, my house, this shell. 
I had thought 
there must be some horde of bird -
appetite-delights invisible to mere human taste 

which lingered on 
the pane beyond rain's wash, 
sun's blaze, the scraping file-sharp tongue of wind. 
But now I fancy 
astonished as if gazing on fields green-crisped 
drawn pure after cloudedness burst hard across their dustiness 

it is communication: 

intention to break through 
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PATRICK ROGERS 

Fair Exchange 

Late in September they reached agreement and arranged to meet at the old 
house that rose like a blister at the centre, and pinnacle, of Point Reach Island. 
Knocked out of shape by decades of wind, this house had served as the central 
pivot to the island for as long as Elise could remember, certainly since Mudloe 
had died there. From the top of the island it was possible to see the other 
islands, the geological litter that orbited Point Reach in a haze, and whenever 
Elise tried to sight the positions of these bits of rock it always seemed to her that 
they had moved from where she had last spotted them; they floated, changing 
position constantly. 

On her way now, she cut up through the grass banks that separated the 
summit house from her home on the south side of the island, picking her way 
along the goat track that lined the hillsides of the island. Long ago now she had 
learnt that goats, and cattle as well, always chose the best line to take, better 
than any surveyor could offer. The bottom of her skirts kicked through the rye 
grass fields, the steep wind-swept banks, until ahead of her, above her, there 
rose the roof of the old house. 

As she had expected, she was the first one there. Circumnavigating the 
hQuse, all its windows boarded up, its fallen stone chimney, she could check 
that her view to the north-west, the way that Anne would come, was 
uninterrupted: a plateau of grass, beaten by the wind, and so she sat down 
under the boarded windows of that corner and waited. She pulled at the hood 
of her frayed duffle-coat, and all the time, nestling down, she listened to the 
noise of the wind beat against her. 

"Sleeping on the job. El?" 
Blinking, against wind and sunlight, Elise looked up, seeing the figure that 

stood above her. Anne. Awkwardly, she rose to her feet with her back against 
the house. 

She hadn't been able to watch Anne's approach as she had hoped. Had put 
herself, instead, at a disadvantage. She stood into the wind - taller than Anne, 
not as heavy - teetering slightly and faced the other woman and smiled 
weakly. 

"I came by the east anyway," Anne told her, "just to keep you on edge. I 
walked around by Seal Rock this morning. " 

"Did you?" 
As usual Anne wore over her other clothes her long battered knee-length 

jacket, over the hotch-potch of cardigans, waistcoats, scarves - all this was 
part of her disarray - and they all flapped now and twitched in the wind, even 
here in the shelter of the house. 
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"You were late." 
"I always am, El. You'd be disappointed if 1 wasn't." 
But by now Elise had regained her stability, was turning away from the wind 

to draw out from her pocket the envelope and held it in her hand. Over Anne's 
shoulder one crumb of rock afloat in the haze had moved, drifting towards the 
horseshoe-shaped island to its right. 

"This is the agreement. That we settled on." She was lifting the envelope up. 
The wind was knocking against it. 

As Anne, reaching out, took the envelope and tucked it into her cardigan 
pocket she looked up at the side of the house, at the scabby paint of the 
weatherboard, its closed-up windows, as if it was already hers. The disdain with 
which she treated the agreement - that was Anne's mark, her proof of power. 
She turned around and looked back down to the north-east the direction she 
should have come from; perhaps for her as well the islands did not remain 
constant and she was trying to fix their position in her mind. 

"You've got the key?" 
"It's in the envelope," Elise nodded. The house as well as her half of the 

island, the contents, the precincts ofthe littoral waters (this was the quasilegal 
jargon in which the terms of their agreement was phrased), everything was to 
be handed over. And most importantly this wreckage. Elise closed the gap 
between the collars of her duffle-coat with one hand while with the other hand 
she steadied herself against the rough skin of the house. "Everything you 
want's there," and gaining courage, she said: "Or here." 

Anne, though, did not like to be reminded of any chink in her omniscience. 
"When are you leaving? What are your plans? Are you going to the mainland?" 

"Maybe," Elise said. The wind was battering, as it always battered. She 
stamped her feet, to beat off the cold. There was nothing, only the expanse of 
water, that lay between Antarctica and these asteroids. "I've got Mudloe's 
boat, it's full of provisions ... " She spoke up. "Maybe I'll sail south. Who wants 
Sydney after this?" She was speaking lightly, flippantly, relieved now that the 
transaction was over. 

After living for so long on this island, now alone on her half but previously 
for nine years with Denis Mudloe, the territory had become a part of her 
defined boundaries, each patch of windblown grass was known to her, each 
rock, every tree that had fallen down. All of it had been her rightful domain, 
shared with Mudloe. The arrival of Anne, a smaller woman, coming ashore on 
the north-west shore in a long boat, was the event that changed the finely 
balanced tension of life on Point Reach. It disrupted her deeply, Anne's 
appearance, during the last months of Mudloe's life - a deep disruption, a long 
ugly splinter. She infiltrated. For a start Anne was a trained nurse - or at least 
this was what she said - and as well she slept with him, something that Elise for 
five years had declined to do. In her view of things, Anne was a trespassing 
enigma. And a whore. Elise had never brought herself to voice these 
accusations, but she knew very well that Anne was no simpleton. She 
understood what was thought of her. 

After Mudloe died - sharing the unenviable toil of digging a grave in Point 
Reach's soil- imperceptibly the island was divided into its two halves. The 
division of proprietrary rights was never discussed, never argued over; it grew 
slowly like a crystal. The house at the summit, the house where Mudloe had 
died, and where he and Anne had shared a bed, abandoned by unspoken 
covenant. Anne referred to the long spine of rock down the centre of the island 
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as the Berlin Wall, but that was her only comment on their political solution. 
As if the island had begun to spin around the pivot here at the centre, 
centrifugal force compelling the two women to the coast. Elise lived by 
cultivating the rows of crippled vegetables that she and Mudloe had struggled 
to produce on a patch of reasonable topsoil, and fishing, an art she had long 
been mistress of. On her long vigils over the half a dozen lines strung out from 
the rock headland, she used to wonder how Anne survived (she knew there was 
no cultivatable land over there). But for days on end, in a curious way, that 
woman's existence, the possibility of it, the contingency of it, barely impinged 
on her own fight. The waves unloaded their weight into the rock pools around 
her and broke, foaming into every crevice, tearing straps of weed from 
footholds. The lines tautened and slackened in response to each surge. 

Elise made her way along the goat tracks she had followed for all her life on 
the island, and beforelong, she knew, reaching this daisy-covered knoll ahead 
of her, she would be looking down on the cuts and ravines for probably the last 
time. No time had been set in the contract for her departure - that was left up 
to her. Her sense of decorum, she smiled to herself. Mudloe's last words to her 
had been: I've got no decorum, EI, so I'll probably kick off when you lot least 
expect it. In the dim light of the house, on the canvas stretcher, his face a blur 
of grey and stubble, he had lifted up a huge calloused hand and reached into the 
air for her face. In the shadows, in the wings, stood Anne, her layers of 
scrounged clothes. How Mudloe and she had made love, on that flimsy camp 
bed, he in his wasted condition and she in search of her own body beneath the 
skins of rags, the actual mechanics of the event had sometimes intrigued her as 
she pulled down the shutters of the house and found her hands empty. The 
reasons for it - well, Mudloe never needed reasons. Treading on the daisies, 
she could see the tiny house that she and Mudloe had erected out the wreckage 
of the whaling shed on the point there. Down those long slopes, treacherous 
with ruts, rabbit warrens, deceptive hollows, she ran, her own skirts kicked by 
her feet kicking the heads of weeds. Break a leg, she laughed, and place 
yourself into the hands of Anne's nursing talents. 

It was an achievement, she supposed, that she and Mudloe had survived the 
decade of their existence on the island without any serious mishap. Not even a 
pregnancy. Even the first years of their strenuous work, the risks they had 
taken, their ineptitude, had produced nothing worse than a few cuts, and once 
Mudloe must have cracked a rib from a joist falling on him; no, they had 
survived, like creatures who had at last found their evolutionary niche. 
Surviving the wind might have been their prime achievement. She reached the 
house, past the patches of cultivated land, and could see how her boat rose up 
and nudged the jetty. Out beyond the headlands drifted Tortoise-Back Island, 
another of her buoyant crumbs. Once Mudloe had swum out there, against this 
wind and sea that was constantly fed by this continent of ocean that lay between 
them and Antarctica, but after an hour or two he was still on the rock (drifting 
away, set adrift? she didn't know) and she could make out quite plainly with the 
binoculars: naked, seated on the plateau of glistening kelp, feet dangling over 
the edge. In the end she had to take the boat out to him, wrenching on the oars 
against the surge, sweating, swearing, until she reached the islet, in the shadow 
of the incoming surf, standing twenty feet off shouting to him in the wind. He 
swam, very slowly, to the boat, then grasped the far gunwale, pulling up by the 
thwart and fell into the boat. He was exhausted. The white soles of his feet had 
been gashed by oysters. I buggered myself getting out here, he told her. The 
ripple of his ribs, the hollow beneath his diaphragm: sinew, gristle, rock. She 
had glared at him and rowed back as he lay back in the boat, gulping for air, and 
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she steadied the boat with the oars, her fins, picking the gaps through the froth 
of surf. 

All her belongings were packed now - all she need do was to load up and she 
could leave at any time. She looked back up to where the house at the summit 
would be. In her garden, the feathery tufts of carrots flickered in the wind, and 
the beans knocked against their trellis. 

To Anne she had said, not long after it was evident that Mudloe had jumped 
at the opportunity of another woman on the island: "Don't expect to remain 
permanently useful to him." 

"Is that the voice of experience speaking? - " Anne had replied. 
"His idea of love amounts to the same as his definition of" 
"Love?" Anne had made an ugly, red shape with her mouth. "My God, EI, 

have you been living here a century?" 
Sheepishly, pointlessly, Elise had gone on: "-his definition of usefulness." 
Squinting at her, though, into sunlight, Anne was intrigued: "And what 

might that be?" 
A strictly literal man, Mudloe would have laughed at these exchanges. 

Sequestered to the house, though, he could do nothing. He had demanded that 
house, its view to all directions, its sense of liberation from the coast. 

To the shallow hole they dug in Point Reach's soil they dragged his body, 
Elise amazing herself with her resources of stamina watching as Anne heaved 
and gulped for air. 

"Men are always a dead weight," Anne sighed sourly. 
"Is that experience speaking?" Elise had asked, and just perceptibly Anne 

had replied with a smile. 
Had she performed a private ceremony, dropping Point Reach Island's bitter 

soil onto the face, the neck, the limbs of Point Reach's Mudloe? Elise couldn't 
answer. For herself she had closed her eyes until she was certain the dirt would 
have hidden him, only to open her eyes to a last glimpse of his nose, the two 
shiny skull-caps of his knees. 

II 

From the vantage-point of the house it looked as if EI must have jumped but 
you knew that she must have merely decided to run. Now - to all intents and 
purposes - she was alone again. For good. EI would leave if not this afternoon 
then tomorrow at full tide. Anxious, percipient, Mud's boat yanked at its 
mooring, and when the wind blew in the right direction even up here you could 
hear the noise of its collision. In her cardigan pocket Anne could feel the 
envelope and its lump of a key within it. It was an indication of El's odd sense 
of propriety that any place on this island should be locked up, and that the 
granting of this key was the bestowal of permission, as if something more than 
a simple push on any of these windows was needed to get in. But obedient to 
that sense (of what? decorum?) you ripped the key out of the envelope and 
went around to the leeward side of the house and unlocked the front door. 
Going in you were immediately assailed by the musk smell, the disinfectant that 
EI had lavished on Mud's death chamber. 

When I die she'll wash everything, watch, he had told her. 
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The insides were dark and she ripped open the shutters on their screeching 
hinges. Bare this house, but she would change that, fit it out, move up piece by 
piece the scraps she had gathered for her own shore house. She could break that 
up, piece by piece, as winter fuel. 

Two ways. That was Mud's belief. You can set this island up like an engine, 
get it ticking over, or you could be like the ship's engineer who used decking for 
fuel, and then the cabins, then the hull ... Well, Mud was a fool. She wasn't 
going to live that long, certainly not here. Most of the trees on this island 
struggled for a foothold on El's side of the island: those stunted things were 
mountain-climbers, pot-holers, desperate for a presence of soil. That was EI's 
way. As far as you could see, they weren't going to last that long, so there was 
no point. Nothing on this island lasted long. Eternal combat just to keep your 

house intact from the wind. Mud, from his sickbed, had shouted where to nail 
the planks until at last it had become second nature: patching, reinforcing, 
detecting where the wind had loosened the weatherboards. Save nails, 
straighten each one out on a stone, watch the galvanized ones don't lose them. 

Up here though, when mists enveloped the foreshores, and those island
shards around Point Reach, when the sea mist obscured the horizon, blurring 
sea and sky and island to one flawless grey, well, up here you were above that 
and the house on its outcrop seemed to be adrift on a clouded ocean. Anne 
loved that most of all, that sense of enclosure, the sense of flotation. And when 
the mists were lifting, visibility improving, you felt a distinct fear as if someone 
was lifting the bed-clothes from you and you were powerless. 

Funnily enough, EI hated being up here when mists had enclosed the island. 
"I get claustrophobia worse up here than being in it," she had told Anne the 
first time the whiteness had rolled in. "I'll go down to the shore house. I prefer 
it. " 

"But it looks lovely from up here." 
EI, though, had different ideas of loveliness. 
From the house windows, looking south, Anne could see the trio of rocks off 

Conch Bay, the islands that EI would sit and watch for hours - or at least that 
was what she said. She had a name for each of them, even the lowliest crumb: 
Dagger, Number One, Saqqara, Heliotrope, Anubis, Thumb Rock, Tortoise
Back . . . You could never fix a correct name to any of these islands, except for 
Tortoise-Back which layoff El's bay, and the step-pyramid island. EI was a 
romantic; it showed in her choice of names. Unsuited for life on an island like 
this. It showed in her attitude to a man like Mudloe. Tomorrow, by which time 
she would have left, the island would vibrate at her departure. You would be 
alone. The only footfall would be yours. Driven by pain, Mud had used to 
shout. When is that bitch going to get off my island? From so many weeks 
locked in that house, his skin had turned a curious yellow-white, a blandwax 
erupted with hairs. Often you would stand in the half light at the foot of his bed 
and shed your skins, these clinging cardigans, the waistcoat with odd wooden 
buttons, her skirts, drop them as much for the sound they made, stiffly 
descending, stepping free. Frayed collars, the smell of EI's lysol. Your own 
skin, too, from so long enclosed was losing all natural colour - the only redness 
was from windburn. Sometimes Mud picked up one of the fallen garments and 
clutched it. And once he said: That bitch used to say (and in a fair imitation of 
EI's cadence he sighed:) If only we had electricity we could have music. He 
turned his mouth down at the thought. And then began to sing - without 
electricity. A reasonable voice it once must have been, but now croaky on the 
edges, and on the wane because of his illness. It was an old Irish folk song, his 
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broken voice exaggerating the song's natural melancholy. He left it unfinished, 
releasing the frayed lace of her underskirt. 

Had Mudloe ever sung for EI? you wondered. Would she leave if he had? 

By nightfall Elise had not left, and Anne woke by first light in Mud's house 
and walked out to the knoll (probably EI had a name for this, too) and looked 
down at the jetty, and Tortoise-Back island. The boat was still there, pitching 
in its mooring. It was almost high tide you could tell by the headlands, as EI had 
taught her on her first days: when the waves reach over that end pinnacle the 
tide will start to turn. Then she realised that EI was actually on the boat, she 
could see her on the stern unhooking the rope, and then a sail rose up and 
slowly like an animal it turned away from the beach and headed towards the gap 
between the island and the far headland. Its motion purposeful, Anne began to 
walk down the slope to the deserted house. Gone. You could hardly believe it 
- by the time she reached the house the boat would be out of sight. And when 
she got to El's old house - there were carrots in her garden, cabbages and 
potatoes - it was true: EI had gone, the house was empty and by standing on 
its crude verandah and looking along the rubble foreshore you easily tell that 
the island was empty. Yours. It vibrated now, pulsed. The wind knocked on 
your possessions. There was a mist too, coming in - Tortoise-Back already 
was starting to blur. 

El's house was exactly as Anne had imagined. Mud had described it to her 
enough times - mostly in terms of the struggle that had gone into its 
construction. Prettified up, he used to exclaim. Conch-shells, curtains, bloody 
island flowers. There was not much of that now, Anne saw. Curtains stirred in 
the draught, and a few dead bits of stalk stood up in one pot, but the shells, the 
other relics, EI must have taken with her, wherever she was going. 

Used to go combing after every storm, Mud had told her, under his breath, 
struggling for air. Come back with shells. Waves toss up on an island all its dross 
and gold. Shells were only good for crushing, for the lime, the calcium. What 
do you do with calcium? You had never asked, but Mud, by that time beyond 
help, would have dreamt up anything as cause for vilification. As if at sea, at 
night his body creaked on the camp bed and the noise of it filled the house 
marooned at the centre of the fog. 

This is your prerogative now, Anne told herself, touching the things that El 
had left behind. 

There won't be any sounds on the island except the ones she naturally makes, 
and what I make. 

A couple of sea birds alighted on the jetty, puffing out their chests, strutting 
its length. It was as if they had been waiting for years for the boat to go, and now 
that it had gone, they were boasting that they were responsbile for its 
banishment. They acted like they were conquistadors - probably they were 
males. Anne closed the house door behind her. Looking up, she saw that the 
slope to the knoll, and Mud's house, was much steeper than she had expected. 
For a moment she was tempted to move down here - a more attractive house 
than Mud's - but at the thought of what Mud would have thought (desertion 
so quickly) she dropped the idea. She looked out to the island outside the bay. 
As a first act of independence, she decided, she would rename Tortoise-Back 
island. 
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III 

When EI got out of the house, leaving me to my carpentry, leaving me to my 
own devices, I could never get it out of my system that she was the one who 
wanted to be here, who loved the place, who never knew the pain and hate I 
invested in this island, and when she came back with her blasted ideas, her new 
plans, her hateful enthusiasm, I had to listen to her and say yes or maybe or if 
you want. The surf hits this island like a mattock and never gives up, churning 
up sand, and she would always say what a lovely sound what beautiful music 
and it was all I could do to shut it out of my ears. 

The terrible noise of the gulls, at night when it was growing cooler and they 
came in from the bits of islands that followed us all day all night when we 
weren't watching, and I said to Ellook I can't take much more of this, we can't 
make a go of it, admit it, EI, this island's out to kill us. A fungus killed the beans 
and the ground was too hard too salty and we mixed dead grass and our own 
wastes to get the soil alive but it was slow and hard and fruitless and 
heartbreaking. I don't think EI had a heart, not for this kind of suffering. Her 
heart was meant for other things. When we stopped sleeping together I said to 
her don't do this El. She was sleeping with the island, that was it, I suppose, or 
the sea when she put out her many lines controlling them all, and then at dusk 
she'd come back with her catch. How can anyone sleep with the sea, I don't 
know, but EI used to have that look in her eyes always, satisfaction, 
contentedness, and there was nothing I could do. Women like that are a dead 
weight but they never sink down. 

We'll turn ourselves to shadow. EI, I used to say, at the beck and call of this 
lump of rock. 

But she wouldn't hear anything spoken against her island. 
We came to get out of the rat race. Remember? Not to get ourselves chained 

to a worse labour. 
This is a life, Denis, not a job. 
Succession of jobs, unending, I didn't have the courage to say. Tomorrow we 

will extend the vegetable garden and repair the wind's damage which was an 
eternal job and herd the goats over to the north side of the island. In a year 
those goats would exhaust the island and the feeble fences that protected our 
vegetables would be broken down and in one night they would wreck our 
months of work. It was a continual fear with and often while EI was asleep I got 
up and checked the fences, standing in moonlight, naked, the moist wind 
blowing against me, and I tested the strength of the poles that I knew I had put 
down as deeply as the island had allowed. 

If I had told Elise my fears she would have said goats can't eat fish can they 
as if we could live on fish forever. Anyway in spite of my hate for those goats it 
was EI who had had to kill the first goat, that horrible squealing, like the gulls 
at dusk but worse, and I wanted to ask how had you picked out this one in 
particular, and when the squealing suddenly stopped it was probably worse. 
The Old Testament God picking out His victims. But I ate the goat anyway, 
loved it, hated my salivating self. But how I longed for some bread. 

And then when the other woman came I thought now is the chance now we'd 
be able to get out of here, but a battle formed over something, and I was the rag 
they tussled over. And sick too. It was something in the diet I'm sure, a toxic 
fish I don't know, and they moved me into the house at the centre of the island, 
that empty rattling house that needed too much repair and Anne was useless, 
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me shouting to her what to fix what materials were needed. Long days when I 
saw neither of them. When am I going to get off this island, I used to shout but 
no one heard. 

But Anne was worse. She used to stay in the house at night, I'm sure only to 
give the impression to El that we were together, and by the hurricane lamp she 
showed me the layers of clothes she wore, taking them off, folding them, old 
lace, pale balding silk, and then stripped down to her waist with only an old 
underskirt whose colour was impossible to detect she set the old enamel bowl 
on the foot -stool by my bed and washed her hair, leaning over, sinking her hair 
into the thick water then lifting out the soaking rain of it. Afterwards, 
sometimes, she washed my feet, or chest. I'll be your nurse, she said, but she 
never was that. I was too sick anyway, too sick and weak. My skin smelt of the 
old lysol that El used, that astringent smell keeping me awake all night 
watching as Anne slept on the other side of the room. 

They wouldn't let me go, yet I didn't know why, and still don't and probably 
never will. Nine years, nine years it's like a sentence and I don't know why. 

On that morning when El went around to Conch Bay to collect oysters I went 
down to the sand and stripped off and fell into the sea when I should have been 
gardening and I began to swim. The sea was low and even though at sea level 
the island looked a long way off I knew I could make it. What my plans were 
when I got there I can no longer recall. It was hard, clambering out onto 
Tortoise-Back and my feet were ripped by the molluscs but I reached the small 
summit rock and sat down on its sea weed and tried to catch my breath. Never 
knew such elation. Not at the achievement of my swim but at this my first act. 
Except on our first approach, I had never seen the island in its entirety like this 
and now I saw it in proportion, as escapable, the way a growing child begins to 
see a parent, and I was breathing deeply and never knew such elation as this. 
Every tenth wave would shoot up foam onto my rock, like a reminder. No 
thought of my next plan was necessary, here I was. 

And it was only when El was half way that I noticed the long boat. What a 
cramp in my heart, and yet how strongly this woman was heaving on the oars 
against those waves. And yet how completely I wanted to be left alone. The sea 
had come up and was crashing water against my side, cool, acid, and El stood 
off from the rock, expert, holding fast with the oars, shouting I don't know what 
until I knew the inevitability of it, like a miscreant child, and slowly I crept 
down the side of the rock and slid into the sea. As soil surrounds the dead the 
sea surrounded me and I stroked towards El's pitching boat. There was nothing 
in her face, except thought for the next second of survival, the next breath, and 
that I've never understood, never will, but at least I had seen that I had cut the 
bond even if only for a minute, almost like losing a useless limb, something 
regretted but something for which you were anyway grateful to be rid of, and 
gripping the gunnels watching her master this piece of wood that dived in the 
swell, her face pursed with concentration, and I knew she would never know 
such elation as I had experienced and was thankful that she never would. 
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MARION HALLIGAN 

Multitudinous Teas Incarnadine 
EPILOGUE 

You should of been there, love. You really missed a treat. Phyllis really done 
her proud. Well, she's always been good to Cheryl. Could of been one of her 
own daughters, really. And you know Phyllis. Nothings too much trouble. 

She had this pink scheme, see. Everything was pink, with roses. Roses 
decorating the plates and the table, and a lovely dewy rosebud for all the ladies. 
She had that tablecloth she embroidered for her own box, remember? Must be 
30 years. All over cabbage roses. The work. Took her donkeys' years, as I 
recall. And lacy pink paper serviettes. And of course her Royal Albert were 
just the thing, and her crazy teaset, and she borrowed cups and stuff so it'd be 
all pink and roses. And the pink food. And all so dainty. Of course, I reckon if 
food looks nice it's half the battle. 

Oh no, the presents wasn't pink. They was wrapped in pink paper, but, 
Phyllis specially asked. I got her this crinoline lady, china, with a big hoop skirt 
with blue china bows on, and you lift the side bits off and they're pepper and salt 
shakers. Real cute. And tasteful. 

About 20, 25, I suppose. The usual crowd. Cousins, aunts, a few girlfriends. 
Some woman from the office. And June of course. She's going to be 
bridesmaid. Oh no, Ken wasn't there, just at the end, he picked her up. Reckon 
he'll have to make a coupla trips. He seems a nice boy. Steady. 

SCENE: the lounge room of a pleasant weatherboard cottage in Newcastle 
N.S.W. on the 12th March 1960. The occasion is a kitchen tea to shower gifts 
on the forthcoming marriage of Cheryl and Ken. 

My hubby always says, don't you ladies just love a good cake fight. Cake 
fight, he calls it. The cakes always lose, he says. You ladies come out on top 
every time. 

Mind you, with this spread Phyllis's got here not much chance of getting the 
better of it. I'm stuffed already. 

Do have a sandwich. Tomato spread or pink salmon. Yes, it's just ordinary 
bread - the secret's cochineal. Yes, just mix it with a bit of milk and sprinkle 
it on and there you are. Yes, they're my roses, that's Cecil Brunner, it's been a 
mass of bloom all summer. 

He wouldn't marry her in front of the high altar you know. Oh no. One of the 
side chapels. Well, what do you expect? You've got to have standards. And the 
dress, too. After all, white is for ... you know. But he let her have pink, real 
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pale, sort of blush rose. Actually suited her quite well, really, probably better 
than white. She's always been a pasty little thing. Pity about her having to leave 
school. Still, she's done all right for herself. Money in his family you know. Oh 
yes, they're Yumigood Cakes for All Occasions. Very warm. She hasn't done 
too badly for herself at all. 

Don't those cream horns look good. With the pink cream filling. Ooh, I must 
just try one ofthose. I know it's naughty, but my sweet tooth, I just can't resist. 

And your daughter? Got a steady boyfriend yet? Oh, she's at university. 
Ohhh. 

o yes, Jan's got a lovely boy. They're announcing their engagement on the 
6th June. It's a secret, but they're lay-bying the ring tomorrow. 0 yes, a 
diamond. I think a diamond's nice, don't you. More real somehow. 

Oh, Fay's real well, thanks. Oh yes, she's had the baby. Quite recently. 
Terribly premmy of course. He had us terribly worried at first, being so early, 
but he's picked up that fast. Gone ahead in leaps and bounds, all in a matter of 
days, it seems. Oh yes, he's at home now. I'll pop over and see you some time 
if you like, put him in the pram, give you a look at him. he's a bonza kid. And 
so bright. You should see his grandfather. Can't get enough of him. 

Ooh Phyllis, you're spoiling us. Ooh I really shouldn't. Strawberry and 
cream sandwiches. Ooh I can't resist. 

Yeah, that's right. No, the third. She's already got two. Well, not surprising, 
you not being upterdate, I mean. She's pretty fast off the mark. You know, if 
this one turns up only a week early she'll have three under the age of two? Not 
bad,eh? 

Oh yes, catherlicks, couldn't you guess. All I can say is, try giving the pope 
three little kiddies in nappies to deal with and he'd pretty soon change his views 
on you-know-what. 

Still, on the other hand, they could go a bit easier, couldn't they, if you know 
what I mean. I mean, three in two years, what are you going to make of that. 
Still, I'm glad none of mine married a mick. 

I said to her, I said you'd be real silly to get married now, when you're 
twenty. Wait another six months, until you've had your birthday. I mean, you 
can't have a proper 21st when you're a married woman. It's not the same thing, 
somehow. People don't take is so seriously. 

Oh yes, the engagement party was lovely. About 60 all told. In the church 
hall, Marj and I did the supper. Quite a nice spread really. She got some lovely 
things. People were real good to her. You should see her box. She's a lucky girl. 

Ooh yes, I'd love some more tea. Nothing like a good cuppa. These get
togethers with the girls always give you such a thirst. 

Pink lamingtons. However do you do it. I must get the recipe. And coconut 
ice. Ooh I can't choose. I must just have one of each. Ooh, greedy me. 

And the butterfly cakes. The work. Those pink sugar wings, with the silver 
cachous. So dainty. 
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We're not sure where we'll be at first, have to get a flat somewhere, I 
suppose. But we've just put a deposit on a block of land. Out at Redhead. A bit 
far out, but Ken says that area's really going to go ahead. And it's quite a big 
block. Oh yes, Ken's keen to have a garden. Grow all our own vegies. And 
down the back he's going to plant some of those pine trees, what are they 
called, um,penis radiata. He says they'll be a real investment in 30 years time. 

Did I ever tell you what happened to poor Myra? Well, it was just before her 
wedding, and she'd been to the doctor to see about ... birth control, and all 
that ... you know, and afterwards she went to this pantry tea, organised by a 
cousin or someone, and there was this really ancient aunt, well, great aunt, 
really, up from Sydney, sort of guest of honour. The original maiden aunt, you 
know the kind of thing. Lavender and old lace in person. Anyway, Myra was 
handing round the tea, and this aunt's a bit deaf, so Myra goes up to her and 
shouts at the top of her voice -lean a bit closer, I don't want anybody to hear 
- poor Myra goes up to her and shouts "Do you want your contraceptive now 
Aunt Sylvia?" Talk about die! 

Do have some jelly - I'll let you into a secret, I've put a drop of port into it, 
so we'll all be tipsy. Oh, Aeroplane. Yes, I always buy Aeroplane. They might 
cost a bit more but they're worth it, I reckon. Always set, and such a good 
colour. 

Have some ice-cream. Vanilla, actually, but I just put a drop of cochineal in, 
and stirred in some of those crystallised cherries. 

She looked awful. The neck of her dress was so low you could practically see 
her navel. And she was wearing one of those jelly-on-a-plate bras - I know, 
isn't it awful, but Myra says that's what they call them - you know the kind that 
push you right up from underneath and you wobble. Well, you should of seen 
the boys flocking around her, you know how they always go for that sort of 
thing. Cheap. Well, if that's what you've got to do to catch a man. Mind you, 
you won't catch anything much that way, either, after all no decent man's going 
to want his future wife making a show of herself like that, is he. 

Oh no, not engaged yet. 'D suit me if they never was. She leads him a right 
old dance. Mind you, I could of told him that, first time I set eyes on her. You're 
a hard one my girl, I said to myself. Good looking, of course. Them's the worst. 

Yes, that's the people. Live in Bar Beach, that big blue and white house. 
Nothing but the best. He owns that Men's Outfitters bottom end of town. 
Plenty money, o'course, but that's not everything, just makes for waste I say. 
You know she likes to be taken out for tea in restaurants Sat'dy nights? What 
about Sunday night tea at home I says to Brian. Good enough for ya brother 
and sister. 0 no mum he says, Amanda likes to dine out in restaurants, it's 
much more fun. How can a boy ever put by a deposit when he's forever taking 
some girl gadding in the restaurants, I ask you. And unhealthy - you never 
know where the food's been. Give me good honest-to-goodness home cooking 
any day. 

Don't mind if I do thanks. Pink and white neenish tarts. Isn't that clever. I 
never seen such a spread as you got here Phyllis. 
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I'm dying to see what Cheryl's got in her box. You can tell a lot about a girl 
from her glory box. June's got some truly lovely things, but then she started 
collecting when she was hardly more than a kid. Fifteen and her first pay 
packet, as I recall. Six pairs of sheets she's got already, she's always putting 
things on lay-by, towels and tablecloths, and pillowslips. She's been 
embroidering, with His'n Hers and lovebirds and things, she's real good with 
her needle, and a set of saucepans and a dinnerset and some really lovely 
cuttlery with flowers down the handles, oh a stack of stuff. I like to have a 
couple of lay-bys going mum she says. You don't really miss the money and the 
things mount up. And that's another thing. I was never so pleased when things 
didn't work out between she and Reg; the best thing that could have happened 
you giving him the chop my girl I told her. He's a bit of a drifter Reg, a boy like 
that could never give a girl a steady home. I was never really happy with the 
engagement you know, but June was that keen I hadn't the heart. 

Whoever told you that? Good heavens no. June decided he wasn't right for 
her. Oh yes, I know he's taken up with the Roberts girl, but you know how 
these things happen on the rebound. She's welcome to him, as far as I'm 
concerned. Some girls are no better than they ought to be, if you ask me. 

You know that Fay? June was her bridesmaid last year, she had a lovely 
ballerina, layers and layers of acqua tulle, well you should of seen her box 
showing. Brought out the trewso as well. Well, you should've seen it - black 
lace panties, scan ties rather, hardly there, you could of seen everything through 
them. And a black nylon nightie with red ribbons, completely transparent. 
Would of left nothing to the imagination. Not at all a suitable thing for a bride. 
Well, I mean to say, it made you wonder, a girl like that. And now, well, it just 
goes to show, doesn't it, turns out they didn't wait for the wedding night. Be 
sure your sins will find you out, I always say. 

Just look at that cake. Heart-shaped. Isn't that just the right thing? Oh yes 
Phyllis made that too. She's been going to Tech you know, doing Cake 
Decorating, started after the girls left home, done all the advanced courses. She 
made Fay's wedding cake too, all four tiers, and I suppose she'll do Cheryl's as 
well. Doesn't she do a beautiful job? Look at the roses, you'd swear they were 
real. And the lattice work. And look at the pink lace - the patience. It's a 
shame to cut it. Should keep it and just look at it. 

I do like the pink theme, don't you? I remember Fay had a marigold one, 
everything sort of yellow. Very pretty, but the pink's nicer. I know I shouldn't 
but I can't help thinking of stinky bills when I think of marigolds. Course Fay 
just had the one. This is the sixth I've been to for Cheryl: pantry, bathroom, 
cellar, two kitchens, and what was the other one? There must be another one. 
I'm sure there've been six. Pantry, bathroom, cellar, two, or maybe it's three 
kitchens, perhaps that's it. 

Don't mind if I do. I'm partial to a bit of fruit cake. Especially when it's a nice 
dark moist one. And almond icing. I love almond icing. 

Dad gave me the camphor wood chest to keep m'things in. Doesn't it smell 
lovely? You can put blankets in it afterwards, and it makes a really nice piece 
of furniture. Of course, not all m'box fits in it, and I don't put the china and all 
in, and not m'collection of cut crystal. I've got 9 pieces now, they're on the 
sideboard in the dinette. We can all go and look at them after supper. Mum says 
she'll be glad when I've gone and taken all m'stuff with me and she's got room 
to breathe in her own house. 
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Oh, isn't that gorgeous. I love crinoline ladies, oh I think that's the nicest 
pepper and salt shakers anybody's given me. And the teatowels, how did you 
know they were just what I want. And the lovely honey spoon, I haven't got a 
honey spoon. And the eggtimer, just the thing to get Ken's eggs right. And this 
handy gadget, just what I've always wanted. And these potholders, gosh you're 
good at crocher. Spice jars, gee I have to learn to cook. Oh, and The 
Commonsense Cookery Book, that sounds like me. And a ladle. Wooden 
spoons, and measuring cups. And kitchen scales. And a scone tray and cake 
tins and an eggbeater. Golly, I have to learn to cook and you can all come over 
for supper one night. A potato peeler, and a sharp knife, ouch. Ooh I can't wait 
to set them all up in my own little home. I'm so lucky getting such wonderful 
things. 

Oh Auntie Phyllis I think a rose tea's just lovely. 

Roses roses all the way. Rosy dreams of nuptial bliss. Rosy food for rosy 
futures. Feasts for eyes of rosy morsels. Rosy brides turn rosy mums of rosy 
babies. 

Oh Phyllis it's so pretty. Isn't it sweet. I love the pink. Oh Phyllis how do you 
do it. Pink sandwiches. Pink cakes, Pink tarts, Pink buns, Pink scones. Pink 
biscuits. Oh Phyllis you are a wonder. 

And a quivering pink jelly blushing on a plate. Take, eat ... sacramental 
flesh for the grinning marriage rites. Eat, eat, aunts and cousins married 
women high priestesses of the cult. And the novices boxes ready eagerly 
awaiting. Waiting to be initiated. Waiting to be worshipped. To be sacrificed. 
Waiting to be showered with presents and eaten up. Pink tongues sipping at 
pink flesh. Pink tongues pink food quivering flesh of blushing virgins ha ha ha 
that's a laugh give her the benefit of the doubt the proof of the pudding is the 
bun in the oven. 

Oh Phyllis a rose tea. Oh how pretty oh how sweet I must do one tell us 
Phyllis tell us . . . 

I must do one for Jan. And for June. And for Anne, and Betty, and Carol, 
and Diane. For Wendy and Xanthe and Yvonne and Zoe. It's such a success. 

Multitudinous teas incarnadine. 
Tell us Phyllis tell us 

Cochineal and carmine and crystallised fake cherries. A million coccus cacti 
dried and crushed. Artifical colouring artifical flavouring essence of raspberry 
essence of strawberry essence of roses. Synthetics. Additives. Certified food 
colouring. Chemical numbers in a catalogue. 

Arsenic and red lead? Oh no never, never no more. That was the 19th 
century. We know better now. Nothing poisonous, not any more. Guaranteed 
harmless. Guaranteed healthy. 

Pretty. Pretty. 
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DOROTHY FEATHERSTONE PORTER 

Is my car leaking petrol? 

The smell as strong 
as a wild, climbing rose 

but very different; 
I don't dream of petrol 
instead 

I jerk, panic 
and imagine a billow 

Knossos 

of orange, black fire-

roses and petrol 
perfume and explosion; 
the snake goddess of Knossos 

torching herself 
and burning down 

dolphin frescoes, bull rings, 
the whole enigma palace -

the smell of petrol 
the coquetry of roses 
the smell of loss -

New Year's Eve 
and I'm sitting in a car 

that's shimmering with petrol; 
the old year's thread burns in my hand 

and reeks of blue roses 
dancing in paint 

across a black, falling wall. 
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LIAM DAVISON 

The Swimmer 

Three miles off shore there's an island. From the right angle the jetty looks as 
if it forms a bridge between it and the hotel beach; as if you could walk there 
and back safely above the water. Each day I set out to make the walk and stop 
at the end of the jetty where the water lingers below humming its music up at 
me. Strange lights and shadows move beneath it. Coloured fish swim between 
the pylons. 

Sometimes, on the end of the jetty, there's something which has been ripped 
from the water, yanked upwards and left to die - a striped fish with puffing lips 
or a squid staining the wood with its thick black ink. The sun and the air work 
against them, stealing their colours. I throw them back and watch them float on 
the surface of their world. The fish float sideways like crusts of bread, one 
lidless fish-eye looking down where they have come from, the other staring 
upwards at the world of men. Then they sink slowly down. 

A small Japanese man, also staying at the hotel, used to walk the jetty too 
and lower himself into the water among the coloured fish. They would shoot 
like sparks away from him to regroup on the other side of the jetty as if to watch 
the intruder. Although he was small, he had the solid shoulders of a swimmer 
which hunched in their sallowness around an almost non-existent neck. His hair 
was short and black, cut in a straight line across his forehead and looking as if 
it were always wet, even before he reached the end of the jetty. His name was 
Yukio. Yukio Nagatsama. 

Yukio would stir the water with his feet to keep afloat and pull a pair of 
goggles over his head. They sank neatly into the sockets of his eyes. The goggles 
were white plastic and shaped like egg shells with small black holes to see 
through. They robbed Yukio's face of any expression it might have had, his 
bulging eyes more like those of an insect than a man, or of some fish from the 
bottom of the ocean where the sun's rays never reached. Sometimes he pulled 
the goggles over his eyes before he reached the end of the jetty, the elastic 
holding his small ears flat to the side of his head. Once the goggles were down, 
Yukio looked only straight ahead, not once turning his guarded eyes towards 
the shore. From behind the goggles he must have seen the straight line of the 
jetty reaching towards the island in the distance with all that water in between. 
He walked as if he knew where he was going and what he was leaving behind. 

Once in the water, Yukio's body became more fluid and relaxed. His 
shoulders looked less heavy. The water placed no demands on him except that 
he swim to stay afloat. Yukio swam well. Each day he swam to the island and 
back. Then he turned round and swam to it again, slowly and steadily, back and 
forth, three, sometimes four times a day. Yukio was a swimmer. 
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His arm and shoulder rose from the water with the regularity of a windmill. 
Sometimes I could see him far out to sea, a black speck heading towards the 
island. I wondered what his goggled eyes could see; what colours and shadows 
came up from the bottom; what creatures lurked there watching him swim or 
touching him as he passed. 

Yukio's wife, Masai, waited for him on the sand. Her skin was darker than 
his, less yellow. Her shoulders were fragile like a bird's. Masai rarely looked 
towards the island and when she did, it was a passing glance, not the searching 
look you might expect from a young bride watching for her husband in the sea. 
Mostly she read or turned her slender body in the sun. Occasionally she walked 
towards their hotel room leaving a red towel and a slight depression in the sand. 

Her body moved easily up the beach. At first she returned quite quickly, 
carrying a drink or tube of suntan oil, later she stayed away longer. Towards the 
end she stayed in the room for close to an hour at a time, her empty towel a 
beacon to the boats, marking the place where she should be. When she 
returned, she paddled her feet in the water, walking in to her waist and 
splashing drops across her shoulders. I watched from the balcony of my room. 

When Yukio returned from his swimming late in the afternoons, he watched 
her too. Sitting on the edge of the jetty where he'd dragged himself up from the 
water, he watched her reading or sleeping on the beach. Then, with goggles still 
bulging from his eyes he'd walk along the beach to her and lay without a towel 
beside her. The eggshells looked, spaceman-like towards her and sometimes, 
in a tentative show of affection, he reach out to stroke her arm. His hands must 
have felt the silkiness of her skin which I was later to feel in the underwater 
belly of the aquascope. 

Yukio and Masai came to the hotel to be married. 
"To save my family from the shame", he'd told me one night in the dining 

room, with Masai serving his vegetables and never saying a word. "We could 
not marry at home. The family is ... too much. Yes? Not too much, ah, too 
strong is what you say. Yes. Too strong. The family is too strong." 

His mouth was smallish and round, a small opening between fleshy cheeks. 
"We could not afford the gifts." 
Masai waited for him to eat. 
"Many young people come here because they can't afford the gifts. Their 

families tell them to come. It's better that way. It's better to come back married 
than to have a wedding where the guests receive poor gifts. It's better for the 
family. " 

Yukio was right. There were six Japanese brides the day Masai was married, 
all tuille and taffetta like dolls on sticks. They stood in the hotel lobby waiting 
on cars then were blown like dandelion clocks out into the sun. After the 
wedding they danced. Yukio was awkward being publicly in love. He shambled 
after Masai unsure of how to touch the lace and unable to follow her fluid 
movements. She on the other hand felt confident in the centre. Her quick eyes 
caught the glances of the men around her, ignoring some and flirting girlishly 
with others. Yukio felt more comfortable with his heart concealed from the 
world. 

Later that day I saw him at the jetty. His goggles were pushed up above his 
forehead as he lowered himself into the sea. He swam with easy strokes away 
from us following his regular course and leaving Masai behind him on the 
beach. Her body, stripped of its lace and taffetta, seemed somehow vulnerable 
in the sun. I watched him swim away. 
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Yukio must have often crossed paths with the Frenchman. He lived at the 
hotel and drove the aquascope. Each hour on the hour he'd walk to the end of 
the jetty and, if there were people there wanting a ride in the aquascope, he'd 
take their money and arrange to bring it close alongside the jetty. His name was 
Claude. 

From the beach the aquascope looked like the upturned hull of a catamaran. 
Hinting at tragedy, it floated a hundred yards or so off shore, slowly rotating in 
the breeze. From the jetty it was the skull of a bird half floating in the water. 
The arches between the hulls became empty eye sockets while the centre shaft 
became the white remain of a beakish face. It curved smooth and white from 
the water. When Claude brought it to the jetty you could see it for what it was. 
The twin hulls were there for stability, like outriggers on native canoes, while 
most of the structure hung, a swollen belly, beneath the water. The centre shaft 
was where the entrance was. A small hatchway opened to a ladder which led 
down to the glass bowl hanging below. It held eight people. Cramped together 
on tiny stools, they peered out into the underwater world. The effect was of a 
fishbowl with the people looking out instead of in. Like Masai, I found it 
unpleasant to be in. 

Every second hour or so Claude took the aquascope out to the reefs on the 
far side of the island. It disappeared for half an hour then came back round the 
other way to return silently to the jetty. Sometimes in the busy weeks, it turned 
immediately around and half-floated eerily back to the island, often making 
three or four trips in succession. It seemed to be always half way between the 
island and the shore, at the point where I felt certain it must cross Yukio's path. 
The aquascope made two slow trips to Yukio's one. 

On his way to the jetty, Claude used to pass Masai. He would steal a quick 
glance at her body and nod to say hello. On his way back he stopped to talk, 
squatting beside her towel like a grasshopper on his haunches. His back arched 
above her. The sun was gold on his shoulders. Conversation came more easily 
each time he stopped between the jetty and his room. 

"You should come in the aquascope," he said. "To see beneath the water." 
He spoke with his cheeks and jowls, trying to twist the English words into a 

French mouth. His lips pouted. 
"From the other side the water is like the sky. And you hang there floating 

in a balloon." 
Claude felt comfortable with the sea. He dived with scuba gear, spent hours 

beneath the surface. He spoke with confidence to Masai where before he'd 
been unsure of what to say. 

"The sea, it is a different world. You are, er - unusual under there. There are 
more directions to go, like in space and you move about much more easily. But 
it is also a difficult world to understand. You can get lost - go down instead of 
up. Sometimes when you come up you feel too heavy, like you should be back 
in there floating inside the water. Like you belong in there." He laughed. "We 
catch things in the sea with our hooks but sometimes the sea can catch one of 
us. It, how do you say - seduces us away." 

Masai didn't go in the aquascope then. She only went when she had to. The 
white skull made its slow and silent journeys to the island and back while she 
lay on the sand. When it was still, moored to the jetty pylons, she walked 
towards her room, staying there till the skull moved away again. All the time, 
Yukio's arm moved up and down in time to the sea. 
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One day, when there was no-one waiting for the aquascope, Claude came 
back to Masai. He led her to the jetty. 

"Come for a swim with me. I'll teach you how to dive." 
He took her easily by the hand, as ifhe were used to her touch. There was no 

apprehension in his actions, no fear that she might resist or shy away from his 
contact. Masai went with him, quite comfortably linking fingers. 

"You might not need to teach me very much. Perhaps I can already dive." 
"Maybe so." 
"Maybe I am a better diver than you think. Maybe better than you." 
"Maybe." 
"Perhaps I will teach you how to dive." 
She laughed, teasing him and moving away so that her delicate fingers just 

touched his. 

"Maybe the sea wiil seduce me away." 
Claude smiled recognizing his own imperfect English and allowing her the 

fun of mocking it. 
"That would be sad tor your husband." 
"My husband. No, my husband is already in the sea." 
Half way along the jetty they stopped, above the watching water. Masai 

stepped to the edge, flexed her toes and pushed herself upward and outward in 
a perfect arc above the water. Her long hair streamed behind, tracing the same 
curve as her slender body. She broke the surface of the water cleanly and 
disappeared like a pearl diver below, leaving Claude to see what treasures she 
would bring to the surface. 

"You see, I can already dive", she called from the water. "There is nothing 
for you to teach." 

Claude laughed, a crouching grasshopper again. 
"That is not what I meant - to dive. I meant to dive with the flippers and the 

snorkel, or the aqualung. Under the water. You have cheated me." 
"Now show me how you dive and we'll see who is the better. Maybe I can 

teach you something. " 
Claude dived well but without the tantalizing elegance of Masai. His arc was 

not quite perfect. He surfaced next to her. 
"You dive well." Masai splashed water at his face and swam to where the 

water was dappled with shadows beneath the jetty. Claude swam after her with 
strong strokes and disappeared into the shade. I couldn't see them beneath the 
jetty but I could hear them laughing together, their voices mingling with the 
water sounds which come from under piers. And I could hear the long minutes 
of silence between the laughter when only the sad sound of water brushing 
against wooden pylons came to me. It was during one of these silences that I 
saw Yukio's arm rise from the water at the end of the jetty and start its regular 
rotation towards the island. I wondered how long he'd been there and what his 
goggled eyes had seen. 

When Masai and Claude climbed the wooden ladder to the jetty, he was well 
on his way to the island. Masai went back to her waiting towel and Claude, all 
confidence and charm, led a group of people to the aquascope. They set out in 
search of whatever it was they saw beneath the water. 
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I watched for Yukio's return. The skull of the aquascope rounded the island 
and moved as if by magnetism back towards the jetty. Yukio was lost in the 
sparks which the sea threw back at the sun. Every now and then I looked to see 
if he had appeared, expecting the reassuring rise and fall of his arm to come into 
view, waiting for it because, like the tick of a clock, it should have been there. 

Another cluster of people disappeared from the end of the jetty into the 
mouth of the aquas cope and it was drawn back towards the island again. Masai 
and I both watched the sea as the skull disappeared and reappeared again 
around the island. Seagulls followed it like confetti. Fish bubbled up at the 
people and idled in with the tide. The water sparked at the sun. The empty jetty 
reached like a bridge to the island. 

As the aquascope moved closer to the shore, Masai sat forward on her towel 
mumbling to herself. 

"Surely he must be back by now. They must have seen him from the 
aquascope. " 

Small waves slapped at the beach. They slapped away the seconds. 
"He must be back at the jetty. I couldn't see because of the sun." 
The aquascope nudged the end of the jetty, nosed blindly along to the pole 

where it was tied and emptied itself of people. They bubbled to the surface as 
if the bulb was being squeezed beneath the water and filed along the jetty, 
blinking at such a sudden change in their worlds. Claude was the last to emerge. 
He stood flexing his shoulders in the sun waiting to see if he had to make 
another trip before it got too late. 

"Claude must have seen him. Perhaps he's on the other side of the aquascope 
looking for the ladder up to the jetty." 

Masai left her towel at the same time that I left my chair to walk to the end 
of the jetty. I walked there every day - to look at the fish the fishermen left 
behind. This day wasn't any different. Besides, I wanted a closer look at the 
aquascope, to see how it worked. Perhaps I could look inside. Perhaps also I 
could catch a glimpse of Yukio's arm clawing towards the shore. 

Masai reached the jetty first; she stumbled onto it, her flapping thongs 
threatening to trip her up. 

"Did you see him in the water? Yukio. Yukio has not come back." 
Claude took her by the shoulders not understanding what she said. 
"My husband is in the water, we must look for him." 
"But he'll come back. He is swimming like he always does. He'll be alright. 

He is a swimmer." 
"No, it's been too long. You've been to the island twice and he's not come 

back." 
"But he is a swimmer", Claude looked towards the island, expecting to see 

Yukio's arm rising and falling as always. "We'll be alright." 
The end of the jetty was the same as other days only there were no fish; only 

a few dry scales stuck to the wood. 
"Wait. He will come back. There is no other place to go, only the island 

which is empty." 
The sea changed colour while we waited, from silver to gold to blue. It 

breathed beneath the jetty. Masai left Claude and turned her attention to me. 
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"Have you seen my husband?" 
Her question asked too much. I looked stupidly at her as if I didn't 

understand her English. 
"My husband. You spoke at the table for dinner. Yukio. Have you seen 

him?" 
I shrugged and lied, looking from him to her, "No, I've not seen him today." 
She stumbled back to Claude, distraught. 
"We must look for him. It's been too long. We must look." 
Claude was quiet then turned to me. 
"Monsieur, a man is missing. You will help?" 
Inside the aquascope the two of us hunched close together peering through 

the glass. Once my hand brushed against her leg and I felt the silkiness of her 
skin. Claude closed the hatch and, from somewhere above, steered us away 
from the jetty. Around the pylons, coloured fish flapped like butterflies while 
further down, moths nuzzled the shadows for somewhere to hide. The light 
from the water turned our hands a sickly green. Jellyfish blubbered past in 
underwater rivers, strange clouds leaning into the wind. All was silent. 

Further out we passed through belts of fish which loomed larger than life 
through the glass and disappeared as we slid out into empty water. Weeds 
waved up at us and starfish with spikes studded the floor like burrs. The glass 
brought them closer till they threatened to scratch and burst the bubble we 
were in. The light played tricks on us. The bottom disappeared altogether. 
More than once I thought I saw the black shape ofYukio's body floating above 
us and imagined his arms hanging uselessly down as if to catch something 
thrown up from below. Each time it was something else - the shadow of a cloud 
or a boat tugging its rope like a kite. Neither of us spoke. I thought of finding 
Yukio's body, taking him back to the jetty and dragging him up from the sea. 
Out of the water, his goggles would stare up at us, the black holes seeing all and 
nothing. 

Yukio was not on the island. We called for him and saw the hotel lights come 
on along the beach. 

"Maybe he's back already", I offered, trying to give her some hope, "He 
could have swum back a different way and be looking for you now, wondering 
where you are." 

"He always swims to the jetty." 
"I know, but something could have changed his mind. The wind or the tide. 

He could have gone further along the beach. Maybe he saw something he didn't 
want to see and swam the other way. " 

"What would he see?" 
"Anything, I don't know. I'm not a swimmer. Maybe the current carried him 

down around the headland to the other beach. He could be there. We shouldn't 
have come to the island." 

Claude called us back to the aquascope. The sea closed in around us, black 
and thick, threatening to fill up the bubble. Masai sat sobbing at the darkness. 

Back at the jetty we realized our mistake. Yukio was waiting for us, dressed 
and ready for dinner. He helped his wife to the jetty and led her to their room. 
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"I swam to the headland", he told me while Masai served the vegetables 
never saying a word. "From the island to the headland, then I walked around 
the beach. It is better that way - how do you say, for a change. Instead of 
straight back to the jetty." 

Masai waited for him to eat then served herself. 
"Tomorrow we leave", he said. 
"I thought you were staying longer." 
Masai looked down at her food letting her husband speak. 
"No, tomorrow. We came to be married - for the family. It is better that way. 

We are married now; it's better for the family. There is swimming in Japan," he 
said. 
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BILLY MARSHALL-STONEKING 

Inside 

Coming from the wilytjas, 
from the camps, from the campfires, 
coming at the string-end of an afternoon -
barefoot, up the steps, standing on the porch, 
faces pressed against the fly-wire door: 

"We want inside! We want inside!" 
Coming for oranges, coming for cool drinks, 
coming for anything - for photos: 

"pitjur! pitjur! we bin laugh!" 

"We want inside! We want inside!" 
Arms around each other's necks, 
hair, sticking out in all directions -
brown at the roots, 

blond at the tips 
(the kind of style that costs 
fifty bucks in the city). 
Dresses hanging like empty flour sacks. 

"We want inside! We want inside!" 

Kangaroo breath on their skin, 
scars on the legs from boils and hot embers, 
one or two bung-eyes in the group, 
runny noses ... children: 
Norma and Jeannie sharing a lizard, 
holding it up like a ticket: 
small admission to linoleum 
and electric fan. 
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ALEC CHOATE 

Nude Descending A Staircase 

Stepping delicately down and down 
her neat suspension of time, 
spilling the muted and languid flow 
of her hundred and fourteen feet 
from stair to stair, 
she descends from nowhere to nowhere. 

She, as a picture, 
may be Duchamp's slap in our faces 
to jolt our art's eyes 
from their too sloppy gallery browsing, 
but we must applaud her 
more for fulfilling the greater role 
that he chose for her above all nudes. 
Only she could have made this brilliant essay 
to reveal to us what we already believe, 
that our movements 
are always a succession of stillnesses, 
a fusion of prescences that shift and stay. 
Only she could have hinted the secret 
of the rhythm that holds her poised 
on the recurring and hovering tiers 
of a hushed and momentous journey. 
Only she, 
in her unique nakedness, 
could have made the shafts of her thighs seem many, 
clustered her breasts as a mist 
or paraded her face as a flight of masks. 
And we watch, spellbound 
by her demonstrati:on, 
the triumphant analysis in paint. 

But she, as a woman, 
surely we love her 
rather because she is simply daring 
to step down an anywhere staircase, 
naked, 
alone. 

Not far below her, 
and about to break into the picture, 
a clothed man ascends. 
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JEAN KENT 

Transitions: Not Wishing To Travel Backwards 

Our lives were not so happy today. 
Hours like tealeaves strain through memory, 
are drained and drift away. Through clouds 
wistful as winter seed-flights 
nightlight nudges. A train seeks home. 

We did our jobs today. Pausing sometimes, 
we made stiff nests of our hands 
and cradled cups. Like a shell 
which has lost its inhabitant, 
in hospital your father sleeps. With fear 

the future draws its net. Your child (unborn, 
no more than a pea) attaches as invisibly 
as a need to its pod - when you speak of it 
your eyes blanket, burrowing you to hibernation. 

In dreams now friendships like mine 
must rattle on the keyring of your career: 
a caretaker shadows you, demanding 
the brass sounds back. Child or job: 
must you choose? This change in your life, 
you say, is like a death. 

In dreams the full moon parts curtains 
before your bed and lays its long stripe: 
white, a scratch in skin, a punishment 
or an initiation. Your father wakes paralysed. 
You rehearse labour, yelling for a spinal block. 
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Talking, working, today we were drunk 
by the hours but shied from sights 
of clean futures in the bottom of the cup. 
The day at its end left us floating 
as vulnerable as light we had failed 
at something. We dared not discover what. 

Beyond these windows now, the moon 
freefalls onto frost-predicted paddocks. 
A squirrelly grandma gives up her place opposite, 
sits beside me - not wishing, she says, 
to travel backwards. Her hands hunt air 
like fits of giggles as furred hat shivering 
she nuts out names of stations 

passing me by. She and her optimism 
are going somewhere. The train, too, 
hoots at darkness. Outside, cold swamps 
breed sweet, silver stains. Fecund smells 
drift, obliquely, away from the wheels. 
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JEAN KENT 

Before We Sleep 

Like any morning of your life then, 
late-waking, mist on horizons unravelled -
already azaleas in white, thin kaftans 
were scented with heat when you woke 
to a sound like wind through casuarinas 
or a sandstorm past oases 
of pandanus. At night, too, when the logfire 
had lost its imagination and our voices 
became only memories, ready to be tucked 
into our heads ... history to you, 
unknown to me, this sea through sleep 
like the soft roar held 
within the hollow of a hope. 

Holidays. All the floors of the house 
grew gritty. Slippery-dipping sandchutes, 
practising osmosis with the sea. Past goannas 
and stay-a-while vines you walked 
ahead of me, off on private pilgrimages 
to watch the sunset in hibiscus boardshorts. 
I heard the waves splash particularly 
when you were under them, a sound which swam out 
from beach to sky and over an edge of the earth 
as if it would roll under us and around again, 
wrapping me into its dream. For all 
your apprehensions of sullen futures 
if I had held even the prospect of you 
to one ear then I would have heard 
that soft roar, and in it 
something growing, like coral. 

1968. Like any morning of your life 
the day Russian tanks 
swamped Czechoslovakia. Spectral on TV 
the tanks. Solid, the clamour of your anger, 
my disbelief. In the living room shading its eyes 
from sunburn and salt, a tidal wave 
we could not turn back. We watched. 
News crashed over us. That night 
I could not hear your Noosa sea. 
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Jacaranda and poinciana parasolled, 
the next year - university - everywhere we looked: 
war in Vietnam. Only sometimes 
was the denim lake ruffled - fountain, 
initiation dumping, shrieking Jesus bird
still I could spy you a mile off 
preceded by folders of poems, foolscapped, 
not funny at all, ink guerillas camouflaged 
under Geology notes. I want to speak to you 

before you sleep ... you wrote 
and then you talked of war. You aimed a heat bomb 
from deep in the heart of your poem 
and yes, it found my flesh. 

I saw you at the demonstrations. 
Every time you marched a little further 
away from me. The Americans left Saigon. 
Conscripts, sacked and fatigued, came home. 
It was possible again sometimes in silence to dance 
moonlit before broken waves at Surfers Paradise, 
though not with you. There was still, 
occasionally, talk of strategies for peace. 

1982. We don't see much of Czechoslovakia 
now. The mortars light up every dinnertime 
over Lebanon, Iraq, Iran ... 
Tonight it's cracker night and fizzing flowers 
parachute into my garden while a filmc1ipped man 
is stretchered into hospital. Not even the camera 
can find his face. Although he came over the oceans 
with the grace and swiftness of daybreak, 
now he has smashed in my room. He must have landed 
in your house too - at any rate, here you are, 
eternally eighteen, unsinkable as driftwood. 
With the TV off there should be no trace 
of him, or you - only outside hissing lights, 
squabbling Tom Thumbs ... a few holes in the night 
where equanimity has been ripped. I want to speak to you 

to ask you, wherever you are now: 
these days, before you sleep 
do you ever hear the sea? 
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ALEXSKOVRON 

Creatures 

There are creatures in my house. 
Scratcheting roof-possums haunt gamely 
chomp & claw-preening in midnight garrets 
above our bed begrumbling us our 
sleep sometimes 

Next dawn 
first-light prowler rustle spied 
through still sleeps tuck eyelids one 
leaf-shoving sparrow unsurprised by tall 
curtain gingerly parted. 

Pigeons home 
three maintain the rundown coop circle 
& survey from roof-gutter vantage scan 
for landlords bearing afternoon pellets 
or fly against the panes at 
feeding time. 

One game enough 
now to alight on a bribe-brimming palmcup 
perch on my upthrust fingers pointed to help 
his balance as he pecks. 

They have sat 
on four eggs this summer of the four 
hatchings one survivor lingers 
silent scared with the wide-eyed stillness 
of solitary chickhood 

I buried two 
& one might well have been abducted by the 
occasional slinking feline 
we despondently bound tight the old coop 
gate against. 
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They teeter poolside 
dipping wet-wise beaks like bobbing wooden 
German water whistles slip a little 
to entertain us two grey one white 
the outcast at mealtime shadowed & shooed off 
by the others. 

There are creatures in my house. 
Should I be musing on a carpet cushion 
string quartets or poems in my ear pressing 
perhaps with dim hands the stations of my 
horizontal staircase 

I might recall 
an eight-legged visitor who once dropped in 
to catch Paderewski spin a certain scale 
& kept returning for it every day 
for weeks 

While his remote 
descendant spider-friend of mine clings 
unmoved to the wall beside the ceiling 
pondering my cryptic behaviour spider-smug & 
empirically secure 
that my intentions may be trusted. 
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ALEXSKOVRON 

A Song At Last 

You were short on luck that year: 
you, and the lean city of a monstrous Bridge 
about to meet halfway. 

I recall you had no hat, I'd catch you shivering 
for our stealthy rendezvous behind 
backyard beds 

of grass and fishbone fern. But a style: struck up 
or shouldered, exquisitely forlorn - this 
you had in measure. 

I can't pretend we ever shared an intimacy 
or plotted to reach each other, 
but those halflight 

Sunday shadowplays through paling fences by 
catalley scrawn-shapes in the dusk 
drove home 

my inescapable aloneness as no mirror-mirror 
coming clean could have. 
We lost each other in our sad and frantic dance 

and found no solace Monday could afford 
to taint us with - yet by Thursday was the throb, 
that delicate lightheaded 

madness rising once again, and I'd stash 
a world in every paling gap along the Balmain 
rundown alleypaths 

laughing inside me. Soon Sunday, and a churning 
breathless song maddened in my blood, 
a song at last. 
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ALEXSKOVRON 

Elsternwick 

In the rooms of the living the others 
kept their distance. 

My father sat stone-tired, lulled 
by the kitchen light 

beneath an exhausted silence, drained 
hollow & lost in focus. 

Her room belonged to me, 
our second-last secret. I hovered 

in & out many times 
like an anxious parent, my mind 

bone-dry, the moments 
collected, even now. She peaceful 

as tired stone, cool to my touch, asleep 
almost. Told her my heart. 

Noted how readily, how calm I kept 
returning to sit by her, how I kissed 

the still cheek, how clearly 
I commuted between her room & 

the real world. 

It was not until later , 
not till I tasted the orphan 

remnants of her very last cake, crafted 
with a heart joyful & failing, 

that the tears came. 

Our very last secret. 
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ROBYN ROWLAND 

Offerings 

These rags of language 
friends wrap round our wounds 
blood oozing ever drenching 
they continue to tear 
words in strips 
from their own lives 
seeking to comfort 

These are the remnants of beauty 
people still carry with them 
after the rush, the smog, the children, their weariness 
have taken most of their searching from them; 
after their need has ceased to tug at them 
to stretch body and mind toward that life-jet gush 
flooding limb and gut with pleasure, piercing pain, 
the lovely, endless tortuous climbing of that summitless peak. 
Drained, they still have this giving left to bind with. 

That moment at Dun Laoghaire 
I watched and listened 
crouched small 
in a tight corner 
of boats and tackle 
while sea slushed and swashed 
against jetty 
rocking to and fro on pylons 
the dark comfort of water 
thudding deep beneath; 
weeping for me, for you, 
for the great sadness of Paul 
who lay bald and dying 
at thirty-two 
while they made drugged promises 
that could not smother 
the gnaw of death. 
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Your note says he is dead now, 
that emptiness crowds you. 
I hold to the memory of my stumble from jetty 
along rubble and mud of railway backtracks toward 
you crazy to live after your first close-up 
contact with the death to come, 
finding in the debris, alien as flute in howl of desert wind, 
lilac, 
one full-headed spray of blossom we carried back 
savouring its subtle fragrance -
you told me even earnest bees cannot penetrate its sweetness 
only butterflies with their tempered casual flit of wing. 

These rags I hold out to you, 
my tattered words, 
all I have to offer -
these, and that lilac 
caught fresh in the mind 
as when first-picked. 
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FAYE DAVIS 

'Pelsaert Voyages to the Antipodes' 

It was an urge that swung from wars to follies, being the purge of stagnation from 
the veins, and violent when there was little to work it off against . .. 

1. 
Francisco Pelsaert, not Dutch but Flemish, born 
in Antwerp. United East India Company 
(Council of the Indies) appoint him 
President of the Fleet, Commandeur, 
Uppermerchant of Batavia. 
His credentials are impressive: served 
at Court of Emperor 1 ahangir, son 
of Akbar the Great Mogul, described the Indian 
way of life in his Remonstrantie, and 
(as one would expect of any man) 
in some detail the dainty Moslem women. 
He seems the very man to boost the Indies 
trade. And yet, they say he is artistic, 
fine-boned, a friend of men like Rubens. 

2. 
She leaves the slips at Amsterdam. See, 
Batavia is a pretty ship with her pennants 
and bright flags flying, her figurehead in red. 
One old salt spits, preserving superstitions: 
Women on board'll stir the devil in 
a man. There are other odds. The Skipper, 
Ariaen lacobsz, an able navigator 
but intolerant of other trades. 
And proud (some say he nurses a reprimand 
since his and Pelsaert's quarrel). And the 
new Undermerchant, leronimus Cornelisz, 
that Haerlem apothecary. They say 
he was acquainted with Torrentius -
that Epicurean tried for heresy. 
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3. 
In this cargo: laken, indigo, 
and gold passementerie. And jewels intended for 
Indian kings and princes: carved in agate 
the Great Cameo - depicting the Roman Emperor 
Constantine in a centaur drawn chariot. 
A vase (sent by Rubens for the Indies 
trade) engraved with the head of Pan, the Arcadian 
God reputed to cause fear in men. 
And there are men, just ordinary men 
(deep-stowed their sibilant sounds of mutiny). 
Then the terrifying motion, the rudder bumping 
reef. The thrust: 'Skipper. What have you done?' 
'I thought the shine was moonlight not reef. 
But God alone knows where we are!' 

4. 
Smooth, it soothes. To feel the simple line 
of bellarmine, and dream the spray was moonlight 
not surf on reef. The slain someone else's 
archipelago of grief. The name 
Lucretia lansz had never been besmirched. 
To dream I did not hear: while felons laughed 
a youth (I thought too young to hand) had wept, 
begged, to kill. The only beast - Batavia's 
beast - the snarling, red lion figure -
head. Do I dream, hallucinate? 
Men wake from dream. And lust for power. Is 
leronimus Cornelisz my other self? 
Declaring there is neither devil nor 
a hell, he descends, discovers both. 
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FAY ZWICKY 

Interviewed by David Kerr 

Writing In The Eighties 

D.K.: Fay, you recently published Kaddish and other poems and Hostages, a 
book of short stories. What else have you published? 

F.Z.: Well I published my first collection of poems in 1975 which was called 
Isaac Babel's Fiddle, put out by Macmillan, and then I edited a collec
tion of Western Australian poems under the title Quarry, and also a 
collection of four Australian woman poets. 

D.K.: In Kaddish and Hostages there seems to be a strong autobiographical 
element ... 

F.Z.: Well I suppose all writers make use of their lives to a certain extent, and 
their experience. I certainly have tampered with the facts. It is not a 
documentary or a piece of reportage and to that extent I guess I fiddle 
with the facts. I can give you an example of that. There is one story in 
which the "I" of the story speaks of the mother remarrying. Well if that 
were going to be true to history this never happened to me. So the "I" of 
the story, who happens to be a young girl, doesn't necessarily follow the 
track of my personal life. On the other hand 1 am bringing to bear 
certain emotional experience by reshaping it. Any of the characters 
would be conglomerates of people 1 know. No-one would be one in
individual. 

D.K.: There is an obvious father-mother-daughter conflict running through 
some of the stories and implicit in Kaddish too. Is this designed to be 
representative of the cultural milieu you were brought up in? 

F.Z.: Well 1 think any family has known conflict. 1 don't think it was unique to 
my cultural background. 1 think that is why in fact it gets a fairly general 
response from people who didn't have the same sort of background. It 
taps fairly archetypal problems of belonging to a family and 1 think one 
of the reasons perhaps that it made the impact it did is that certain areas 
in Australia have been taboo areas in fiction and in poetry particularly 
the mother. It is interesting that Australia only now is beginning to have 
a go at its mother figures. America did this thirty years or more ago. 
Australia is taking a little bit longer. Not that it is pleasant when you 
happen to be a mother yourself. Of course at the time when you were 
having a crack at your mother you weren't a mother. Now that you are a 
mother you have to cope with the backwash. 

D. K.: What about the father and the War and the sense of the War as being an 
undercurrent within this work? 
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F.Z.: Oh I think the Second World War coloured for people of my generation 
certainly very much what their lives were to become. And the fact of an 
absent father was very important. Absent for reasons different from 
reasons that young people write about today where their fathers have 
deserted or the family unit is breaking up for personal reasons. It is 
very different, the impact on families that thought continuity was 
going to be their lot, to find that the father was removed from them. 
So many fathers were removed and I think it had a very powerful 
impact on my generation. 

D.K.: You were mentioning before one of the most important underlying 
elements of looking at the mother figure. But there is the wider question 
of looking at the female figure, isn't there. I am thinking in particu
lar of a story which I think has the title" On Your Own. " 

F.Z.: It is always very hard for the writer to see his or her work as clearly as 
perhaps the reader does, and after all each reader brings different points 
of emphasis to bear on a story. The writer may have thought the empha
sis fell one way and then another reader will see it in a completely dif
ferent way. As far as that story goes it is about the experience of women 
primarily. It is about two women who have never married and have 
never related to a man or if they have it has been buried and repressed 
and it is about a child who is observing the experience of these women 
and what it has done to them and I guess it was a sort of premonitory 
warning of the kind of deprivations that can ensue. The child observing 
it from the point of view of her own family, secure family background 
and observing these women who seem to have something in common 
with her own feeling of isolation as a growing adolescent and the way in 
which she is observing and taking note in fact of the anomalies of these 
women who seem to be at least superfically tough and rather rejecting. 
The child is always in tune somehow with the underlying sensitivities 
and the frictions and troubles that exist between them as they have come 
to depend on each other. It is really broaching the issue of dependence 
when females have rejected the male, the norm if you like, a hetero
sexual relationship. I didn't set out to explore that consciously. I have 
always been very interested from way back, particularly in women in 
Australia. How do you manage to keep your creative life going and at 
the same time live the normal domestic sort of life that is expected of 
you? It is very difficult. On the one side you crave solitude, you crave 
to be alone, to be quiet and to be right away from all the turmoil and 
the distractions that family life impose on you. At the same time there 
is another side of you that wants family life, wants the closeness and 
the warmth and the various interrelationships and the richness that a 
family gives you. 

D.K.: One of the interesting images from that story which perhaps ties in a 
little bit with what you have been saying is the image of sacrifice. The 
flashing lampposts for example have a kind of sacrificial type image. 
What does that mean to you? 

F.Z.: The notion of sacrifice? Well I mean I don't see it as a theoretical 
concept. I see it as something that was inbuilt into our lives, into our 
upbringing. Again it is a generation thing. We were reared on this 
notion that other people came first. You came second, always. And 
particularly this is reinforced by a Church of England school to which I 
paid particular heed. I usually came top in the Divinity classes. It was 
very important that you took great heed of this 'love they neighbour 
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more than thyself'. Nowdays of course the therapists preach the 
opposite. You must love yourself first and then your neighbour. But in 
fact this notion, we didn't see it as sacrifice. This seemed to be the 
normal way to be. But now we are told that it was self-destructive. Basic
ally I think it is just something that is inherent in your character, you 
can't, you don't just throw off your background that easily and as for it 
being Christian, I think that I am a better Protestant than most Protes
tants I know of. 

D.K.: What about the idea of sacrifice where the mother does her duty by the 
family and submerges everything in herself to that end? 

F.Z.: Yes well that would certainly be par for the course for a lot of women of 
my mother's generation I guess. The most talented of them usually 
buried their talents to rear their families. They regarded it as unseemly 
to push their own interests and their own careers. The idea was I think 
that they reared their children, put all their energies into that and no 
doubt that is a model that rubbed off. 

D. K.: Helen Freeman was a fairly consistent rebel against that particular 
standard of behaviour. In her there seems to be a mixture of rebellion 
and guilt at work. 

F.Z.: Oh yes I think it is inevitable when you are brought up getting double 
messages from a parent who on the one hand obviously self-consciously 
yearned to continue a career, to continue interests which would have 
developed her, especially in this case of the mother figure. The child 
always receives the conscious message and the unconscious message 
and then of course there is the extra guilt for feeling that in some way 
they have queered the parent's pitch by even existing. The rebellion side 
of it. I guess what would have been behind that would have been 
rebellion against the constraints of the ordinary middle-class life, par
ticularly very ordinary things which a lot of young people today are 
doing all the time. To us we were very confined. We were not allowed 
out to places. We wished to move as we wished, to-think as we wished. 
There were certain constraints on you. 
I think much stronger then than they are today. I chafed under them as a 
child myself and no doubt I have invested the central character in some 
of those stories with some of my own personal rebellion. Yes I have 
found it extremely constricting to belong to a family. In fact, I found it 
constricting, when it comes to that, to belong to a class in a schoolroom 
but I think most people who have any sort of independent thought at all 
feel these things. Some children will feel it with more precocity than 
others. Some children will respond with more intensity to it than others. 
I think it is not uncommon. I don't think there is anything unique 
about the rebellion thing, but I think I felt it very intensely and I was in 
fact extremely reactive. But then again it depends who the child is 
reacting against. The stronger the force which is imposed on you, 
the stronger the reaction may well be. 

D .K.: Also the young Helen Freeman encountered some outsider figures. 

F.Z.: Well I suppose that is inevitable. If you are going to make decisions 
about things you have got to have something to make a decision about 
and that is what growing up is surely about. You are confronted with 
possibilities and the learning process usually by taking a great 
clobbering at the hands of some experience that the inexperienced and 
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innocent observer doesn't know about. It is usually the point at which 
the learning takes place. I saw a lot of those stories as episodes in a 
learning process. That sounds a bit serious, a bit heavy to say this but 
basically that is what to me development of the writer's consciousness is. 
It is exploring the psychic areas that have learnt how to deal with the 
chaos of a world and for some people of course that world is never 
chaotic; for some people it is extremely chaotic. I think to my eye the 
world was always a very confused place and needed sorting out so that I 
could even begin to exist in it. So those stories represent a kind of 
attempt to come to terms with conflicting experience. 

D.K.: You call it a thematic group of stories. I felt the theme in the last few 
stories seemed to slip away. 

F.Z.: No, I see them very much as a continuation. As I saw the grouping of the 
book, it started off with the naive eye of the child observing certain 
experiential development. The second section was given over to the 
adult view of that experience, and the third section was a satirical view 
of the writer as professional, which tells something I guess about the 
ambivalent attitude I have towards the whole profession. I see it 
basically as a dilemma for the writer. I hate people who put labels on 
themselves. I don't like being called a writer. To me I am a woman who 
writes but not a writer. I think that once you give yourself that label you 
are really doomed. You start, you want people to take notice of how you 
tie your own shoelaces, which is a very dangerous thing to do. I think the 
more you persevere with the work the more you cut away the labelling of 
it. That is why I am very sceptical in those last stories. I am very satiri
cal of the whole tendentious and in fact pretentious areas of the writer's 
profession such as that young Warren Lamb who is desperately trying to 
be published as a poet. I had a terrible feeling once I wrote that awful 
parody of a poem that some people might take it seriously. There are a 
lot of poems today that look just like that. It is a horrible poem. 

D. K.: And there is the one ofthefellow who goes to a writer's workshop . . . 
F.Z.: ... Having been present at workshops when we have writers in resi

dence, I have often entered the skin of the people present, trying to 
imagine how they see us. We must look a right bunch to them. And I am 
fascinated by seeing how they respond and their general aura of bewil
derment or interest or puzzlement or all kinds of things that flit across 
their faces and the remarks they make that indicate their degree of ease, 
or lack of it. So I guess I spend a lot of time just feeling my way into the 
skin of some of these people and feeling what a funny bunch we must 
look. 

D. K.: In what way do you approach the business of writing a story? 
F.Z.: It depends on the kind of writing I guess. Some stories write themselves 

more easily than others. Some need an awful lot of revision. Some need 
putting away in a drawer for years. Some can be more or less ready for 
publication, but I guess I pay a lot of attention to things like balance 
and weight of a sentence. If I feel that the rhythms are wrong ... for 
instance if I am writing a passage of dialogue I will say it aloud and then 
if it sounds wrong to my ear when I read it aloud I will do a lot of work on 
it. I do a tremendous amount of rewriting while I am at it. You would be 
amazed to see how much mess there is on the page. 

D .K.: Do you have the same kind of approach to the writing of poetry? 
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F.Z.: If you looked into the drafts you would see there is a lot of redrafting 
going on there too. In fact Kaddish is a curious case because I wrote the 
first two sections of that and then I could not go any further and I had to 
wait for nine months before I could finish it. I had a nine months gap 
between the first two sections and the next three sections. I couldn't go 
near it. 

D. K.: And what did that gap achieve for you? 

F.Z.: It's hard to explain. I think something came unlocked. I had no con
scious awareness of the direction. All I know is I set out, the only 
conscious plan I had about that was that I wanted it to be in four sec
tions. There was to be the father section, the mother section, the 
section devoted to the children and then a general choric section at the 
end. It was conceived symphonically really. It was as I would have 
written a piece of music so that the words seemed to me to be fairly 
secondary. When I was thinking of that poem, I always had music in my 
head when I was writing it. I saw it in very musical terms actually. 

D.K.: And in the prose form you stick to a more constricted framework? 
F.Z.: Sure. Well there are certain kinds of rituals you follow in a story. People's 

curiosity has to be satisfied. You produce the character, people want to 
know what happens to it. Chekhov said if there is a gun hanging on the 
wall it has got to go off somewhere and this is of course part of the thing. 
Well in a poem of course, you are still constrained by certain disciplines 
but to be honest I don't think I bring any kind of different discipline to 
bear on a story than I do on a poem. The poem depends on condensation 
and crystallisation and intensity. To me prose is no different. Good 
prose is just the same. 

D .K.: And you allow yourself a freer line in poetry? 
F.Z.: Not always a free line. Kaddish is probably the most expansive poem I 

have written. That would be a bit freakish in my output - the rest are 
fairly constrained. I do rather like the idea of the tight form giving off 
a great deal of freedom - the radiations of something else. In fact there 
is a phrase about art as "dancing in chains", and that particularly appeals 
to me because of the idea of having freedom to dance but still knowing 
the limits within which you are operating. With Kaddish, for example, 
the structure was conceived in musical terms - the story of it is not really 
important. It is about a family - the dilemma of being a family in the 
twentieth century, particularly a family belonging to a minority group in 
Australia. It is a dilemma of pressures that a family just as a family 
encounters due to war, exile, upheaval. The point about it was that there 
was an investigation also of previous generations while focusing, at least 
overtly, on one generation. There are memories and voices remem
bered that belong to the grandparental generation also and the great
grandparent generation. It wasn't meant to be a personal thing. I hate 
using the words like archetypal and so forth but in fact it does seem that 
it was unconsciously touched really. It tapped into archetypal sources 
without my knowing it really. I didn't plan it that way, it just worked 
out that way. I don't write with, I hope, too much personal closeness 
because to me it is against what I see as the art of the writer to be too 
close to his or her material. I think it is important to have a distance 
and it just so happens that the structure I chose gave me a distance 
because I have managed to use rituals in it that help me shape it. For 
instance I have made use of the Passover ritual which I have blended 
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together with the cumulative nursery rhyme of The House That Jack 
Built. The intention there, which was conscious enough, was to blend 
the Anglo-Saxon culture with the older religious background to show 
the way in which one strand of a culture met and entwined itself into 
another, and the way in which this caused both friction, confusion and 
possibly obstruction as well. It seemed to me that I was perceiving 
likenesses rather than trying to discern similarities. The epigraph 
of the poem of course, is "Lord of the divided heal/" - the idea being in 
division there may be the possibility ot reconcIliation. Hut It IS basically 
a story offragmentation and the possibility of reconciliation. 
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PETER STEELE 

The Radiations of Peter Porter 

My title is designedly ambiguous. To speak of radiation may be, as in early uses 
of the word, to indicate that which goes out as radius, spoke-wise. What I have 
to say of Porter's poetry will, I hope, instance that in his regard. But to our ears 
"radiation" is more likely to denote those rayings which we know as dark or 
light, as malign or benign. What we call "the nuclear age" may be little 
understood by most of us, but it is big with significance for all of us. A moment's 
reflection shows us all as siblings of the ray. More than that: we know that 
controlled exposure to one kind of radiation may make for life, whereas 
uncontrolled exposure will make for death. Associating this with the singular 
powers of the laboratory, we can with a more ultimate accuracy associate it with 
the more singular powers of the sun. But whether we think of nature's 
initiatives or of man's, we know that whatever radiates bears in it the potency 
of its source and the promise or menace of its identity. By such tokens Porter's 
poetry may in part be symbolized. 

And all poetry? Perhaps. Its apologists have commonly thought so, though 
their metaphors have necessarily been different from mine. From Sir Philip 
Sidney to Harold Bloom they have taken it to be radiant in character -
gathering, bearing, and discharging its energies, in ways hard enough to name 
with precision, but dead easy to sense in their force. And it would surely be 
highly paradoxical if, when thinking of a poet as indebted as Porter to the 
modalities and the pungencies of European cultural history, we did not find 
ourselves with one eye on his progenitors and their practice, while we had the 
other on him and his practices. But, time being, as Porter never ceases to tell 
us, the burning element, I shall speak of him as such rather than of the art as 
such. 

It is convenient to make some initial points about Porter by considering a 
poem from his collection Preaching to the Converted, called "The King of the 
Cats is Dead."1 

Reading this, I think of analogues for such poetry, or for elements in it. 
There is the W.S. Merwin of Green with Beasts, The Moving Target, The 
Carriers of Ladders. Merwin is engrossed by the beast-like countenances of the 
world, is startled into Adamic eloquence by its shifting powers, and is put to 
silence by the inane menace of its cries. Porter is not, either in "The King of the 
Cats is Dead" or elsewhere, such a virtuoso of the stultification of the word as 
Merwin has become in his later poetry, but the same course of working through 
cragged language towards an absolute gulf runs in both bodies of poetry. 
Again, one might hear, pitched against Porter's verse, that of Anthony Hecht, 
the Hecht of The Hard Hours, Millions of Strange Shadows, The Venetian 
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Vespers. Listening to Porter, one may hear in harmony the lyric threnody which 
is the staple of Hecht's verse, and with it the gravity of an exposition both 
rounded and intensified by its pluriform echoes of the past. (One may also, 
incidentally, hear in both Porter and Hecht rhythmic falterings which I 
continue to find surprising in poets with such abundant lyrical gifts.) More 
remotely, there is a choir of voices from bardic milieux, all big with the praise 
of the illustrious dead, all chill with their own imitations of mortality, and all 
prone to be, in season, leavened with comedy. To mention these few is not to 
suggest that Porter's poetry is reducible to that of his congenors or his ancestors 
- he is far too much of an intellectual freebooter for that. I cite these figures, 
rather, to suggest the distinction and the vindicated ambition which show 
themselves at many points in the poetry. 

Distinction and ambition cannot live all by themselves: geistlich they may be, 
but ghostly they will remain unless they have something to animate. What, 
then, do they animate in Porter's poetry? I suggest that they animate the 
qualities of expatriation, negotiation, intervention, and radiation. Let me 
indicate and illustrate what I mean by these abstractions. 

First, expatriation. What I do not have chiefly in mind here is the fact of 
Porter's having long lived outside Australia, or the question of what effect his 
visits over recent years may have had upon his writing. These are sizeable 
questions, as that poetry acknowledges in passing. What I do have in mind, 
though, is a quality which shows itself in a very large range of poets, ancient and 
modern, namely the sentiment of incomplete lodgement in any particular 
psychic zone, and incomplete satisfaction with any formulation, however 
eloquent. Such is the poetry of expatriation, of deflection from an enduring 
patria. The emotions it manifests may be very various, ranging from those of 
Homer's expatriate Odysseus or Milton's expatriate Adam to those of a Jarrell, 
a Mandelstam, or a Kinsella. Perhaps, it is true that the seedbed of all poetry 
is a divined discontent: certainly, poetry such as Porter's constantly alludes to, 
and displays, the mind's and the heart's imperfect fit in any milieu in which it 
finds itself. 

At the end of an interview published last year replying to a question about 
the "permanently upright city" to which he refers in the poem "On First 
Looking into Chapman's Hesiod", Porter replied, 

No, it's not London; it's the ideal city state which doesn't exist but 
which has lived in men's minds since social order first existed. But 
perhaps it's just the republic of the imagination, the place where every
one is as gifted as the great men of the past and where you are made 
welcome as a confrere. To put this up against a real place - Australia, 
America, anywhere - is unfair, but tends to occur to people like me 
who have lived their lives in self-imposed exile. 2 

It is only one step, and that a short one, from seeing the "permanently 
upright city" as tantalizingly unavailable, to seeing the poem itself, and all its 
procedures, as asymptote. Whatever the philosophic status of the Platonic 
Forms, a poet may elect to write as one to whom the Platonic Form of the poem 
in hand is both unattainable and hauntingly imminent. I say, "may elect to 
write", since nobody can enforce such a policy, and he may instead choose to 
write poetry of what could be called pacific entirety - approximations to which 
would be, say Raleigh's "The Lie" or Winters' "At the San Francisco Airport". 
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Porter's poetry rarely looks as if he has made that choice. It is worth recalling 
that literal expatriation may be something self-chosen, as in T.S. Eliot's case, 
or something imposed, as in Ovid's case. Often enough, the condition hovers 
between the chosen and the imposed - and in this is like most human situations 
I can think of. Analogously, what I am calling the expatriation of the poem, its 
constant making camp and breaking camp in one formulation after another, 
may be experienced by the poet or the reader as embraced, or imposed, or 
both. 

The index of expatriation in this sense in Porter's poetry is the metaphor or 
simile. These are distinguishable, I realize: but for my purposes here there is no 
need to distinguish them. Of many, perhaps most, of Porter's poems one may 
say that they are a tissue of metaphors. It is this, rather than the range of 
cultural reference or the obvious formality of the poems, which gives the poems 
their dominant air of intellectuality. Porter is by temper a bridge-ouilder 
between one entity and another, one psychological modality and another. 
Randall Jarrell said once that poetry has "and-and-and" meanings, and this is 
peculiarly true of Porter. He mints token after token of the experience that 
comes his way, whether from within or from without. "The King of the Cats is 
Dead" is an obvious instance of this. There, his gigantesque figure is 
anatomized, which licenses the multiplication of analogies, but one's mind is on 
meanings at least as much as one's eye is on forms: the poetry, in other words, 
is essentially figural. In the first eight lines of the poem we see the fine excess 
which Keats so valued in Shakespeare: it is also a characteristic example of the 
one image's kindling the next which we find in both those masters. Both of 
those features show the imagination in its shifts, the creative unsettlement of 
the figuring intelligence. To take another example, here is the beginning of a 
poem from Living in a Calm Country, "A Table of Coincidences": 

The map of self is a grid of crossroads -
The tanned garage attendant is also 
The learned custodian of shards, 
The unhelpful presider over a dozen 
Phones stops your plane in time 
To wing you back to love. They cross and cross, 
The focus of care and the occasional nuisance, 
The reed-stealer and the bald historian. 
Lucky indeed to have a graveyard 
In your head: walk by the wild hibiscus 
Where an army vanished - through the haze 
The low lake waves keep their tint of violence. 3 

It seems de rigeur to mention Auden when discussing Porter, so I shall 
mention him now and have done with it. The old diagnostician, admonitor and 
magus is hereabouts: but what is more relevant at the moment is the presiding 
spirit of Mercury, inducing volatile movements not only from reed-stealer to 
bald historian, but from the country of history to the country of exercised 
sensibility. The "spirit unappeased and peregrine" is the banished citizen who 
makes his way, but not his home, in any of Porter's poems. 

But there is another kind of expatriation which shows itself very often in the 
poetry. This is the one we have when some earlier given is transposed into 
Porter's own key. Examples abound. Sometimes they are comic in tone, 
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though the comedy is usually sardonic: I think here of "The Return of Inspector 
Christopher Smart," "Affair of the Heart", "The Story of My Conversion". 
Porter seems incapable of merely making mock of what he finds distasteful or 
horrific: the mockery is, as in Swift, an instrument oftransmutation. And as the 
imagination at work is sometimes baroque, sometimes grotesque, there always 
seems much more to his material when he has finished with it than one would 
have expected when seeing it in its blockish state. It is as if the poetry has been 
written by a cross between Robert Browning and Flannery O'Connor. So, in 
"At Lake Massaciuccoli". 

o mors inevitabilis, 
Not to be held back by more than function, 
A pot of Stephens' Blue Black Ink, a gale 
All night among the pines and yet no air 
Upon our planet - nothing so well observed 
As pain, apotheosis of things out of place. 
To return then after some small adultery 
To the mystery of fiction; to write letters 
To the world's four corners while mosquitoes 
Shake like stage scrim across the door: 
There must be a vision, perhaps of cruelty 
In Venetian Peking (better at least 
Than the sort of thing D' Annunzio would offer)
It hardly matters, since the big tunes 
Wait in the desk for him to pick them up 
And a wife can keep one's view of sorrow fresh. 4 

Reading that, one might cite two phrases as epigraph to Porter's own work, 
"nothing so well observed / As pain, apotheosis of things out of place." Here 
too he is the entrepreneur of expatriation. 

I doubt whether there are more interesting transpositions of the voices and 
the sentiments of the past in Porter's poetry, but there is one more self
evidently present: that of his translations and imitations. The general subject of 
translation seems to elicit eager discussion, not to say obsessive declaration, 
whenever it is raised. The scholiasts chivvy the scholars, the scholars 
interrogate the poets, the poets excoriate the scholiasts. In the midst of it all, a 
Lowell, a Merwin, an Auden or a Porter goes his own way. Porter, in his 
Introduction to After Martial, says, 

The translator's first loyalty is to the poem in English: otherwise, 
he might as well leave it where it is. Dealing with the Classics, he can 
create his poems from the ground up - he need not wear himself 
inflected language rich in rhymes in his own uninflected, sparsely
rhyming tongue. He is on a better wicket with Martial, dead for two 
millenia, than with the latest mythmaker from beyond the Car
pathians ... 

I first began to attempt translation of Martial when reading him for 
pleasure: I discovered I had an unconscious desire to create the poems 
afresh in my own mind. This meant remodelling them in English. I 
have found at many poetry readings that his special cast of mind is still 
relished by audiences. His poems have suffered a sea-change from 
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their Latin precision in this book, but the man who first conceived 
them is certainly not remote from modern sensibility.' 

There isn't time to consider the poems "after Martial", though if there were, 
Porter has himself provided clues as to the best resources, scholarly and 
imaginative, to be drawn upon. What I would suggest, though, in passing, is 
that a great deal of light can be shed on the deepest bent of his poetry by 
reflecting on these imitations, which everywhere allude to what must now be 
for everyone a foreign terrain, and which everywhere exert themselves to 
configure the ways in which the foreign is familiar. In that sense, it may indeed 
have designs on the reader: but then, when has wit not had designs on the 
reader, and when has translation not been an act of wit? 

In this context, I can't forbear referring however briefly to the poem "An 
Exequy". King's Exequy was the best of monuments to the loved dead woman, 
and all the better for being, as bronze and marble can never be, animated by the 
breathing voice of the husband or of his later surrogates. Porter knows, as his 
poem all but declares, that the poem can never serve in the stead of his dead 
wife: knows too that just where he adopts the metrical mode of the most famous 
Exequy in the language, and much of its ordonnance, his grief will emerge as 
distinctively as King's did. It was, I think, both a bold and a vindicated decision 
on his part to emulate King's poem: it was certainly the initiative of a 
traditionalist, but a traditionalist in the strong sense of one who expects new 
vigour to be found in the old places. To put the two poems side by side is not 
after all to be engaging in the search for new recruits to outstrip old veterans: 
it is to seek, and find, an energetic comity between the stricken but 
undestroyed. I remind you only of the conclusion of Porter's poem: 

The rooms and days we wandered through 
Shrink in my mind to one - there you 
Lie quite absorbed by peace - the calm 
Which life could not provide is balm 
In death. Unseen by me, you look 
Past bed and stairs and half-read book 
Eternally upon your home, 
The end of pain, the left alone. 
I have no friend, or intercessor, 
No psychopomp or true confessor 
But only you who know my heart 
In every cramped and devious part -
Then take my hand and lead me out, 
The sky is overcast by doubt, 
The time has come, I listen for 
Your words of comfort at the door, 
o guide me through the shoals of fear -
'Furchte dich nicht, ich bin bei dir. '. 

The second of the qualities of Porter's poetry which I want to address is what 
I call "negotiation". I have in mind here, I am afraid, two senses of the word 
once more. One is that of coming to terms, and the other that of manoeuvering 
through obstacle-laden waters. To generalize, and whether of not Wittgenstein 
was right about the impossibility of a private language, everybody's head is so 
full of the makings of thoughts, everybody'S heart so full of the makings of 
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emotions, that the process of sorting even a few of these out for oneself, and of 
giving some kind of priority to this element rather than that, is, even in the 
simplest of reflective circumstances an elaborate business. It is a kind of 
internal setting of one's house in order, the establishing of a personal economy. 
I take it that, except on the rarest of occasions, it does not subsist in one fashion 
for more than a few seconds. The equilibrium is unstable: and whether one is 
cheered by this fact, dismayed by it, or left indifferent by it, is entirely a matter 
of temperament - in fact I would say that is very largely what is meant by 
temperament. Out of all this heave and roil- Henry James's "fertile muddle" -
emerge such self-understandings, and self-acceptances, as we have. For two 
human beings to come vis-a-vis is always for two such processes to intermingle, 
which accounts for most of our joys and woes. 

The poet who has the unresting intelligence to apprehend this state of affairs 
and the un stifled passion to speak from its midst has the task of a double 
negotiation - with his own internal provinces, as it were, and with his audience. 
The provinces are adaptable up to a point, and so is the audience, but only an 
entirely manic personality would suppose that either is or ought be entirely 
tractable. His language, with its citations, allusions, emphases, diction, 
rhythmic orchestration, pacing, its floridity or austerity - his language is his 
whole metier, and a poor and glorious thing it is, as he is himself, whatever his 
oscillating moods may sometimes say to him. The case is complicated, 
naturally, when, as in Porter's poetry, the metaphoric spirit of which I spoke 
earlier infuses itself into a great array of cultural references - when, as one 
might say, the poet finds nothing more natural than to be artful. To give a polity 
to one's thoughts and feelings is an assuagement of anxieties and an adornment 
of one's instincts for the shapely and the seemly: but when that polity is 
nominated in terms which millions of others have turned, and are turning, to 
their own purposes, the delicacy of the operation is increased. That delicacy is 
there in principle wherever so opulent a language as English is at issue, of 
course, but it is redoubled when a Porter compounds lexical vivacity with the 
alluded-to aspirations of thousands of years of European experience. 

What does he do? How does he conduct his consciousness, manage his mind? 
It is obviously impossible to answer that question at any length here: but 
consider the poem "An American Military Cemetery in Tuscany" as an 
instance. 

Why, I wonder, are there so few cows 
Amid the succulent green of the tracks 
And the neat, staked vine-plants in their rows? 
This is the Chianti country, 
The river mud a Helena Rubenstein pack 
Ensuring through raging Summer a beauty 
Of self-possession, a coolness waving back. 
What appears a castle is a convent 
Endowed by Florentine ambition, then 
Comes the Winegrowers' Co-operative, meant 
To look democratic and new -
Its striped blinds and sun-dazzled men 
Wave to the tourist bus through thin blue 
Exhaust bringing them dollars, marks and yen. 
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Because the land's flat for some miles 
The bus keeps the cemetery in sight 
For two miles at least - set like dials 
For the eye ofthe deity 
The headstones seem to be overbright 
Travellers disagreeable presences - the laity 
Find, as inside Santa Croce, God is uptight. 

Underneath, men of Oregon and Minnesota 
Are learning to be as green as Tuscany, 
That dark green which has always had its quota 
Of the most courageous blood -
Afterwards, a man can be tall as a pine tree 
Straightening for the wind, or like flood 
Water disperse himself in the silent majority. 
As the bus passes this geometric field 
A shiver runs from it to the sun: 
Each of these innocent worlds is sealed 
Under pressure oflove and hate, 
Each named soul is a precise no-one 
Discovering the mystery too late, 
It is not fulfilled, it is only done. 7 

The obvious thing in this poem is the formality of the verse. The firmly
rhymed, seven-line stanzas do the service for the poem as a whole that such 
things have always done: they signal that however inconclusive, and 
occasionally turbulent, the experience being educed may be, a gestalt is 
possible, and has in fact been discerned. Rhyme has the double office of 
arousing and satisfying expectations on the one hand, and punctuating rhythm 
on the other. Here, as in many other poems, Porter's choice of formal verse is 
more than a salute to the practices of the past: it is tantamount to a polemic 
against meaninglessness. Were it only that - as in effect it is in many less 
perturbed, and less ironic, poets - then verse as such would have things all its 
own way in the poetry: the road to banality is paved with merely skilful poems. 
Characteristically, though, Porter's poetry may be said to embody a tension 
between the microcosmic ambitions of verse and the macro cosmic ambitions of 
prose. Verse always "wants" to circumscribe, backtrack, cross-hatch, complete 
the scan: prose always "wants" to get the waggons out of their circle and make 
for the plains of possibility. Porter, like any poet of considerable ambitions, 
wants to have things both ways, wants the assuagements that come from 
marching in step and the exuberances that come from loping at one's own rate. 
"An American Military Cemetery in Tuscany" shows both of these impulses -
so much so that one is strongly aware of the pacing and poising of a mind rather 
than of the leashing and unleashing of stanzaic forms. That mind twists about 
the rigidities of a prototypical stanza, so that one is struck by their configuration 
- much as one is struck by the twining serpents on the wand of the caduceus. A 
man who can orchestrate stanzas as Porter does knows how to negotiate among 
the steadinesses and the surprises of meaning. 

In his last stanza, Porter does what he does so often elsewhere - issue a 
sardonic jobation against the God offered as progenitor and retriever of 
meaning. The man who turns Martial's latin to his own purposes turns the 
evangelist John's consummatum est bleakly against itself: it is an evacuation of 
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death itself, the ultimate horror. By such a move - and there are hundreds such 
in Porter's writing - he negotiates the otherwise idiotic impingements of one 
thrust of the world upon another. If one had to fashion a single image of Porter 
in his poetry, it might be that of the man who always walks away from the 
collision of forces, be they pointed or pointless. He walks away, shocked, 
lacerated, affronted, instructed, but never jaded. 

The third category I suggested as pertinent to Porter's poetry is that of 
intervention. As expatriation interweaves with negotiation, so do both with 
intervention. We have in English an interesting expression whereby we say that 
somebody "made a song and dance" about an issue. When one thinks about it 
a little, what a fascinating way of speaking this is. It is handsomely appropriate 
to one of the elemental drives of all art - to make a song and dance about things 
otherwise left latent, "not fulfilled, only done." Ours is a literature which has 
sometimes looked with awe, and sometimes looked with revulsion, at 
articulations of life which do not "make a song and dance" about anything, dark 
songs and dances, or bright songs and dances. Swift had his innocent abroad, 
Gulliver, do business with the Houyhnhnms as with those for whom a lie was 
only "the thing which was not": C.S. Lewis, in one of his novels of fantasia, had 
relative innocents speak of vicious and merciless being as "the bent world". 
Such locutions, frisson-bearing though each may be, make no song or dance 
about the monstrous: inducing ironic eloquence, they are buffered against the 
irony or the eloquence. By contrast, the poems which have been most prized -
the best being simply that they have been the most preserved - have been those 
which impinged, intervened, counter-v ailed , against the functional 
concessiveness of everyday living. Poetry is another world: the wisdoms and 
follies of bohemianism have signalled this. But it is not a non-world: all its coat
trailing has also been trail-blazing into a territory found habitable as soon as it 
is nominated adequately. Presumably, nobody from Plato onward would have 
been perturbed by poetry's essays upon the actual unless he had sensed that 
those incursions were potent. The song, after all, holds with the edged 
exactitude of good Lieder understandings and passions which, ordinarily, we 
burr: the dance, after all, puts into the lifts and falls of the body whose elations 
and dismayings at which, ordinarily, we demur. 

Porter's poetry makes a song and dance, not only about the matter of satire, 
but about the matter of complaint. Like Martial, the earlier maestro, he has 
memorably hard words for man's self-assailing: but the real drive of his 
imagination is towards the incorrigible, the incurable, features of our being. It 
makes him a cross-grained poet: for even though we expect a poet of traditional 
disposition to do the traditional things, lament among them, we are peacable in 
his presence only so long as he does not do them in too distinctive a way. We 
deprecate those who violate this expectation by thinking of them as the poor 
mouth, the hard mouth, the bad mouth, even the foul mouth. All of these 
Porter can be, fortunately: it is part of that "cost of seriousness" about which 
he has been so emphatic, and which is so all-but-incredible in a culture so 
horrified by the unflinching mind as our own. 

A maker of jobations he may be, but of jeremiads only incidentally: he 
strikes me as a poet who is both nerved and unnerved by the flexures of the 
heart, rather than by the faces presented to him by the world. One is 
accustomed to making little, or making little enough, of the outsider's keenings 
at civilization's discontents - we think, correctly enough, that his sourness is all 
sour grapes. Nothing could be less appropriate in Porter's case: he really does 
look at the world as a whole and discern, not conurbation, but civilization; and 
he really does see in all that giant metaphoric gesture of man's essential being 
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the equally gigantic inscription of his mortal dismays and his mortal hungers. 
The music and the paintings which bulk so large in his poems are not simply 
cultural properties, however precious: they are more like the palmprints and 
voiceprints of pricked and self-piercing man. To write in a way which 
corresponds to this intuitive, and considered, appraisal oflife is indeed to write 
as an intervener - an intervener with no program, but with a consistent policy 
of precision, that easiest of intellectual toys and hardest of intellectual virtues. 

All that needs illustration, you may feel, as I do: and I will conclude with 
another poem to instance it. But before I do so, let me say that the fourth 
characteristic, the "radiation" with which I began, is simply the animating 
element of all the others. To write as expatriate as Porter does is to ray out from 
his current centre towards other possible points of lodgement, and is also to 
pulse intellectual and emotional energy towards receptors glad or alarmed to 
receive it. To negotiate the mind's eruptions and the heart's quicksands while 
contriving a dialect to meet other such minds and hearts requires a lancing 
intelligence and the will to hold the lance steady. And to intervene upon the 
shared stage of intellect and feeling, rarely gainsaying the passing moves of 
others or even of oneself, but constantly ready to countermand our inbred 
showiness of being - that requires more than poetical lambency, that is the 
discharging of most of the mind's energy, and most of its charge, at the one 
moment. 

It would be childish to suggest that Porter has always done this to the full. He 
has had, from time to time, almost as many poetic fumblings as his critics have 
had prose ones. But so what? Jarrell's description of the novel as "a prose 
fiction of some length with something wrong with it" will do for any oeuvre, as 
it will do for any life. In a much-anthologized, and therefore by now rather tired 
poem, Porter cast a cold eye on the unhorsed spectators of Phar Lap in the 
Melbourne Museum: perhaps it did little for them, in his view, that they were 
looking at a gelding. But he had straight what they had straight - that this was 
a thoroughbred, and that he ran fast. There are wa.ys and ways of running fast, 
and I conclude with one of them. It is (from English Subtitles) "The 
Imperfection of the World": 

It was after the idea of perfection 
that the idea of reconciliation came -
nothing could mollify the one 
and a sense of homecoming 
justified the other. 
Yet I foresee a new quadrangle, 
ivy covering glazed brick, 
and a man standing on a grille 
while his colleagues decide 
whether to stone him. 
Or, to look less far, someone 
in an apron discovering that love 
is not what she wanted from life 
but the name of the discontent 
she feels in herself. 
That the dreams which the gods bring 
in their plural jackets are to show us 
our ends cannot be disputed, 
nor is the shape we make bearable 
entering silence. 
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Yet we are haunted by our memory 
of perfection, of setting out among ferns 
for our father, the birds of the air 
moderating painful noon 
with their clamant cries. 

Not even regret may stay in Eden. 
Bellini's melodies are spoiled 
by scratches on a record's surface 
and a baby wakes to light fleeing 
the face of nothing. 
'A bee is a device invented by a gene 
to make more genes like itself.' 
Therefore in the night when I cry 
that I have been deserted, I am 
once more made perfect. 8 

NOTES: 
1. Peter Porter: Collected Poems, OUP, Oxford, New York, Melbourne, 1983, p. 155-6. 
2. Interview with Bruce Bennett: "Peter Porter in Profile", Westerly No.1, March 1982, p. 56. 
3. Collected Poems, p. 214. 
4. Collected Poems, p. 306. 
5. After Martial. 
6. Collected Poems, pp. 248-9. 
7. Collected Poems, p. 213. 
8. Collected Poems, p. 289. 
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MICHAEL ACKLAND 

Charles Harpur's Republicanism 

Our knowledge of Harpur's political views is at once precise and tantalizingly 
incomplete. We know he was an avowed Republican, a hater of pelf and 
privilege, and an advocate of individual human potential. As the son of convict 
parents, his lot was cast among the class of currency lads who agitateli for social 
reform; and his friends included such radical figures as Daniel Deniehy and 
Henry Parkes. Predictably he supported moves for constitutional reform, 
extended franchise by secret ballot, a freeing of the lands for general settlement 
and the cancellation of all schemes for transportation. Yet Harpur would later 
turn on Parkes, spurn Owenite theories, and even plead for a further minimum 
fifty-year period of colonial status for terra australis under the British crown. 
Indeed, the closer we study Harpur's polemical statements, the more questions 
they throw up. England can appear both as the representative of the Old 
World's ills, and as the essentially unspoilt country of his mother's birth; while 
the frequent invectives hurled at Edmund Burke serve to highlight the notable 
lack of references to his great antagonist and complementary political figure, 
Tom Paine, in Harpur's writings. Moreover, the Australian's verse can praise 
statesmen as politically disparate as Washington and Napoleon; preach general 
social concerns and practise personal, even libellous, disparagement; and 
oscillate between ideal visionary panoramas and the murky seats of corruption 
centred on Botany Bay. In what follows, I wish to explore in some detail the 
nature of Charles Harpur's republicanism, its relationship to the events of his 
age, and the forms it assumes in his diverse poetic productions. 

Charles Harpur's republicanism is specifically democratic. That is, it 
espouses both freedom from England and a society in which each man may 
exercise and develop his capacities freely. In the personal manifesto appended 
to "A Republican Lyric," he professes his distaste "for Monarchy men and 
Empire-worshippers";' advocates "effectual resistence" to the "powers that 
be"; and lays bare the ideological basis of his republicanism, which has its 
source in John Locke's classic text of English liberalism, Two Treatises of 
Government, and its revolutionary avatar in the thoughts of TOIll Paine. 
According to Locke men are "by Nature, all free, equal and independent" (p. 
348)/ so that government should be based on consent; while laws should exist 
solely "for the good of the People" (p. 394), specifically to safeguard their 
freedom and property. People therefore have a right to rebel against any 
arrogation of power, and self-defence is raised to the status of a "Law of 
Nature" (p. 438). Similarly Paine, in The Rights of Man, reminds the people 
that sovereignty is invested in them. As a means of reasserting their natural 
rights and of ushering in social regeneration, he calls first for mental and then 
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for political revolution against the superstition and bogus authorities of the 
past. Harpur's political "first principles" owe much to this logical, 
commonsense, liberal tradition, but they also rest on an additional spiritual 
dimension which is never absent from the Australian's thinking. 

I am not only a democratic Republican in theory, but by every feeling 
of my nature. Its first principles lie fundamentally in the moral 
elements of my being, ready to flower forth and bear their proper 
fruit. Hence, as I hold myself, on the ground of God's humanity, to be 
politically superior to no fellow being, so, on the same ground, I can 
feel myself inferior to none; - that is, by privilege, or otherwise than 
by virtue of some appointment that has been sanctioned by a majority 
of my people and which appointment itself must terminate at a given 
time. (p. 148) 

According to Harpur, status and institutions do not rest on an immutable and 
aboriginal contract, but should depend on popular consent; and the essay later 
echoes Paine in its derisive treatment of power and position conferred by any
thing apart from innate talent. Hereditary privilege and absolute monarchy are 
presented in the Australian's writings as impositions on the free will of human
ity, for he follows his liberal precursors in envisaging the state of nature as one 
of equality, where the rights of the individual are only circumscribed when they 
impinge directly on those of others. Like Locke, Harpur brands as a crime "all 
Rule which at a given time / Expires not, as reposed in public 
trust, / And thence renewable but by suffrage"; and as "slaves" all those who 
suffer it ("My Political Belief," C376). England, with its Bill of Rights and 
Glorious Revolution, remains a source of republican ideals. But the daily 
actions of its "royal and aristocratical governing style" highlight the gap bet
ween precept and actuality, and so render the land of his mother a monitory 
example of how human greed can frustrate democratic principles. 

The central tenet of Harpur's republican ideal is his belief in the innate 
abilities of each individual and their necessary unfolding. Most simply, in 
"Have Faith," he argues that "our capacities for good are primordial and fun
damental in the race" (A92). Any counter-view smacks of moral nihilism to 
him; and although allowing that individuals or communities may be corrupt, he 
asserts that "the surviving sense of mankind, as to right and wrong, and glory 
and shame, is unfailing." Similarly, in "Duncan's Plea for the New Constitu
tion" he boldly expresses his faith in humankind, "I, for one, do not believe that 
all human things are inevitably imperfect" (C376); while in the note to "Mar
vellous Martin" the claims of property are summarily dealt with to focus atten
tion on native human talents: 

What has property to do with the brain-power of legislation? Can it 
think? Can it even labour of itself to a national end? It can do neither. 
Strip it of man and it is morally nothing. Attach it to human dishonesty 
or non-intelligence, and it is morally vicious. (C376) 

Also common to these works is the motion of justified resistance. Man's God
given abilities must be developed; their thwarting countered. In the former he 
speaks of "the wisdom of our everlasting dissatisfaction with all authority that 
is hybrid and partial"; and even more radically in "Marvellous Martin" he puts 
forward as a liberal ideal the image of the independently-minded citizen who, 
having nothing "slavish at the bottom of his nature, will have nothing for it but 
to keep his powder dry, and a sharp look out for the best vantage ground" 
(C376). Given the political status quo, Harpur assumes that republicanism and 
revolution are necessarily interlinked, because the "pigmies of the passing 
hour" will not willingly relinquish the reins of government to "Australia's 
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future sons of power." Yet as the poet idealistically affirms in "Duncan's Plea," 
once the impediments of caste and false consciousness are removed, "the plas
tic nature of things, and the progressive capability of man to mould and adapt 
them to new and higher ends" will resume their predestined course "reaching 
towards perfection." 

This notion of democratic equality, however, does not simply mean a raising 
of the lowly and a demeaning of the powerful. Instead it implies the creation of 
an environment in which each person may follow his natural and hence God
bestowed inclination. Consequently the poet attacks any system which would 
level individual properties,' be it that of Downing Street, dynastic China or 
Owenite socialism. To these representatives of "The Old World, sectioned 
with its dull dead walls / Of custom & convention, cash & creed" (p. 89), he 
opposes the boundless vistas of Australia, the future cradle of liberty. Nature 
provides his positive and dominant metaphors, expressive of that instinctive 
and all-important balance between independence and reliance which is encap
sulated in the sonnet "Self-Liberty": 

I would not be dependent, even for love, 
On man or woman. Nay, I would-I will 
Be as the Eagles through the heavens that move 
Boundlessly free, though separate. And as still 
A torrent, dashing from its native hill, 
Doth make its own best way, be't mine to groove 
My individual world-path, and approve 
Its lonely fitness with a sovereign thrill! 
Thus large must be my freedom, for the need 
Is in my nature and defies dispute, 
Even as a bent peculiar to its breed 
Constrains yon tree to bear its proper fruit: 
And though the pliant deem me a strange brute, 
What care I? being thus myself indeed! (p. 87) 

Each concept suggests a fruitful exchange between a larger given and a solitary 
will shaping its own destiny. The lover, eagle, rill, despite their free and sepa
rate identities, are nonetheless linked to an external presence which engenders 
and sustains their movement. Creation both inspires individuality and insists on 
commonality. The speaker, in an extreme of egotistical self-projection, envis
ages nature as "my individual world-path," only to balance this with an image 
of constraint in the tree. "Its proper fruit" suggests both the self-determining 
nature of the individual and an inherent determinism attributable to the type. 
Each person emerges ideally as a lord in will and inclination, though an inform
ing centrality is also acknowledged which both raises the "native hill" and dic
tates the "bent peculiar to its breed." Deity is this ultimate source of love, indi
vidual propensities, the heavens and the timeless hills; and His immanence pro
vides assurance of a shared aristocracy among men who enjoy infinite and 
diverse potential. 

A similar celebration of innate genius underlies the writings devoted to 
national heroes. Tell, Washington, Kossuth and John Heki are, for Harpur, 
examples of men who found themselves personally through answering an exter
nal call." Irrespective oftheir different times, races and geographical locations, 
each arose in brave defence of personal and national liberties, battling Old 
World forces which sought to suppress man's ever-renewing impulse to be 
"myself indeed." Yet Harpur's praise is not restricted to these 
local patriots and supporters of freedom, but also embraces "Napoleon, the 
Child of Destiny, the Only Legitimate King." Already the title, in its 
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attribution of regal prerogative to one individually singled out by fate, launches 
the first blow of a covert critique against the notion of inherited privileges. The 
poet, like a good republican, recognizes that Napoleon's ascent spelt the death
knell of the revolution; but the description of the event stresses the man's 
praiseworthy uniqueness: he is a "bold and matchless Freedom-queller" and a 
"self-raised, self-crowned man-compeller" (C384). Implicitly the poem 
suggests that if monarchy must be, then it should be one of merit, not of 
hereditary principle; that sovereignty depends on indwelling and not external 
"wealth." Here even absolutism is subverted to provide further proof that 
capacity knows no caste, and that godlike gifts are at least as likely to be found 
in the breast of an upstart commoner as in an effete and degenerate aristocratic 
form. Wellington, however, receives no such benediction. The martial 
antagonist of Napoleon, he is depicted as the conceptual foil of all true patriots. 
According to Harpur, he was a "great slave," the "iron instrument" of 
despotism, and a man who denied his natural bent. Abandoning his "Native 
Land," he turned his heart against humanity, and atheistically obeyed "mere 
Authority": "To whom the 'powers that be' were simply not / Of God, but in 
his stead!" (p. 96). Arrainged for having "no faith, no country and no 
brotherhood," he epitomizes in his seeming grandeur the lot of all those who 
follow earthly dictates, who place their trust in conventional hierarchical forms 
devoid of human and spiritual values. The Australian's ideal, instead, is one of 
a dynamic community of freely unfolding individualities who, unlike the Iron 
Duke, follow "righteous instinct" and those moral, intellectual and emotional 
truths which testify to God's presiding ministry. 

Also characteristic of Harpur's political credo in his tendency to view social 
issues in terms of inherited biblical patterns. Most frequently, he didactically 
fuses Christian tradition with democratic radicalism, as in the passage quoted 
from the note to "A Republican Lyric," where the two are interblended to 
support the notion that every person is potentially a self-regulator and 
legislator. There the appeal to "God's humanity," in a context dominated by 
organic metaphors of growth and budding, suggests that each individual 
participates in a common ground of Divinity and, by extension, that the 
original form of state was one of equality. In Harpur's view, this condition is 
analogous to "the dignity of man in Its first nakedness". The sign of man's fall, 
the biblical "apron offigleaves," finds its political counterpart in "begod[ding] 
a lord or a king," and in the existence of social organizations raised above the 
collective community of "individualities" (p. 148). Implicit charges of 
idolatory("begod") and aristocratic chicanery are levelled at any group which 
would usurp man's latent Godhead and the republican state of creation which 
bears "the stamp and superscription of nature; and nature in this case is but the 
mint of God" (p. 149). Here as elsewhere, the social and spiritual are 
interlinked in his thought: and Harpur closes with a reference to his great 
mentor, "the sacred Milton, the great republican poet of England" (my stress), 
whose grasp of contemporary politics was similarly informed by the dialectical 
sweep of Judeo-Christian eschatology. Thus the Australian's notion of social 
evolution tends to be an actualization of biblical "history," such as we 
encounter in the didactically entitled "Out of Evil Good shall come." Here his 
scheme begins with "man's Edenic brotherhood," admits that "the lost 
birthright of Equality" bespeaks "some great depravation of his moral 
character," and locates in "the democratic principle alone" the means of 
restoring a "terrestrial paradise" (C376). An opponent of moral quietism, the 
poet takes Milton's motto of "Right Onward" as his own; and projects a vision 
of socio-spiritual progress which, although ultimately ordained, depends for 
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the specific stages of its advancement on each human being and on the 
collective energies of successive generations. 

Typically, this admixture of enlightened liberal thought and spiritual belief 
provides Harpur's case with a dual rational and inspirational underprinning, as 
may be illustrated in "The Tree of Liberty. "5 There revolutionary symbolism 
and biblical myth are brought together to comment on the political potential of 
the Australian colonies. The tree of liberty, associated by conservatives with 
the worst excesses of French sansculottism, is suggestively linked by the poet 
with a bountiful, paradisial tree, now due for rebirth in the New World: 

Till felled by gold, as Bards have told, 
In the Old World once it grew, 
But there its fruits were ever sold, 
And only to the few; 
But here at last, whate'er his caste, 
Each man at nature's call, 
Shall pluck as well what none may sell, 
The fruit that blooms for All. (C376) 

In this brief exercise in mythopoesis, teleological and contemporary 
perspectives are placed in a single continuum which implicitly guarantees the 
completion of an encompassing purpose. The Old World serves at once as the 
reference point for a prelapsarian and pre-transportation state, which has been 
corrupted by pride and greed. The putative Australian reader, who has both 
unfallen conditions behind him, is enjoined to see his lot as one of transition or, 
preferably, progress which will culminate in an antipodean paradise according 
to nature's plan. The original fall and betrayal have been repeated with each 
encroachment on the sacred bounty of liberty; but at an unspecified date the 
apocalyptic promise of general terrestial well-being will be fulfilled in New 
South Wales. Moreover, these notions of the eastward movement of liberty 
and of the ideal state are developed in the accompanying prose note. Here 
Harpur, like a thorough Painite, points to the corruption attendant on taxes, 
warfare and "self-begodding" ambition, and to "the right of all free men to 
pursue together, upon political and social terms of perfect equality, both their 
own individual happiness and their country's welfare." As an inspired 
visionary, he also asserts the necessary advance of civilized men from feudal 
and despotic government through limited monarchy towards a state of 
equality. Yet this process, though immanent, is to be by no means immediate. 
Harpur prophetically subtitles his poem "A song of the future" and bitterly 
calls for an extended period of British sovereignty in preference to "our present 
half-educated wool-kings" - safe in his belief of the a natural or God
sanctioned progress of society towards a democratic republic. 

Apart from revealing the spiritual aspect of Harpur's republicanism, these 
writings also indicate the extent to which his discussion of the contemporary 
Australian situation was informed by living memories of the mementous 
English constitutional debate inspired by the early years of the French 
Revolution. There the chief propogandists, Burke and Paine, had argued 
respectively for privilege and tradition, or for equality and innovation. Burke 
was presented popularly as the defender of a chivalric, aristocratic system 
against the rude demands of the "swinish multitude," while Paine advocated 
the rights and commonality of all mankind. This struggle resurfaced in 
Australia when landed interests attempted to establish a hereditary aristocracy 
which would enjoy control of the legislative processes in perpetuity. Harpur 
was of course aware of the political drama of the 1790s, and of the subsequent 
agitation for reform in England. In his essay on "Edmund Burke" he refers to 
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Burke's attack on "French principles," and then to the "richly merited sarcasm 
of Paine, who asked him why he did not also denounce French angles and 
rhomboids and parallelograms" (p. 151;. Similarly, his note to "Marvellous 
Martin" provides ample evidence of first-hand acquaintance with the 
arguments of The Rights of Man, which he is able to apply to colonial 
conditions. Here Paine is reiterated in theory and image. The social system is 
described as feudal, an impositoin, and an excrescene masquerading as rights 
whose "more deformed, impedimental, and unsightly branches, have been 
lopped away, from time to time, by the strong arm and almightly fiat of the 
people," as in the case of the recent Reform Bill of 1832 (C376). And the 
radical Painite probing of the basis of English government issues in Harpur's 
questioning of how Australia can model itself on such a problematical and 
unplanned outgrowth of tyranny and self-interest as the famed British 
constitution. Paine, however, is not directly mentioned in these or other 
passages which deal with rights, equality and democracy. For by the time 
Harpur began to write the republican's rhetoric had already become part of a 
general democratic movement, so wide-spread and easily recognizable as to 
render supererogatory any direct acknowledgement of sources. 

That the Australian consciously exploited the paradigmatic potential of the 
French Revolution and its English repercussions to comment on local events is 
frequently apparent in his works, as in "The Tree of Liberty." There we see his 
characteristic combination of social evolutionism and Divine intention, his 
customary assimilation of current revoltionary ideals to Christian 
millenarianism. The tree of biblical typology is replaced by the French tree of 
liberty, and the traditional anagogical message of man falling by one tree and 
being redeemed by another is modified to meet contemporary conditions. As 
a result Christian teleology is neatly interblended with humanly controlled 
progress. Now salvation is seen to reside not externally in the loving deeds of 
another, but to depend on conscious individual decision and action to undo the 
errors of the past emanating from paradise and the satanic potentates of this 
world. By implication, each man holds the future course of the nation in his 
own hands, and on the poet devolves the heavy responsibility of enlightening 
his countrymen and opposing the false model of hereditary privilege and 
human inequality formulated by men of Burke's status quo persuasion. As in 
Genesis so here, a tree becomes the centrepoint and touchstone of the local 
setting. Its planting signifies the many acts which nurture man's innate 
republican destiny; its undefiled fruit and branches allude to the avoidance of 
those primal errors which alone could prevent Australia from becoming, in the 
words of a sonnet on "The New Land Orders," "a meet cradle for the birth 
sublime / Of just Equality at no distant day" (p. 146). Moreover, it is this 
characteristic wedding of temporal and eternal which makes John Milton 
rather than Tom Paine the Australian's model for republican engagement. 
Paine, despite his political acuity, was too much the doubting rationalist, the 
cavilling deist, for a man of Harpur's poetic and prophetic persuasion. The 
Australian could never relinquish his belief in Divine intercession and miracles; 
and his repeated envisioning of terrestrial affairs in terms of sacral concerns 
aligns him with the inspired bard of Paradise Lost, rather than with the more 
narrowly pragmatic author of The Age of Reason. 

These major characteristics of Harpur's republicanism are marshalled 
together in his most thorough critique of conservative ideology, the brief essay 
entitled "Edmund Burke. " Here he attacks the notion that Burke is "the most 
philosophic of British statesmen," and repeats the familiar accusation that the 
Irish aspirant to the peerage dealt only in partial truths as a consequence of his 
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determination to defend the aristocracy. Although predictable in its political 
critique, the essay bears Harpur's distinctive stamp in its combination of 
rational pragmatism with natural spiritualism, and in its concern with the local 
lessons to be drawn from English examples. Throughout the creation is cited as 
an unfailing touchstone of ultimate truth, and as evidence of conservative 
failings. It is to nature that Harpur refers for enduring principles as distinct 
from mere notions, and she is interpreted as the guarantor of republican ideals: 

Thus, it is an indubitable principle in the constitution of humanity, 
that all men are (that is, should be) born equally free, as being all 
equally the children of God, and all equally sanctioned by the mould 
of Nature ... (p.151) 

According to biblical traditions, man was formed from clay or "earth's 
hallowed mold / Of God inspired" (Paradise Lost, V. 321-22), and in the above 
genealogy his parentage and the democratic basis of his primal existence are 
traced equally to Divinity and the natural world through which God acts. 
Similarly, Burke's specious oratory is arranged specifically in terms of its 
departures from natural phenomena. It has the appearance but not the 
substance of reality: 

It exhibits a total want of what may be called epical simplicity. Gravity 
it has, but it is the gravity of a bedizened pagod. Hence I cannot 
altogether relish even his best and most admired passages - nay, not 
even his most startling and far-famed bursts. They are too like 
theatrical tempests, all noise and wildfire, and robustious effort: 
wanting in analogies to the awful pauses and unobvious preparations, 
the terribly sudden explosions, and all the greatly simple grandeurs 
that most affect us in the elemental commotions of Nature: so that he 
who has ever witnessed an actual storm amid echoing mountains or in 
the depths of a hoarsely-resounding forest, cannot be heartily moved 
by such tempestuous mockeries - except, perhaps, to laughter. 
(p.152) 

Burke has repeatedly mistaken theatrical superficialities for truth, and this 
monumental error of vision has affected all aspects of his work. Hence his 
religion and politics amount to apostasy ("a bedizened pagoda"); his style to 
bombast; and his aesthetic notion of the grand and vast is rendered a mockery 
by a failure to penetrate to what "most affect[ s] us in the elemental commotions 
of Nature" - which for Harpur can only mean that sense of immanent 
Divinity, which underlies his belief that the democratic principles found in her 
"must be right, always and inevitably." Furthermore the essay, although 
dealing with past events, betrays an awareness of its contemporary 
applicability. Harpur addresses his words specifically to "youngsters," a term 
which certainly embraces the rising generation of native-born youth; and is 
insistence on the self-interested motivation of an arch-conservative seems 
similarly pointed. Finally, the supposition that we are dealing with a tract for 
the times relevant to specific local issues is clinched when the author feels called 
upon to defend himself against the prospective charge of having composed "a 
sort of rebellious manifesto, dashed recklessly against the authority of the 
British Stagirites, past and present" (p.153). No contemporary reader would 
have needed more emphatic reminding of the scarcely veiled topicality of 
Harpur's polemic against hereditary caste and its power-serving advocates. 

Behind "Edmund Burke" and Harpur's other discussions offamous men lies 
his interest in what constitutes justified authority, and his related desire to 
prevent an unthinking adulation of Old World opinion. Consistently in these 
writings evaluation is based on republican criteria. He who lends support to the 
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notion of a spiritual creation, accessible to all and so the fitting scene for 
individual development, wins praise. Those who lack faith in the great heart 
and innate goodness of common nature are unequivocally placed amongst the 
reprobates and Mammonites. Condemnation of Burke, as we have seen, is 
unqualified, because of his contempt for the commoners and his distrust of any 
democratic tendency. "These best things of Burke," we are told, "with all their 
splendor, are too often the sophistic gilding of an untruth, or of but the time
serving half of a very truth, the other half being suppressed for the occasion" 
(p. 152). As an alternative to this "insanity of ... king-worship," Harpur 
instances "that wise daring by which the Franklins and Channings and 
Lamartines of the race are impelled to evoke and elucidate the principle of 
Perfect Liberty" (C376). They have sympathy "with the higher manifestations 
of moral and mental greatness"; and their work harmonizes with "the 
constitution of the world." Thus the narrowly prescriptive, secular and 
empirically-minded "British Stagirites" are denounced in favour of democratic 
champions of humanity such as Channing, whose lauding of the spiritual and 
intellectual capacities of everyman creates works of such regenerative value, 
that Harpur would have them universally available throughout his native land. 

These broad dichotomies in mental attitude, illustrated by internationally 
known figures, also find local analogies respectively in Wentworth and Martin, 
and in Lang, Parkes and Deniehy. James Martin, later Premier of New South 
Wales, is presented as a cross between a Popean Dunce and a political time
server. Combining the worst features from what Harpur regarded as the two 
most important spheres of social life, Martin sells his literary talents in the 
cause of libel, while his parliamentary career is linked in its speeches with "that 
prince of sophists, Burke" (p. 108), as well as with the Irishman's failure of 
prophetic vision: his inability to discern the spiritual truth and "onward 
pressure of our race." A creature bound by the mental chains of "Expediency," 
Martin is presented as the natural enemy of all that is noble in mankind; just as 
his oratory marks a diminution of all significance, including the spiritual, as 
Harpur suggests when he briefly likens its effect to "heaven's wide cope I Seen 
through the wrong end of a telescope" (p. 108). Wentworth's 
misapprehensions and sins, as we shall see, are of a similar cast. On the other 
hand, Lang, Deniehy and Parkes (before the latter's immense rise to political 
power) are held up for emulation. Identified in separate sonnets with "the 
Genius ofthe Land-I The Spirit ofthis virgin soil" (A87), Lang is associated 
with the dictum "Right onward"; Parkes with the forward march of truth; and 
Daniel Deniehy with God's natural bounty, stretching from the stars to the 
productive interchange between wild bee and flower, so that Harpur can 
triumphantly conclude: 

And surely as the observer understands 
What each of these foretokens in its kind 

Thy Manhood's mental amplitude expands 
Before me in its omens, when I find 
Some blossom breathing of thy forming mind-

Some thing of promise fashioned by thy hands. (A87) 
Collectively these men are harbingers of the great human potential which may 
unfold naturally in the new world. Furthermore, their individual portraits 
provide living examples of what the poet means in the note to "A Republican 
Lyric" when he labels as "plebe an" all the unthinking followers of tradition and 
privilege, and as "gentlemen" alone those who live according to a Christian
democratic ideal of bravery, fraternity and uprightness despite the "scale of 
Convention" (p. 149). 
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Of more complex but related intention are the Australian's portraits of 
fellow-writers, for these are of both public and intensely personal significance. 
Frequently his critiques embrace political as well as literary action, so that 
Milton is praised as the "Bard of Paradise," the poet who could splendidly 
envisage intersteller topography and heroic action; while his idealism, breadth 
of vision and political stance also win full approval. More characteristic, 
however, is the measured discussion of Wordsworth and Emerson. Both are 
praised for their recognition of the spiritual attributes of common life, their 
capacity for individual response or self-reliance, and their celebration of a 
ministering spirit in nature; but their attitudes to contemporary events are 
found wanting, though in quite different ways. Wordsworth is reprimanded for 
the cardinal sin of base political expediency, and depicted as a man limited by 
his acceptance of established authority: 

Hence too his intellect, though large it be 
By nature, hath one prime deficiency-
Of moral difference that broad view which leads 
The steps of thought beyond the snares of creeds 
And circles of opinion, whether they 
Be of the Old Time or of yesterday. 
Hence too his narrow bias, I suspect, 
Even in Poesy to attempt a sect. (A98) 

Emerson, on the contrary, focuses too exclusively on the ethereal, and so 
sunders inspiration from reason, thereby diminishing much of what constitutes 
earthly life: 

Nothing he loves like Godlike affirmation, 
(I quote him, and he says the thing with fire) 
Believing that we quit our heavenly station 
Whene'er we reason, to converse with mire. 
So up he flies: and when involved in cloud 
The mystic cometh to his succor - pat! 
"We're symbols housed in symbols"! wild and loud 
He shouteth - but what can he mean by that? (A90) 

Each man tends to grasp only half of the entire truth, to be either so narrow 
or so expansive as to preclude that democratic comprehensiveness which is 
singled out in "Andrew Marvell" as the highest attribute of poetry. Predictably 
the ideal poet, as portrayed through Marvell, is a living example of and 
spokesman for republicanism. He is characterized by "fraternal 
apprehension," being "anti conventional concords," and as giving "original 
freedom to the large type of his humanity" (C376). No Wordsworthian "bigot 
of a local set" or exclusively Emersonian spiritualist, Marvell is ranked among 
"the great poets" who are "always democratic or popular in the inner spirit of 
their chartacter; ... their universality of sympathy." Finally, Marvell is 
esteemed as an incorruptible patriot and sage confrere of Milton, whose 
"moral rectitude" and dedication to democratic vision remained unshaken 
even in a politically unprincipled age. Clearly Harpur is defining his own sense 
of calling in these critical portraits; but in so far as the prophet-poet is a 
heightened type of everyman, he is also offering implicit precepts on true and 
false forms of action to his readers. 

Harpur's attempt to conform to this poetic ideal of enlarged humanity and 
universal apprehension is everywhere explicit or implicit in his verse. Most 
obviously, his satiric and polemical works attack current abuses and promote 
democratic goals; but even his apparently straightforward depictions of natural 
life reveal an essentially republican bias. In such works as "The Creek of the 
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Four Graves," "A Storm in the Mountains," "Early Summer" and "A 
Midsummer Noon in the Australian Forest," nature is consistently presented 
as a repository for an intermediary of Divine and lasting lore open to 
everyman: Privileged knowledge is no longer restricted to a social or religious 
caste, and common man emerges as a potential self-regulator and morally 
engaged participant in creation: an antipodean type for reborn Adam ready to 
reassume his lost realm. Given this conception of the individual, moreover, the 
role of the poet becomes clear. He is to act the part of a prophet or seer, 
interpreting Providential design, admonishing backsliders, and revealing to his 
countrymen their spiritual heritage and national destiny. This sense of poetic 
mission is celebrated in works such as "The Dream by the Fountain" and 
"Australia's" First Great Poet"; while it provides the rationale for Harpur's 
satiric treatment of local events and personalities. Thus various portrayals of 
Wentworth, and attempts to create a comprehensive vision of Australian 
political life in "Sonnets dedicated to Senators" and "The Temple of Infamy," 
are arguably as much the products of the poet's republican "first principles" as 
are the more visionary panoramas unfolded in such pieces as "The Vision of the 
Rock" and "Humanity." For as Harpur reminded readers in a note on "The 
Perfect Poet," such a writer would be constituted of "the animal force and 
feeling of Byron, with the mental sensuousness of Keats, the moral depth of 
Wordsworth, and the gorgeous ideality of Shelley, in equal proportions and 
intimately blended"; and The Australian's poetry, as we shall see, exhibits this 
very mixture of the robustly animal and the etherealized ideal. 

William Charles Wentworth features more prominently in Harpur's poetry 
than any other contemporary. The colony'S most notorious prevaricator on 
political issues, Wentworth combined in his person the roles of man of letters, 
landholder, statesman and currency lad. Hence by diversity of status and by his 
actual career, he was ideally suited to embody that impulse towards 
narrowly self-interested development in the colony which the republicans most 
opposed. In his early years he had won fame by blazing a path across the Blue 
Mountains, and thereby rendered accessible a pastoral hinterland which he 
would later celebrate in terms of a promised land or "boundless champaign .. ./ 
Op'ning like Canaan on rapt Israel's view." Later, while studying law at 
Cambridge, he had distinguished himself as a poet of promise, and as a man 
dedicated to the growth of the young colony. 7 Yet on his return to Australia his 
political career, like that of Burke before him, was marked by a movement 
from Liberal to conservative standpoint. For a number of years he effectively 
championed the rights of the emancipist and currency stock against the 
privileged immigrant caste. Then came his apostasy and the undying hatred it 
engendered among democrats such as Deniehy and Harpur. These abrupt 
transitions, and the popular explanation for them, are captured by Harpur in 
The Temple of Infamy, and antipodean Dunciad of the colonial age in which 
Wentworth appears as the leader of the squattocracy: 

First come the Magnates - mark their Leader, he, 
The would-be Tell ofthe Fraternity! 
His state is that, so infamously sad, 
Where Talent hath through selfishness run mad. 
In his well-masked display of by-gone years, 
With democratic wrath he tore the ears 
Of Sydney's wealthiest groundlings, being then 
Thwarted and snubbed by Darling's party-men! 
But now behold him in his native hue, 
The bullying, bellowing, champion of the Few! 
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A Patriot? - he who hath nor sense nor heed 
Of public ends beyond his own mere need! 
Whose Country's ruin, to his public fear, 
Means only this-the loss of Windermere! 
Any by the same self-legislature rule, 
Australia's growth the growth ofW-tw-th's wool. 
Her rights, her liberties, for number one 
A Patriot? - he from whose statistic care 
All that his Country's general homes should bear 
Of mind and happiness, is thrust by that 
Which by some process may be turned to fat, 
And, duly barrelled and exported, then 
Return in wine for grazier gentlemen! (A87) 

In this climatic tableau we are invited to witness the potential of the new land 
destroyed and perverted in person and kind for a "few . . . fat . . . gentle
men." Of this process Wentworth is the prime example. Once a glorious son of 
democratic light, he emerges as a fallen archangel who favours monopolistic 
pastoral interests at the expense of the primal democratic compact. Natural 
growth is identified with personal aggrandizement, the aspirants to aristocracy 
assume the worst features of the rabble, and creation's bounty is elaborately 
bound and channelled for the benefit of a grazier oligarchy. In short, the 
passage documents that disfiguration of republican language and conception 
which can allow acquisitive greed to masquerade in the sacred guise of Tell, to 
mouth rights, liberties and patriotism, and to revel in theatricalities worthy of 
Wentworth's ideological forebear, Edmund Burke. Harpur, as the self
professed "bard of thy country," apparently saw himself as a prophetic 
antagonist of these devices; as an inspired man called upon to defend both the 
arts and rights of his fellow colonists from the rife, perfidious treachery which 
the renegade of Windermere conveniently symbolized. 

In keeping with the general character of Harpur's republican writings, his 
attacks on Wentworth combine biblical and classical allusions with topical 
references to highlight the squatter's failings and their national consequences. 
The briefest of these is an "Impromptu," occasioned by a fatuous remark in the 
Empire on the Wentworth Medallion, to the effect that "No one observing the 
massive jaw could believe its possessor to be an ordinary man." Harpur's 
response, which combines phrenology with Judges 15: 15-17, not only 
lampoons both the object and the organ of party patronage, but also implies the 
nullity of any view-point which concentrates on the physical to the neglect of its 
larger supernatural import: 

Some hold that the power showing feature the nose is, 
That 'tis found in the brow is phrenology'S law: 

But the EMPIRE's more gifted art-critic supposes 
The true trait of greatness is greatness of jaw! 

And if so, what a creature of genius was foaled 
In the beast that gave Sampson a weapon of old? (C384) 

The incomprehension of the art-critic has its analogue in a narrow pheno
menological approach which ignores the uncircumscribed energizing centre, or 
which seeks in ultimately random external appurtenances that spiritual focal
point which can only be found within. To see in a dumb and morally neutral 
jaw-bone a sign of genial inspiration is to confound the dead instrument with 
the Divine source of all creative acts. Harpur, however, makes no such 
mistake. As a true seer he relentlessly unveils the bovine stupidity of both 
adulator and the subject, whose collective posturings thinly mask a lack of 
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genuine spiritual insight. Obviously the contemporary Philistines, headed by 
Wentworth, are very much alive and influential in the colony, providing the 
prophet-elect with abundant work worthy of a new Samson. 

This assault on false vision and its related misconceptions is prosecuted with 
greater force in what would have been the longest critique of Wentworth, "The 
Patriot of Australia: an heroic poem in ten cantos. " Unfortunately only the first 
canto is extant, but this shows Harpur's choice ofthe mock-heroic as the mode 
best suited to deflate the upstart pretensions and avaricious values of the 
squattocracy. From the opening verse "Inscription" the poem stresses the 
importance of taste and breadth of vision, because Harpur's concern is 
apparently to be with that judgment, or the want of it, which makes possible the 
rise of a turncoat to the rank of patriot. Wentworth's birth is compared with 
that of great poet-patriots like Horace and Glendower. Similarly, references to 
Nativity, "no common child" and natural "Signs and Tokens" suggest a New 
Textament parallel; although this is astutely modified by linking the change
engendering birth with images of primal fall: 

. . . So in the infant days 
Of this young World, when on that fertile Isle 
Since desecrated by the tears and blood 
Of exiled Toil, the Hero of my song 
Came bounce into this breeching life . . . (A92) 

The advent of Wentworth coincides with the land's un spoilt youth and he, it is 
implied, will be the presiding genius over subseqent phases of its decline, for 
with his arrival also come "most miraculous words / Like 'Interest Bills' and 
'Squattery,' things yet / In Fate's dark womb": portents of the grasping system 
yet to be constructed on "exiled Toil." A poseur through and through, Went
worth appears alternately as a type of Antichrist in the role of Christ, a money
inspired squatter playing at noble patriot, and as the world-be national bard 
whose notes and audience have become synonymous with" A multitudinous 
bellowing, bleating sound / Mixed with the roar of out-at elbow counts." To the 
tap-room "jade" and the chorus of bush-animals who replace the angelic choirs 
in Milton's "Nativity Ode," it may seem "a Patriot's born." But to a man of 
Harpur's persuasion, sickened by a heritage of bloody tears and the stench 
emanating from "the boiling-down establishments," Wentworth's advent 
marks the beginning of a long and fatal process of incomprehension, which will 
see a colony planted in the New World turn its back on Edenic and democratic 
potential to serve the narrow pastoral interests of an unprincipled few. 

As a countervision to these delusive portents and equally false patriots, 
Harpur at times projects idealized images of social destiny and individual 
action, as in "The Vision of the Rock." There the speaker, seated on "a lonely 
peak" indicative of detachment and far-sighted perception, is treated to a 
sequence of tableaux which portray both the emergence of culture and the 
mixed lot to which humanity is subject. The opening vista, though purposefully 
generalized, is nonetheless identifiable with the southern continent prior to 
European settlement. Animated with "startled kangaroo," "howlings from the 
wild dog's lair" and "some stealthy Savage," the scene is described in terms of 
"primal horror" and "dread slumbrous calm" (AS7). But this is all changed 
through the invocation of republican forms. References to "Freedom's births" 
and the specific example of John Hampden, renowned for his opposition to 
unjustified royal prerogative, mark arousal from fear and night, as well as the 
inauguration of cultivation at urban and agrarian levels. Similarly, in ensuring 
stanzas, contrasting images of human love and its severance, of a poetically 
gifted child and familial grief, are transcended in the climactic vision of an 
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inspired bard, surrounded by a youthful and appreciative audience. "Patriot 
deeds," "Freedom's holy creeds," and the lived faith of "blind Milton ... / 
That to avert Oppression's rod / And pull wrong Power down, is - 'Glory be 
to God!'" are his matter. Here, as in the first visionary sequence, democratic 
precepts are advocated as "Nations' proper laws"; and we are implicitly invited 
to find in them both the sources of social bounty and the only firm and 
worthwhile goals in human existence. Finally, the bard's words modulate from 
the famed career of Milton to his culminating theme: the scenes and names 
"that yet no record know," and in particular to a name, withheld from the 
reader, of "one - too long unknown." The name, however, evokes tears and 
reverential glances "to heaven," which provide assurance that staunch 
republican endeavour will not go unheeded by man or God. More personally, 
this scene arguably projects the confidence of Charles Harpur, a man who 
bitterly railed against his own relative obscurity, in his own achievement and its 
place in an ongoing tradition of engaged verse, which reaches forward to future 
prophets of his nation's glorious destiny, and back to their ultimate progenitor 
in the "Bard of Paradise." 

Harpur's writings and ideas, then, reveal a republicanism of a strikingly 
spiritual cast. Repeatedly he posits the unspoiIt capability of everyman; and 
sees evidence for equality in a common spiritual dimension infusing existence 
and guaranteeing, in the words of "The World and the Soul," the advance of 
creation towards "accruing unity with Truth" (p. 43). Thus his critical targets 
and enemies are invariably drawn from the ranks of the uncomprehending or 
merely worldly, from among the would-be prophets or materially-inclined 
patriots. His heroes are the advocates of human potential and religious growth; 
the unrelenting questioners of all authority not based on free and general 
consent. Parkes and Paine rise or decline in his estimate in so far as they are 
deemed true adherents to these ideals, just as to England and Australia are 
meted out praise or blame according to the position they hold in the poet's 
vision of mankind's intellectual and spiritual development. For Harpur sought 
to wed the physical and the supernatural, the contemporary and the 
teleological; to espouse progress but not at the expense of faith. In the 
programmatic dream-poem "Humanity," for example, he projects himself as a 
sculptor creating on an enduring and heroic scale. The "formal Type" of his 
work is an adamantine figure, likened to a "Homeric God" and irradiated with 
the light of eternity. Bearing the marks of religious doubt and care, it 
nonetheless is pictured "in slow but palpable advance," while its visage exhibits 
"a striving to believe - / . . . an ancestral Faith lIn things remote, unsecular" 
(A87). Finally, this form and the work it represents embody what is noblest in 
mankind, as manifested "through its Seers, its Heroes, and its Kings." Never an 
unthinking believer, Harpur placed his hope for renewed grounds of faith, not 
in institutional religion, but in the individual quest of an Emerson or a 
Wordsworth. Similarly, he was no indiscriminate hater of rank and privilege. 
Rather he praised outstanding personal merit, whether found in Deniehy, 
Channing or Napoleon; and bent his every effort to establish in the new colony 
a society in which each individual, and mankind in general, could start afresh 
with their God-given potential. His concern, despite its particular ideological 
colouring, is with the ultimate fate of the race, and his republican credo remains 
a nineteenth-century blend of the secular and non-secular, a thoroughgoing 
religion of humanity. 

NOTES: 
1. Quotations from Harpur are identified by ms. vol. or page number cited parenthetically in the 

text. Wherever possible I have quoted from the most comprehensive modern selection of Har
pur's poetry, Adrian Mitchell, ed., Charles Harpur (Melbourne: Sun Books, 1973). This text 
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is based on Mitchell Library ms. material which I have also drawn upon for material not repro
duced in Adrian Mitchell's edition, and which I cite here by kind permission of the custodians 
of the Mitchell Library. Since this article was typeset, a new edition of Harpur has been pub
lished - Elizabeth Perkins (ed. ), The Poetical Works of Charles Harpur, Angus & Robertson, 
19R4. 

2. All quotations from Locke are from John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, ed. Peter 
Laslett (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1960). 

3. I use "property" here in the collective sense defined by Locke as being "their Lives, Liberties 
and Estates" (p. 368). 

4. These men are of course patriots of respectively the Swiss, the Americans, the Hungarians and 
the Maoris of New Zealand. 

5. For Harpur there would have been nothing inherently paradoxical in drawing on both reason 
and inspiration for supporting evidence, as he believed they emanated from the same Divine 
source. 

6. For further discussion of this issue in relation to these works see my essays "Cognitive Man and 
Divinity in the Short Descriptive Verse of Charles Harpur," Sou.thern Review, 16 (1983), 389-
403; and "Charles Harpur's 'The Bush Fire' and 'A Storm in the Mountains': Sublimity, 
Cognition and Faith," Southerly, 43 (1983), 459-74. 

7. Wentworth's poem "Australasia" won him second place in the competition for the 
Chancellor's medal at Cambridge in 1823. The lines above, quoted from that poem, are 
reprinted in C.M.H. Clark, A History of Australia (Melbourne: Melbourne Univ. Press, 
1968), II, 44. 
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BOOKS 

Patricia Crawford (ed.), Exploring Women's 
Past: Essays in Social History. 

Reviewers frequently observe that collec
tions of edited historical essays are patchy 
and do not 'hang' together as a whole. They 
then pick their favourites and give marks out 
of ten. A problem with recent collections of 
social history articles has been their having 
too many contributors, each with too few 
words unable to establish critical relations to 
each ~ther. This book, I believe as the first 
history publication of the feminist publishing 
collective, Sisters, avoids this problem com
mendably. It offers five lengthy essays, in 
which 'Medieval nuns in Europe, women in 
pre-industrial England, women in m~d
nineteenth century Western Austraha, 
spinsters in late Victorian ~ngland an~ pros
titutes (in Western Austraha) early thIS cen
tury are vividly portrayed. 

While these subjects are widely divergent 
in times places and themes, a number of core 
concern~ recur, or are shared - a fact which 
itself contributes to feminist historiograph
ical debates on periodisation, criteria of his
torical change and the relevance of national 
differences in the history of European 
women. The articles are united by an insis
tent focus on the distinct material experience 
and options of women in history, especially 
their relationship to marriage, to child-bear
ing, to alter~ati~e sources of power. an~ 
socio-economic mdependence from mdI
vidual men. 

The five articles are arranged chrono
logically. Margaret Ker's 'Women in 
Medieval Society' spans the period 600 to 
1500 AD in her argument for the decline in 
the relative power enjoyed by certain religi
ous and aristocratic groups of women, coin
ciding with wider historical changes. Much of 
the essay is a study of misogynist arguments 
mounted against female monasticism, 
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along with a fascinating account of some 
women's orders. Problems of evidence which 
Ker discusses greatly limit certainty about 
changes in the experience of women pea
sants and urban residents. These were the 
majority of women in her period. The essay is 
original and idiosyncratic in style and organi
sation, and is most stimulating to read. 

'From the Women's View: Pre-Industrial 
England, 1500-1750' by Patricia Crawford is 
a wide-ranging account of the economic, 
demographic, religious and cultural condi
tions of women's lives, with particular atten
tion devoted to discourses on sexuality, 
child-bearing and gynaecology. An impor
tant theme for Crawford is the changing jus
tifications advanced during this period for 
beliefs as the weakness and inferiority of 
women. This is a suggestive and useful over
view of a much misunderstood period of 
women's history. It is undertaken with the 
firm conviction that, 'by looking seriously at 
women and their contributions to society the 
whole history of the period will look dif
ferent. ' 

The essay by Margaret Anderson is based 
on a statistical study of 100 women married in 
Western Australia in the years 1850-1853 and 
their patterns of child-bearing. She contends 
that, with an average of nine births, the 
Western Australian fertility rate exceeded 
Britain, America and most other mid
nineteenth century English-speaking com
munities. An extremely laborious kind of 
motherhood determined the material 
parameters and conditions of existence of the 
majority of colonial women who married, a 
fact resonant with wider implications for 
Australian women's history. It underlines 
the extent of negotiation and resistence 
involved in efforts by women to reduce the 
birth rate. Anderson connects the mid
nineteenth century 'excessive motherhood' 
with a wider account of the paucity of alter
natives for women to dependency on men, 
and the extent of violence and contempt 
expressed towards women in the culture. 
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The oppressive other side of pressure on 
women - to be absorbed by marriage and 
motherhood is evoked sharply in Patricia lal
land's "Victorian Spinsters: Dutiful 
Daughters, Desperate Rebels and the Trans
ition to the New Woman," Her study is based 
on the diaries and letters if spinster daughters 
of nineteenth century aristocratic and politi
cal families, lalland's use of these sources is 
most perceptive and convincing, as well as 
moving in its examination of the options cho
sen by these women to endure and to change 
lives of discrimination, loneliness and bore
dom. 

Raelene Davidson's study of Western 
Australian prostitutes is the only essay in the 
collection concerned with the twentieth cen
tury. She describes the increasing regulation 
and segregation of prostitution in Perth after 
the goldrush of the 1890s, and, using the files 
police constructed on 1567 they labelled as 
prostitutes, she attempts to sketch a social 
profile of them as regards age, nativity, relig
ion, class, occupational mobility, and more 
contentiously, motivation and self-image. 

If these essays work well as a collection, 
the book taken as a whole makes an unusual, 
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if not odd contribution in the context of 
women's history so far published in 
Australia. None of its authors provides the 
uninitiated reader with much sense of the 
state of their respective fields of research and 
how they see their work intervening. 
Moreover, they were, on balance, poorly 
served by the Introduction to the collection. 
Within the framework of over a decade of 
fresh debate in Australian and international 
historiography about every aspect of 
women's history, its significance for history 
as a discipline, and of history for feminism, 
the Introduction seemed unduly fragmented, 
unadventurous, and perhaps just a touch old
fashioned. It gave me the sinking feeling that 
what would follow would be yet more 
descriptions of women's sex roles in history, 
and more Angst about whether class analysis 
fits, or should be fitted to the case of women 
in history. Fortunately all of the articles 
turned out to be more complex and interest
ing than this. Despite these quibbles then, 
Exploring Women's Past provides much that 
is new, and useful. It has a sure place on 
bookshelves of historians and general read
ers alike. 

JUDITH ALLEN 
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Randolph Stow, Visitants, Secker & 
Warburg, London, 1979, 189 pp. hb, 
Picador pb. 

Language and silence are very important in 
Visitants. People are differentiated by their 
language, given common bonds by it, and its 
limitations throw into relief the gulfs 
between humans. 

Stow's treatment of language in this book 
is not optimistic. Words do not ensure com
munication, facility in languages does not 
ensure acceptance, and on any level a 
common language does not guarantee 
harmony. That there could be an under
standing which does not require speech is 
shown through the assumptions of various 
characters that this has already been 
achieved, but in every case this assumption is 
false. The only silence in Visitants is the 
agony of repressed speech or the remoteness 
of star-people; it is misunderstanding, not 
the Taoist ideal of silence. 

Stow has said that he tries to counterfeit 
with words the kind of communication which 
others achieve through silence.' His own 
message in Visitants is clear and is achieved 
with skilful indirectness. In this case it is both 
language and the appearance of oneness 
between humans which he shows to be 
counterfeit. 

Although Stow's concerns embrace all the 
characters in Visitants, Cawdor is the central 
figure. He has the greatest fluency in 
language and loses the most by silence. 

Cawdor is a visitant in one of the most 
obvious senses in the novel. He has come to 
the Territory from elsewhere, as have all 
Dimdims, but even once there he is itinerant, 
his visitations to various islands being short-
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lived and usually attended with much 
ceremony. In this as in other ways he has 
more in common with the star-people than 
with foreigners such as Mak, who, if still an 
alien, is as settled as it is possible for him to 
be. 

This difference of race is one of the com
monest divisions between humans, and in 
Visitants is strongly characterised by 
language. The current Dimdims speak their 
own language, where past Visitants might 
have spoken French. The natives are accep
ting of foreigners in such a way as to give 
Cawdor hopes of harmony with them, but 
basic differences have remained. Despite the 
islanders' receptiveness the languages 
remained different and the foreigners 
remained foreigners. As Dipapa has said, 
they come and go, but the natives remain. 
Even Cawdor with his knowledge of the 
language cannot escape this. 

One of the ways in which Dimdims can be 
kept separate is the speaking about them 
behind their backs in a different language, 
which is done to Cawdor with disastrous 
effect. This particular incident is an indict
ment of language. As Stow says elsewhere, 

"If my words have had power to 
move, forget my words. In the silence 
between my words, hear the praise of 
Tao.'" 

Many words in the book have power to 
move, including those of Metusela and the 
painted men. The "moving" they do is more 
physically and destructively expressed than 
those of Random in Tourmaline, but the 
principle is the same. Silence which is har
mony is expressed by the slow smoke of the 
cooking fires climbing towards the sky; the 
silence between words simply denotes the 
limits of communication and the beginning of 
misunderstanding. 

The differentiation of people by their 
language both points to the bonds which exist 
between humans and shows how limited 
these Ieally are. In the few close relation-
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ships between people in the book this is 
clearly shown. Naibusi does not understand 
Dimdims, and she is a stranger to Mak 
despite their long association. This seems to 
imply that such divisions would not exist 
between people of the same race, but 
between Saliba and Benoni the gulf is still 
present. Benoni assumes that by explaining 
his actions Saliba will somehow understand 
things unsaid. This proves inaccurate, and 
Saliba must then feel the sudden shock of 
loneliness which comes from the impossi
bility of "knowing his mind." 

Both Dalwood and Cawdor display a belief 
in the bond of language which is misplaced. 
Cawdor, as is his way, displays it to an 
extreme, and in his case the stakes are rather 
high. 

Dalwood sometimes says of Cawdor that 
"he spoke my language", an assumption 
which proves to have been false in more ways 
than one. It is so false, in fact, that Cawdor's 
last words to Dalwood are written in a 
language unfamiliar to the recipient. 

Cawdor's facility for language, along with 
his obvious lack of even those ties which 
enable people to define themselves as one, is 
the clearest evidence of the shortcomings of 
words. In his case, alone of all the book's 
characters, language has never been coupled 
with an identity. By virtue of his parentage he 
was a visitant to Guadalcanal, yet it was not 
the language of their identity which he spoke. 
Consequently, despite his ancestry, he could 
not belong in the biggest island in Dimdim; 
its language was an acquired characteristic. 

Having discovered his inability to belong 
in either of these places Cawdor attempts 
what could almost be seen as a rebirth, 
acquiring a new island and a new language. 
This has no hope of success. For Cawdor as 
for Theodora in The Aunt's Story "there is no 
lifeline to other lives" especially those 
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separated by such external things as race and 
a language at which he is still imperfect. 

The fact that the territory of Papua con
tains islands is a geographical one. Nonethe
less, the fact that Australia is an island has 
never been lost on Stow, and given the 
relation in which humans stand to each other 
it is not fortuitous that Cawdor's birthplace 
should have been another island. Although 
Cawdor is partly based on personal experi
ence and is a character rather than a type of 
the human condition, his connection with 
islands serves to reinforce the idea of an 
unavoidable separation between humans. 
This is something which language can never 
hope to bridge but which, tragically, it may 
often be expected or assumed to do. 

Common races and languages are suffici
ent for the functioning of the world even 
though one may find, as Osana does, that 
having two languages puts one in an uncom
fortable position. For Cawdor the problem is 
deeper, as even physically it is not clear that 
he belongs to any race. Other characters 
have different ideas on the subject; Sayam's 
pronouncement that he is "a black man true" 
is the last we hear. It is not contradicted, but 
we do not take it as the whole truth. Because 
Cawdor is dead, and no hope is held out for 
anything beyond death, it has evidently 
ceased to matter. Cawdor is still an enigma, 
one finally dispossessed by his own visitant, 
who gives the impression of having always 
been misplaced, dispossessed and unable to 
find a human identity. 

A larger message, and one which also 
troubles Cawdor, is that we are always 
visitants in other ways, compelled by forces 
other than physical which yet hold out no 
hope of immortality. The relentless progress 
of time is a preoccupation in all Stow's work, 
and many of his characters attempt futilely to 
defeat it. Some characters build houses like 
Malin and Strathmore, but these barely out
last the houses which we call bodies, and 
which, as Cawdor discovers, may also be 
invaded. Attempts to find dynasties also fail 
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for the very fact that they are based upon 
such frail "houses". 

For Cawdor this has more desperate 
meaning. He has no sense of being part of 
even the present, which gives him nothing to 
cling to in face of his absence from the past 
an.d probable obliteration by the future. That 
this could be effected at any time is shown 
shockingly by the fact that Jack Manson's 
watch continues to tick, uncaringly 
measuring time while he has violently ceased 
to exist and might as well never have been. 
. Cawdor's attempts, prompted by his isola

tion, to transcend here and now are doomed 
to failure. Jack Manson left no message, no 
language and no communication behind him. 
Those who died less suddenly ultimately pro
duced the same result. The only message 
from the megaliths was that "they didn't get 
there by themselves";' this was not much of a 
communication for such energy as placed 
them there to have left. Those responsible 
have. not liv~d on even in people's memories, 
despite theIr gallant efforts. Certainly their 
message, their meaning, has not survived, 
and the silence remaining is meaningless, a 
mystery. 

This lesson is lost on people such as Mak 
and Dipapa, who still wish "that the villages 
should turn to stone. "4 The villages presently 
do no~ hear dead men, nor would anyone else 
even If the two were granted their wish. It is 
not lost on Cawdor, but he refuses to accept 
it. He per~ists in believing that they are not 
8:lone, which seems in some respects justi
fied, but falsely believes that there is yet 
ano~he.r "I.anguage" w~ich t~anscends physi
cal lImitatIOns. He demes beIng a Martian or 
speaking Martian, yet evidently has some 
half-conscious hopes of both. 

. Cawdor has indeed something in common 
With the star-people; he is what might be 
termed an arch-visitant. He too is silent, and 
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can never communicate because he has 
found no language which will overcome the 
barrier between himself and other humans. 
We are given no reason to believe that the 
star-people have such a language. Their 
silence, like Cawdor's silence and the silence 
from death and the past which despite Caw
dor's final spoken words we have no reason 
to believe will change, is not one of harmony 
but of emptiness. There are no vital connec
tions between Cawdor and either star-people 
or humans, and none between obliterated 
life and present life, and nothing can over
come this. 

There is no answer in Visitants, then to the 
limitations of language and its shortc~mings 
as a means of communication. Spoken 
la~guage in particular is not synonymous 
With real communication; as Crispin Clare 
~ays in T~e Girl Green as Elderflower, sound 
IS never Internal. Various languages help to 
~Iassify peopl~ and to define them as groups, 
If not to proVide harmony. Between indivi
duals they are best seen as a means of 
transportation between islands, not as a 
means of narrowing the existing channel. 

In Cawdor's case it has never been able to 
do this. ~e gives the impression of having 
stumbled Into the wrong world, able neither 
to belong nor to find the way home. One 
language has been no more to him than 
another. None has provided him with an 
identity, a position from which to contact 
others. He remains as remote as the star
peop~e. H~ himself seems to see a hope of 
cosmic umty beyond death, but neither his 
life nor his last, tragically contradicted "I can 
never die" give us any faith in these 
perceptions. 

The question of Cawdor's identity, his 
a~tual. race and ev~n the cause and origin of 
hiS eXistence remaIn unsolved. Given in his 
own words through two people in two langu
ages, the book ends with the only certainty to 
transcend language; that of his ultimate dis
possession and death. 

GINA GOULDER 

1. Hassall, A.J. "An Interview with Randolph Stow" 
p.312. ' 
2. From the Testament of Tourmaline: Variations on 
Them~s. of the Tao Te Ching in A Counterfeit Silence. 
3. VISitants, p. 36. (Page references are to the Picador 
edition.) 
4. Visitants, p. 44. 
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"Token Recognition": Two recent books on 
the Australian soldier's experience of 
Vietnam. 

At the Anzac Parade in Perth this year there 
was a scarcely noticed group of men' 
marching uI?der a very plain banner. They 
marched sIlently, eyes front, drawing 
embarrassed applause, if any, from the 
crowds lining the way. The sixty or so men 
had no bright uniforms, no gaudy flag: their 
"uniform" was plain dark trousers, and white 
short-slt::eved shirts. Perhaps they were 
largely Ignored because their banner said 
"F!ee Vietnamese", and they were visible 
eVidence of a war that doesn't fit the safe 
stereotypes of diggerdom that the day calls to 
mind. It is this uncertain status and lack of 
~ecognition, though this may soon be chang-
109, that confuses and embitters many Viet
nam veterans, seeing their fathers and 
grandfathers feted by the community and 
gives the bitter edge to their accounts ~f the 
war. 

Any ~~r in w~ich a coun~ry is engaged is 
not assimIlated mto the natIOnal conscious
~ess ilIl:mediately. The reporting at the time 
IS heavIly censored, and issues made bewil
dering by (at least with the case of Vietnam 
and the Moratorium marches) a fiercely held 
variety of opinions about the "justness" of 
the war. Then later, as histories are written, 
documents are made available and the night
mares of the involved soldiers become less 
unmanageable, the possibility of an accurate 
and full picture being assembled emerges. 

For. war is tenacious in the memory, de
mandmg that those involved at the "cutting 
edge" as Bean called battle, return to and 
give some form to their experiences. Henry 
("Jo") Gullett's Not as a Duty Only ... (MUP, 
1976), an autobiographical memoir of the 
author's years in battle in the second world 
war, took thirty years to reach its final form, 
and underwent three complete drafts, signi-
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ficantly becoming more personal and less 
fictionalised at each attempt. 

These comments must serve as a preface to 
an account of two books which indicate that 
perhaps we are ready as a nation to listen to 
the Vietnam veterans. There are other signs: 
the Agent Orange case, shortly to be heard in 
New York, and at a more popular level, the 
phenomenal success of Redgum's "I was only 
19(A walk in the jungle green)" a powerful 
evocation in ballad form of the ~ar. 

The two books are Token Soldiers by John 
Carroll (Wildgrass Books, 1983; RRP $7.95) 
and Desperate Praise, edited by John J. Coe 
(Artlook, 1982; RRP $6.50). 

The former is a novel based on one difficult 
patrol by a platoon of men which goes hor
rendously wrong. At this point it is worth 
noticing what Keith Douglas, the poet of the 
Second World War, called the "tautology of 
war". Despite the different setting, grittily 
and stiflingly evoked on the opening pages of 
Carroll's book, the unifying framework is 
that of sport and its echoes from another war. 
~ergeant . Savage. (a bluntly literal name) is 
mvolved 10 a boxmg match with a giant from 
Su~iaco, and .the ~attalio~, encouraged by 
their colonel, IS havmg a cncket match which 
is br~ken up by mortar fire. Higgins, one of 
the killed, had been a first grade cricketer in 
Melbourne, and "all he probably ever 
wanted to do was to bat for Australia. I 
suppose he did, in a manner of speaking" 
(p.39) comments the narrator. The whole 
scene has its links with the cricket matches of 
Gallipoli broken up by Turkish artillery. 
From this opening the novel goes on to tell of 
the events that occur on the disastrous patrol 
with laconic power and economy. 

The narrator himself, one "corporal 
Bates", is not unaware of the history behind 
his !Den in green. When first dropped off by 
their transport company's Armoured Per
sonnel Carriers, Bates sees Savage, their 
hated but respected sergeant, standing so still 
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"he could have been a bronze monument" 
(p.77), and the same comparison is picked up 
later. Another character, Chatterton, 
isolated from the platoon with three others 
who have been involved in the ambush of 
three Viet Cong and the capture of a girl, can 
still find time to see his comrades as "life size 
bronzed figures [such as those] you see 
displayed outside museums: a still life 
composition in the tradition of Gallipoli and 
the Kokoda Trail" (p.171). 

Could Chatterton have been thinking of 
the Australian War Memorial's collections? 
There is certainly a good chance, as one 
statue in particular fits a disturbing section of 
the book well. Bates, having just shot Savage 
in a bloody confrontation, as the sergeant 
gave an order to massacre villagers suspected 
of being Viet Cong sympathisers, muses 

"There is quite a lot of pleasure and 
satisfaction involved in killing, I have 
found. People probably wouldn't like to 
admit it, but sighting up some poor 
bastard and pulling the trigger and 
and watching the effect of the bullet 
tearing into them is a very exciting and 
pleasurable experience." (p.239) 

The association of killing and pleasure has 
run throughout the book, even down to the 
obscene barrack badinage. Savage is verbally 
flaying a private for having "lost" his rifle 
(Savage himself has set him up by taking it): 
" ... what are you going to shoot the 
bastards with - your cock? ... " (p.S7). 

This identification of sexuality and weapon 
may underlie the disturbing pose of R.B. 
Ewers' bronze "Vickers Gunner", where the 
phallic mechanism is cradled between the 
thighs. And this may be the final challenge to 
the man in battle. His being is either cor
rupted into the sick sensuality of the "sav
ages" of this world: in the climactic battle at 
Phan Qo, Savage kills a man with a knife, and 
Bates says that he looked "like he had just 
had the fuck of his life, and he didn't want to 
come out of it just yet. Yes, that's what that 
shining look was - pure pleasure in the sexual 
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sense" (p.216). Or, as Bates says in a passage 
paradoxically close to his statement of 
pleasure in the act of killing, he can let "the 
horror pass over" (p.244) and shut himself 
off from the killing. The latter leads to the 
sense of distance from the body of which 
Alun Lewis spoke in telling of another jungle 
war: 

"These hands are not my own 
That touch the hair-spring trigger . 

("Odi et Amo" II) 
In leaving off discussing this book I am 

conscious how many of its virtues I have left 
unexplored in detail: its evocation of setting, 
rendering of direct speech, handling of flash
backs and control of narrative pace to name a 
few. A petty complaint by contrast is the 
poor quality of the book's printing: there are 
several misprints in the final quarter of the 
book, and the blocks of print on adjoining 
pages are often distressingly badly aligned. 

The ending of Token Soldiers brings me 
quite naturally to a consideration of the con
text of the writing of the second book I wish 
to review, Desperate Praise, edited by John J. 
Cae (Artlook, 1982). The final page of 
Token Soldiers jerks the reader back into the 
present of the writing of the book. The nar
rator insists on the reality of his experience, 
and despite its distance in time (it has taken 
"a long time to get all this down - about five 
or six years, in all") (p.260), its persistence in 
the memory and its accessibility given a 
moment's "dreaming, going back and 
remembering all the rotten details" (p.260). 
This may be the cause of the frustration that 
any war veteran feels: the proximity of his 
memory when he is surrounded by those who 
have forgotten. It is this frustration perhaps, 
that makes the former soldier wish to create 
some enduring work of literature out of his 
experience and thus insist on its value for 
himself and his countrymen. 

The idea of "a work of literature" though, 
sits uneasily over such works as Token 
Soldiers and Desperate Praise. The authors 
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seem torn between "Telling it like it was" or 
"telling a good story"; the gap between the 
historical accuracy of the former and the 
subtle suspicion of the latter being the grey 
ground of the soldier memoirist. To the less 
well-read soldier with a vital urge to record 
his experiences, telling a story well, with all 
the usages of literature such as metaphor and 
simile, smacks of lying. The resulting style, 
spare, laconic, like the radio and telex 
communication of the modern military net, is 
a reaction against "prettying up" the 
unpalatable material. 

This dichotomy, between assessing a work 
as "literature" or "war memoir" , is one which 
has bedevilled commentators on this and 
earlier wars. Paul Fussell' spends many pages 
discussing Siegfried Sassoon's Memoirs of an 
Infantry Officer (Faber, 1980), praising the 
authenticity of its battle scenes, and yet he 
then points out the omissions, beginning with 
the narrator's not mentioning that he writes 
poetry, which to a simpler mind, less trained 
to separate author and narrator and assume 
ironic impersonation, would mean "lying". 
The risk that one runs is to impose a literary 
frame on a work of war memoir: to do so 
would be insensitive to the motives of its 
creation and impertinent to the convictions 
of its authors. 

Desperate Praise is, as it were, the solid 
bedrock of experience from which the lode of 
Token Soldiers has been mined, refined and 
fashioned into a more literary work. There is 
the rough humour of the makeshift thunder
box in the "Schiessenhausen Shambles", or 
the cured malingerers in "A Case of Taran-
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tulitis", and if you consider the prose of 
battle in Token Soldiers terse, the emotional 
shorthand of "Contact in The Long Khan". 
Yet in pieces such as "A Diddled Digger's 
Diary" or "Operation Esso" (with its accom
panying black and white photographs, as if to 
vouch for the authenticity of the document) 
in diary form with no commentary, one sees 
the tensions that restrospectivity causes: the 
conscious resistance to embellishment. 

"J .M.R. 's" prose sketch "Woman in 
Black" is one with close links to Carroll's 
fictive world. The lesson the patrol learns is 
"to take nothing on face value but to always 
look for the unexpected" (p.100). In Car
roll's jungle world "everything is the 
opposite at night" (p.261). Both these works 
will help Australians who did not directly 
experience that war to enter its "opposite 
world", with its acronyms and slang', and 
come to some understanding of the soldier's 
experience in a war too uncomfortably recent 
to be forgotten, yet not sufficiently distant in 
time, it seems, to receive the honours given 
to other soldiers from previous wars on 
Anzac Day. 

NOTES 
1. Only one radio or television station mentioned 

there being such a contingent of marchers: ABC 2. 
Of many interviews on all three television channels 
that Anzac Day, only one was of a Vietnam veteran. 

2. Paul Fussell, The Great War and Modern Memory, 
(OUP, 1975), pp. 90-105, and 310-312. 

3. Desperate Praise has a very helpful glossary. 

JOHN WEBB 
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